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BAGHEL ADVISES OFFICERS

BRIEF

‘Stay steadfast in your duties’

New Delhi: With many
candidates raising the
issue of their RRB-NTPC
exam centres being far
away from their home
towns, the Indian
Railways has decided to
run more than 65 special
trains across the country
for the convenience of the
aspirants appearing for
their examinations on May
9 and 10. Most of these
trains will run on May 8 to
help the students reach
their exam centres in the
morning and then ferry
them home after their
exams are over.

Nabbed
Khunti: Three Naxals
were arrested with arms
and ammunition in
Jharkhand’s Khunti district on Thursday, police
said. Acting on a tip-off,
three members of the
outlawed People’s
Liberation Front of India
(PLFI) were arrested from
Rohne-Champabaha forest in Tapkara police station area, they said.

Review
New Delhi: Prime
Minister Narendra Modi
on Thursday chaired an
important meeting to
review preparations for
heatwave management
and monsoon preparedness, government sources
said. Several parts of the
country have logged alltime high temperatures
under the impact of a torrid heatwave. The
sources said the prime
minister chaired the
meeting to review preparations for heatwave
management and monsoon preparedness.

Suspended
Baripada: Three police
officers have been suspended in Odisha’s
Mayurbhanj district for
allegedly demanding ransom from cattle traders,
an officer said on
Thursday. The action
came after an audio of a
purported conversation
between an assistant
sub-inspector (ASI) of
Jharpokharia police station and a cattle trader
went viral on social
media, he said.

Abandoned
Kozhikode: Police on
Thursday arrested a 32year-old woman after she
allegedly abandoned her
newborn baby in
Ramanattukara near
here. They said the 11day-old baby boy was discovered by migrant workers on a highway roadside in Ramanattukara on
Thursday morning while
they were going for work.
One of them took the
infant in their hands and
approached the police.
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Raipur, May 05:
Chief Minister Bhupesh
Baghel chaired a meeting
of
officers
from
Balrampur-Ramanujganj
district in Raipur on
Thursday and discussed
the development schemes
for the district. While Chief
Minister appreciated the
achievements and good
works of the officers, he
also advised them to stay
steadfast in their duties.
Chief Minister asked the
officials to be careful of
even the minute details of
their works because even a
small mistake can cost
heavy to poor families. He
gave example of a woman
beneficiary who had to
purchase ration on retail
for two years, because issuance of her ration card
was delayed. Why was not

Helicopter ride for Class 10, 12 toppers
Chief Minister Bhupesh Baghel on Thursday said the top 10 meritorious students in the Class 10 and Class 12 board examinations will be rewarded with
a helicopter ride. The chief minister made the announcement while addressing a press conference during his constituency-wise public interaction drive
at Rajpur in Balrampur district, around 420 km from the state capital Raipur.
District-wise toppers in both the board examinations will also be rewarded
with a chopper ride by the state government, Baghel said. Helicopter rides
will be provided in order to motivate and encourage children. The state and
district-level toppers will get inspiration from the chief minister’s toppers
chopper ride, he said. “Air travel is something everyone desires.

her problem address during the review, asked Chief
Minister. He directed the
officials to ensure that people get all the benefits of
the government schemes.
On this occasion, Urban
Administration Minister
Dr. Shiv Kumar Dahria,
Parliamentary Secretary
Chintamani
Maharaj,

Chief Secretary Amitabh
Jain, Additional Chief
Secretary
to
Chief
Minister Subrat Sahu,
along with district officials
were
present.
Chief
Minister said that the efficiency, behaviour and interaction of the officials is
what creates or destroys
the image of a govern-

ment. Hence, it is important that the government
officers perform their duties with dedication and efficiency. Mentioning the
feedback he recieved from
the people of three villages
in Kusmi Vidhan Sabh on
May 4, Chief Minister said
that people have a positive
outlook towards the gov-

J-K DELIMITATION PANEL REPORT

Kupwara gets extra assembly seat

 Total now
47 for Kashmir

Srinagar, May 05 (PTI):
Boundaries of almost all
assembly constituencies of
the Kashmir valley have
been redrawn by the
Jammu and Kashmir
Delimitation Commission
to create 47 constituencies,
up from 46 earlier, for a
population of over 70 lakh.
According to the final
report of the three-member commission, the only
assembly seat to be increased in the valley has
been added to Kupwara
district, which will now
have six seats. Anantnag
district has also gained
one assembly seat and will

Delimitation Commission for Jammu & Kashmir UT,
headed by Chairperson Justice (Retd.) Ranjana Prakash
Desai, ex-officio members CEC Sushil Chandra (L) and
State Election Commissioner, J&K, K K Sharma (R),
finalise the Delimitation order.
have seven constituencies,
but this came at the expense of the neighbouring
Kulgam district, which

saw its tally reduced to
three. While the commission has given in to the
public outcry and retained

the Habba Kadal constituency in Srinagar district, it has done away
with
Amira
Kadal,
Sonawar and Batamaloo
as names for constituencies. Amira Kadal was
named after 18th century
Afghan
governor
of
Kashmir Amir Khan, and
Batamaloo was named
after a revered Sufi saint,
whose shrine is located at
a stone’s throw from the
Civil Secretariat in the
city. Batamaloo has been
rechristened
Central
Shalteng, apparently to
commemorate the battle
between the Indian Army
and the Pakistani tribal invaders in the Shalteng
area in 1947.

ernment. Referring to the
plan to develop Gauthans
as Rural Industrial Parks,
Chief Minister said that
people in villages are
skilled and have been
doing the work of carpentry and blacksmith from
generations. They just
need to be encouraged. One
or two Gauthans should be
developed into a model
rural industrial park in
each block as a pilot project. In Gauthans where
mustard crushing machines and pulse mills have
been installed, the farmers
should be encouraged to
grow mustard and pulses.
He said that about 1.5 lakh
acres of land has been secured in Gauthans by consensus. He instructed to
make better arrangements
for sale of the products
made by women groups in
Gauthans. There is a need
to pay special attention to
the schemes like providing
employment, smooth operation of PDS, electricity
bill half scheme, and
paddy procurement.

 Govt to file reply by
Monday

capacity, that the misuse
of the provision as it happened
against
a
Maharashtra MP for reciting ‘Hanuman Chalisa’
has to be stopped by laying down guidelines.
However, the top law officer said there was no
need to refer the fivejudge bench verdict of the
top court in the Kedar
Nath case in 1962 to a
bench of five or seven
judges. A five-judge bench
in the Kedar Nath Singh
case in 1962 had upheld
the validity of the sedi-

tion law while attempting
to restrict its scope for
misuse. It had held that
unless accompanied by incitement or a call for violence, the criticism of the
government cannot be
construed as a seditious
offence. “Your lordships
know what is happening
in the country. Yesterday,
somebody was detained
under this Section just because they wanted to
chant ‘Hanuman Chalisa’.
So guidelines have to be
there, to prevent misuse.
Referring the Kedar Nath
verdict to a larger bench
is not necessary. It is a
well-considered
judgment, Venugopal said.

first meeting after the
French leader was recently re-elected in the presidential election. Modi and
Macron held discussions
on the entire range of bilateral issues, including
cooperation in defence,
space, blue economy, civil

nuclear and people-to-people ties, the Ministry of
External Affairs (MEA)
said in a press release.
“Delighted, as always, to
meet my friend President
@EmmanuelMacron. We
talked at length about bilateral as well as global is-

 Stops short of
launching his own party

people” who shared his vision for Bihar and whom
he will “try to meet personally”, before launching
a 3,000-km ‘padyatra’
(march) from Gandhi
Ashram at Champaran on
the Mahatma’s birthday,
October 2. Kishor came
out with an outline of his
project, titled ‘Jan Suraaj’,
drawing inspiration from
Gandhi’s aphorism of “the
best politics is right action”, at a crowded press
conference here, days after
he had announced his decision to go back “to the
Real Masters the people”.
“A political party can be

floated even a few months
ahead of elections. Bihar
faces none in the next few
years,” Kishor said averting pointed questions
about his future political
moves. “I plan to cover a
distance of 3,000 km in
about a year. I will travel to
every nook and corner of
the state and meet as
many people as possible,
trying to learn from their
grievances and aspirations,” he said.

Central Chronicle News
Bhilai, May 05: On
Thursday,
District
Collector Dr Sarveshwar
Narendra Bhure visited
Ahiwara and learned the
problems of various localities during interaction
with the Corporators of
Ahiwara civic body.
Discussions were held on
the basic problems and development prospects of
Ahiwara in presence of
Municipal
President
Natwar
Tamrakar,
Municipal Vice President
Ashok
Bafna
and
Aldermen.
The Collector said that
they are focussing to provide benefits of public
welfare schemes to the eligible
beneficiaries.
Eligible people must get

benefits for ration card,
pension, housing, lease
etc. For this purpose, the
Collector gave instructions to the administrative
staff for continuous monitoring. The public representatives were urged to
make regular identification of such people and
provide the benefits of the
schemes. Collector added
that the second focus is on
infrastructure which includes drinking water,
drainage, roads etc.
Collector learned the
problems of the wards
during interaction with
the Corporators of all the
wards. Collector gave instructions to SDM Brijesh
Kshatriya to resolve these
problems.
Ward No 3 Corporator
said that water accumu-

lates in their locality during the rains and people
suffer a lot. Its drainage
work is not possible
through
conventional
means. The Collector instructed them to make
arrangements for its
drainage through a siphon
system and asked the officials to prepare the pro-

Physical Association ‘Spectrum’
inaugurated at BMM
Central Chronicle News
Bhilai, May 05: Physical
Association "Spectrum"
was inaugurated at Bhilai
Mahila Mahavidyalaya,
Sector-9
recently.
Constituted under the auspices of the Department of
Physics, Bhilai Mahila
Mahavidyalaya (BMM),
the function began with
the lamp lighting jointly
by the Chief Guest Dr
Sanjay
Pargania,
Assistant
Professor,
Government
College,
Jamul and Dr Sandhya
Madan Mohan, Principal,
BMM. Thereafter, the
Head, Department of
Physics, Pratibha Chhaya
Claudius briefed about the

purpose and working of
the physical society. This
was followed by the conferring of batch to the newly
appointed members including Priya from M Sc
fourth semester for president, Harjot of second semester as vice president,
Bharti Kumari of fourth
semester as secretary,
Nidhi Sahu of fourth se-

mester as joint secretary,
and Poonam Sinha of
fourth
semester
as
Treasurer. Following the
distribution of batch,
Sanjay gave a presentation
on how to prepare for NET
exam. The programme
was
coordinated
by
Nandita. Dr Archana
Sharan, Kanchana Shahi
were specially present.

posal. Corporator of Ward
Number 5 stated that his
ward is also facing problems of drainage due to
narrow streets. The
Collector directed to make
a proposal for the improvement of the drainage system of the entire ward.
The problem of sewerage
was also reported in ward

Bhilai, May 05: The
Central Board of Direct
Taxes has given an opportunity to the taxpayers to
file old returns and make
corrections in the ITRs.
This facility can be used
for filing the updated returns for the financial year
2019-20 till date.
Former Chairman of
Bhilai CA Branch, CA
Piyush Jain said that
under this facility, taxpayers can now file updated return forms through ITR-U.
The facility of filing return
updates through new provisions made under section 12 (ac) in Income Tax
Act will provide great convenience to the taxpayers,
he said.

According to a joint press statement issued after the meeting,
India and France — in a postpandemic world, facing global
geopolitical challenges — reaffirmed their commitment to
prepare for the future together
by further deepening their
cooperation, expanding it in
new domains to meet emerging
challenges and broadening their
international
partnership.

sues. India and France are
proud developmental partners with our partnership
spread across different
sectors,” Modi tweeted in
English and French languages along with a photograph of him and Macron
hugging each other.

Priyanka
Mohite
from Satara in western Maharashtra has
become the first
Indian woman to
scale five peaks
above 8,000 metres after
she
climbed
Mount
Kanchenjunga
on
Thursday. Priyanka (30),
the recipient of Tenzing
Norgay Adventure Award
2020, successfully completed her expedition to
Mount
Kanchenjunga
(8,586 m), the third highest
mountain on the planet, at
4.52 pm, her brother
Akash Mohite told PTI.
In April 2021, she had
scaled Mt Annapurna
(8,091 m), the 10th highest
mountain peak in the

 Above 8,000 m
world and had become the
first
Indian
woman
climber to achieve the feat.
Priyanka has also
climbed the world’s highest peak Mount Everest
(8,849 m) in 2013, Mount
Lhotse (8,516 m) in 2018,
Mount Makalu (8,485 m)
and Mount Kilimanjaro
(5,895
m)
in
2016.

NCRB Portal regarding
cyber crimes against
women and children. In
this
sequel,
Chhattisgarh Police received a case regarding
violation of Section 67
of IT act.
As the case was connected with Bhilai,
District Police swung
into action under the
guidance of SP Dr
Abhishek Pallava and
the accused was taken
into custody. During interrogation, the accused
confessed to have uploaded a pornography
video on Instagram.
Online possession,
posting and circulation
of child pornography,
or rape / gang rape content is a punishable offence.
Accordingly,
charges are being
framed against the accused.

CA Piyush Jain informed that under this provision, the taxpayer has to
tell whether the updated
return is being filed within
12 months from the end of
the assessment year or
within 13 to 24 months.
Accordingly, there is
also a provision of penalty
and interest on the tax.
Those who have received
any preliminary notice or
enquiry from the Income
Tax Department will also
be eligible to file updated
returns and by doing so
will be able to avoid the
penalty of 200 percent in
case of missed reporting.
He added that when the
budget was presented, this
facility was not available
in the cases of loss, but
after the notification, it

Piyush Jain
has become clear that this
facility will be available in
those cases also. However,
income refund cannot be
claimed in this nor can any
wrongly stated income be
deducted.
Taxpayers filing ITR-U
will have to give reasons
for updating the income.

They will have to give reasons as to why the return
was not filed earlier, or
why the correct income information was not given.
This form can be filed
within two years from the
end of the relevant assessment year.
The taxpayer will get
eight options - Return for
the relevant year was not
filed and such income was
earned on which tax is to
be paid; All income was
not reported in the original return that was filed;
Incorrect head of income
was selected in the original return; The carried forward loss which was mentioned in the original return is to be reduced;
Carried forward unclaimed depreciation men-

tioned in the original return is to be reduced; The
MAT credit of the companies is to be reduced; Tax
was paid at the lower rate
of tax in the original return; Any other reason.
Taxpayers can avoid action by updating the ITRs.
CA Piyush Jain said that
the latest amendment of
Income Tax has brought
relief to such people who
are facing show cause notice from the department,
but action has not commenced under section 148.
If the department has a
message on its return,
then that return update
can avoid future action. To
improve the loan and the
statement, people who had
not filed the return can
also file the ITR.

Central Chronicle News

Central Chronicle News
Bhilai, May 05: On the
occasion of International
Labour
Day,
Rupali
Mahtari
Gudi
Bahuudeshiya Sansthan
felicitated the sanitary
workers who put their
lives to risk in the face of
Corona epidemic and collected garbage door to door
thereby helping curb the
epidemic from spreading
further and supporting
Bhilai
Municipal
Corporation to achieve the
goal of "Adarsh Bhilai
Swacch Bhilai".
The sanitary workers
were first welcomed by applying haldi kumkum
Akshat on forehead, followed by the distribution of
useful gifts such as saris,

Passionate about mountaineering since childhood, Priyanka started to
scale mountains in the
Sahyadri
range
of
Maharashtra as a teenager
and in 2012 scaled
Bandarpunch, a mountain
massif of the Garhwal division of the Himalayas,
in Uttarakhand. In 2015
Priyanka scaled Mt.
Menthosa which at 6443
metres is the second-highest peak in the Lahaul and
Spiti district of Himachal
Pradesh. The Bengalurubased climber is also the
recipient
of
the
M a h a r a s h t r a
Government’s
Shiv
Chhatrapati State award
for adventure sports for
2017-2018.

representatives said that
there are three to four big
ponds in Ahiwara. If the
cleaning work is done systematically and after that
beautification is done,
then the ponds will become useful. The Collector
directed the officers to do
this work soon.
In the meeting, the
Corporators also put forward the problem of encroachment.
The
Collector directed the officials to removal of all the
encroachments within the
stipulated time frame. A
Corporator also spoke
about the cutting of trees
by the encroachers. The
Collector said that this is a
very serious complaint
and instructed the officials to take strict action
against such people.

Central Chronicle News
Bhilai, May 05: Police
have arrested a juvenile
on charges of sharing
pornography content on
social media platform.
A report in this regard
was
received
at
National Crime Records
Bureau
(NCRB),
Ministry of
Home
Affairs, Government of
India. The accused was
arrested
from
Khursipar area of the
city.
ASP (City) Sanjay
Dhruv informed that
the juvenile accused
had uploaded the child
pornography content
using the mobile number 7471176217.
ASP Dhruv further
informed that the Home
Ministry under its
CCPWC project had received complaints on its

Rupali Mahtari Gudi Sanshthan felicitates On Devendra's initiative, city to get six new water ATMs
sanitary workers on May Day

pant shirts, gloves, masks,
bath and laundry soap,
shoes, slippers. Thereafter,
cool drinks and snacks
were offered to them made
by the organization.
Simultaneously, in keeping
with the appeal of the

Chief Minister Bhupesh
Baghel the sanitary workers were also gave rice,
onion, mango, coriander,
mint, chilli salt etc that
makes the part of borebaasi to the workers. Those
who helped make the pro-

Priyanka Mohite becomes first
Indian woman to scale five peaks
Mumbai, May 05 (PTI):

number 9. Collector gave
instructions to make proper arrangements.
The Collector also gave
instructions to make a
blueprint of the pipeline
network in the city. He said
that the blueprint is very
useful for having complete
information about the
drinking water system. He
also reviewed the Pradhan
Mantri Awas Yojana. He
said that no eligible beneficiary should be deprived
of this scheme. He said
that if any beneficiary is
facing any technical problem in getting the benefit,
the concerned officials
shall discuss the matter
with higher officials and
find a way out so that no
beneficiary is deprived of
the benefits.
In the meeting, public

Juvenile held for
sharing pornography
content on social media

Taxpayers can now file updated ITRs
Central Chronicle News

gramme a success included
Pt
Shanta
Sharma,
President of the organisation, Patron Bindu Thakur,
Nisha Sahu, Prabha
Ladekar, Rani Soni, Meena
Amarjit Kaur, Paramjit
Mehra and Domesh Sahu.

Urban Gauthan uses Phytorid technology for fisheries

Joint statement
of two leaders

Prime Minister Narendra Modi meets President of
France Emmanuel Macron, at Elysee Palace, Paris,
Thursday.

‘Jan Suraaj’ platform

Initiatives taken to resolve problems related to civic amenities

Students after appearing in the CBSE class X mathematics examination, in Noida, Thursday.

Modi, Macron call for ‘end to suffering’ of Ukrainians
Paris, May 05 (PTI):
Prime Minister Narendra
Modi
and
French
President
Emmanuel
Macron held extensive discussions on a range of bilateral and pressing global
issues, including the raging conflict in Ukraine, the
situation in the IndoPacific and terrorism, as
the two top leaders agreed
on a blueprint to work together in making the
India-France strategic
partnership a force for
global good. Modi, who arrived here on a brief working visit from Denmark on
the final leg of his threenation European tour, held
one-on-one and delegationlevel talks with Macron at
the Elysee Palace on
Wednesday night in their

Chandigarh,May 05 (PTI):
Foiling a major terror
plot, four suspected
Pakistan-linked terrorists on their way to
Telangana to deliver explosives were nabbed in
Haryana’s Karnal on
Thursday and arms, ammunition and IEDs were
recovered from their vehicle, senior police officials said.
They were allegedly in
touch with a Pakistanbased man who is involved in terror activities and who used to send
locations through an app
to them to deliver explosives and weapons,
Superintendent of Police
of Karnal Ganga Ram
Punia told reporters.
Director General of
Haryana Police P K
Agrawal said the four
were arrested in a joint
operation carried out
early morning by police
forces of Haryana and
Punjab based on intelli-

gence inputs of central
agencies. “In an intelligence-led
operation,
Punjab
Police
and
Haryana Police arrested
four persons today at
Karnal with the recovery
of 3 IEDs weighing 2.5 kg
each and one pistol.
Further investigation is
on,” the Punjab Police
said in a tweet.
The four — all residents of Punjab — were
nabbed near Bastara toll
plaza after four vehicles
of Haryana Police intercepted them, Inspector
General of Police of
Karnal Range Satender
Kumar Gupta said.
“Three
containers
each weighing 2.5 kg suspected to contain RDX, a
Pakistan-make pistol
and 31 live cartridges, besides Rs 1.3 lakh in cash
have been seized from
the vehicle,” Gupta told
PTI over phone.
After the vehicle was
intercepted in Karnal, a
bomb disposal squad and
forensic experts reached
the spot.

EXAM TIME

SC to hear pleas against
sedition law on May 10

New Delhi, May 05
(PTI): The Supreme
Court on Thursday
said it would hear
arguments on May
10 on the legal question of whether the
pleas challenging
the
colonial-era
penal law on sedition be referred to a
larger bench and
granted time to the Centre
to file its response. A special bench comprising
Chief
Justice N V
Ramana and Justices
Surya Kant and Hima
Kohli, meanwhile, was
told by Attorney General
K K Venugopal, who was
assisting in his personal

 Arms &
ammunition seized

Prashant Kishor announces

Patna, May 05 (PTI):
Celebrated election
strategist Prashant
Kishor on Thursday
announced that he
has had his fill as a
backroom operator for
leading political players of
the country and that he
now intended to create a
platform of like-minded
people named ‘Jan Suraaj’
aimed at transforming his
home state Bihar. While he
brushed aside speculation
that he would announce
the setting up of a new
party, Kishor held out the
possibility of Jan Suraaj
metamorphosing into a
political party at a latter
stage. He said he was in
touch with “about 18,000

RARE FEST

Special trains

COLONIAL-ERA PENAL LAW

Weaver birds build a nest
on a palm tree, in Nadia
district, Thursday.

One single negligence can cost heavily to a poor family

CALCULATED MOVE

 Common people
should have access
to all the benefits
of govt schemes

Big terror plot busted,
4 terrorists nabbed

Collector interacts with civic body
representatives in Ahiwara

Central Chronicle News
Bhilai, May 05: The Urban
Gauthan
located
in
Kosanagar has become a
means of livelihood for
women of self-help groups.
Apart from making manure
from cow dung, its campus
is also being used for fisheries. Women of self-help
groups are becoming selfsufficient by practicing fish-

eries in Gauthan. Mayor
Neeraj Pal is also promoting
fish farming in Gauthan
under the ambitious plan of
the
government.
Commissioner Prakash
Sarve has mobilized all possible resources for fish
farming under livelihood
oriented activities in
Gauthan. Phytorid technology has been applied for
fisheries in the Gauthan.

The dubri has been developed as a pond. Here, the
women of Amber Self Help
Group are engaged in fish
farming. At Gauthan, the
drain water coming from
BSP Township is being used
after treatment. The dirty
water is being collected in
the tank and thereafter it is
flowed through different
sections for its purification
through phytorid method.

The SHG women stated that
in this method the dirty
water is collected in the
sump well shaped tank.
After that, the water passes
through the stone filled
round dry tank. Aquatic
plants have been planted in
these tanks which purify
the water. This pure water
is stored in the clean tank
and thereafter that water is
being used for fish farming.
The women of the group
put manure and poultry
waste as fish feed in the
pond. The seeds of the
Talbia variety of fish have
been put in the pond. Along
with this, mustard cake is
also given as fish feed at intervals of 20 days. The fish
are ready for sale within
three months in summer
while they grow completely
in 6-7 months during the
rainy
season.
Commissioner Prakash
Surve is regularly inspecting the Gauthan and the
fisheries section and is trying to connect women with
employment.

Bhilai, May 05: The city
dwellers would not need to
worry about parched
throats in future for the
Bhilai
Nagar
MLA
Devendra Yadav has taken
initiative to open 06 new
water ATMs across the
city so that the people can
quench their thirst with
clean and pure water. The
six sites selected are the
most visited areas and installing water ATMs with
an estimated cost of
around Rs 42 lakhs.
The work of installation
of Water ATM is going on
in full swing and is now in
the final stage. Soon the
work of installing all these
water ATMs will be completed. After this, MLA
Devendra Yadav will dedicate it to the people of
Bhilai.

Here it needs a mention
that Bhilainagar MLA
Devendra Yadav holds
Jandarshan in the MLA's
office every Sunday where
he meets people and not
only questions about their
wellbeing but also listens
to the problems that the
people face and tries to
solve them at the earliest.
Bhilai
Nagar
MLA
Devendra Yadav has been
continuously facing de-

mands for water ATM by
the residents. Seeing the
demand and needs of the
public, he took the initiative and started work of
getting installed water
ATMs at selected six
places of the city and the
cost is being borne from
his MLA fund. The first
water ATM is being installed near Sector 1Manav Ashram. Second in
Sector 2-A near Market

Garden, Sector 4 near
Boria, Sector 7 near water
tank near bus stop, Sector
6 - near MGM School and
6th Water ATM will be installed at Shri Ram Chowk
near HUDCO Market. The
places have been selected
keeping in accordance to
the demand of the people
of the city. It is expected
that the water ATMs
would bring great relief to
the people.

Pandey accuses Cong Govt of
misleading Bhilai residents
Central Chronicle News
Bhilai, May 05: Former
Vidhan Sabha Speaker
Prem Prakash Pandey
charged the state government and Bhilai MLA for
misleading the Bhilai residents. Speaking live on a
social media platform,
Pandey said that those
who are talking about rebates in electricity bills
have even failed to provide clean drinking water
twice daily.
Pandey said that the
Chief Minister has met
the Steel Secretary and
demanded to allow CSPDCL to handle the power
supply system in Bhilai
Township so that the people could get rebate of
50% on electricity consumption upto 400 units.

For doing this,
the
Bhilai
Steel Plant
will have to
give up its license. Pandey
alleged that it
is a conspiracy to eliminate the identity of Bhilai
Township. He
asserted that CSPDCL
can provide power bill
concessions in the existing arrangement also.
Pandey said that if the
Chief Minister really
wants to give relief in
electricity bills, he can do
so in the present situation
also. All the data of consumers is available and
the state government can
provide relief by deducting
the
concession

amount from
the
bills.
Pandey questioned why
the state government is
only making
excuses for
the last 2
years.
Pandey said
that
the
Congress government is
only working to mislead
the people. He said that
people are not getting
clean drinking water in
BSP township. BSP officials assert that the
Irrigation Department is
unable to provide clean
water. Further, the residents of localities situated in the north of
Railway Lines are yet deprived of sufficient drink-

ing water even after
spending about Rs 450
crore under the Nal-Jal
scheme. He further emphasised on the need of
getting the dilapidated
drinking water pipeline
repaired in Bhilai township.
Pandey said that during
elections
the
Congress had promised
for lease but this promise
is
still
unfulfilled.
Speaking about the fire
mishap at shanties,
Pandey said that the state
government should have
provided Rs 2 lakh compensation to each affected
family but this was not
done. Local Congress
leaders did not even try to
provide this compensation as they were busy
misleading the people.
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Baghel makes several announcements in response to villagers’ demands
CM suspends EE of WRD for
negligence in duty

During tour to village Daura of
Ramanujganj
Assembly constituency on 2nd
day of BhentMulaqat Abhiyan
Raipur, May 05: Chief
Minister Bhupesh Baghel
visited village Daura of
Ramanujganj assembly
constituency today on the
second day of his meetand-greet
campaign
named “Bhent-Mulaqat
Abhiyan”. He made many
important
announcements in response to the
demands of people in
Daura. Chief Minister announced that Swami
Atmanand School would
be opened at Daura village, a college would be
opened at Ranhat, a culvert will be built on Sasu
river, and a culvert will be
built between Daldhowa to
Saraswati bridge.
On request of the villagers, Chief Minister also
announced establishment
of an electricity sub-station between Daura and
Ganesh Mod. People of
Khanda
told
Chief
Minister that there is no
road in their village, and
electricity supply has also
been a problem. In response, Chief Minister directed the Collector to ensure proper electricity
supply and to build a road
in village Khanda at the
earliest. Similarly, on request of the people of
Pauni-Pendri, Baghel instructed the Collector to
build a road immediately.
Urban Administration
and Development Minister
Dr. Shiv Kumar Dahria,

Raipur: CM Bhupesh Baghel
has suspended Executive
Engineer (EE Umashankar
Ram,
Office
of
Superintending
Engineer,
Shyam Barnai Project Circle,
Ambikapur, for showing negligence in allocated work.
During the meet and greet
programme held at Sanawal
in Ramanujganj assembly
constituency of Balrampur
district,
Chief
Minister
received complaint regarding
Umashankar showing negligence in the work of speedy

MLA Brihaspat Singh,
Chief Secretary Amitabh
Jain, Additional Chief
Secretary Subrat Sahu
were also present on the
occasion.
Women
presented
Tendu, Koynar Bhaji,
Mahua Laddu, Kasar
Laddu,
Typhari,
Khurmi to CM
Women self-help group
presented Tendu, Koynar
Bhaji, Mahua Laddu,
Kasar Laddu, Typhari,
Khurmi, Raw Mango to
Chief
Minister
Mr.
Bhupesh Baghel in village
Daura, which he enjoyed
eating. In his address to
the gathering, Chief
Minister Baghel said that
the next installment of
Rajiv Gandhi Kisan Nyay
Yojana will be released on
the death anniversary of
Late Shri Rajiv Gandhi on
May 21. So far, two installments have been released
under Rajiv Gandhi
Grameen
Bhumiheen

Krishi Mazdoor Nyay
Yojana. Now the annual financial aid provided
under this scheme has
been increased to Rs 7
thousand. Chief Minister
took feedback from the villagers present in the
Chaupal regarding these
two schemes. The beneficiaries present in the
Chaupal informed that
they have received the
amount under these
schemes. Mr. Baghel said
that the barber, washerman and priest will also be
benefitted under this
scheme. On the request of
MLA Mr. Brihaspat Singh,
Baiga priest in village
Daura has been registered
as beneficiary under Rajiv
Gandhi
Grameen
Bhumiheen
Krishi
Mazdoor Nyay Yojana.
Chief Minister asked the
farmers present in the
Chaupal about the Narva
scheme. Farmers told that
Narva scheme is being im-

Two workers killed in bulldozer tyre burst
Accident occurs at
a vehicle workshop
during filling of air
Raipur, May 05: Two people were killed in an accident in Siltara area of
??Raipur on Thursday. The
accident happened due to
the bursting of the bulldozer’s tyre. The magnitude of the explosion
could be known from the
CCTV footage in which
workers were seen blown
away.
One worker is seen in
CCTV footage, filling air
in a huge tyre while another person is seen pressing
the tyre a couple of times
to check the air pressure.
In the meantime tyre
bursts, tossing both the
workers in the air and

causing dust to engulf the
area.
The accident happened
in a workshop named
Dhankul Steel. Tyre of
bulldozer, brought here for
the loading work, was
being filled with air. The
tyre exploded with a sudden increase in pressure.
Rajpal Singh and Pranjal
Namdev, doing the work of
filling air were blown
away with sudden explosion.
Both of them died on
the spot due to explosion.
Other workers present
nearby, saved their lives by
running away after explosion. Rajpal and Pranjal
did not get a chance to escape.
Both
the
workers
opened the tire of the bulldozer and put air on it.
One worker was filling the

air while the other was
watching the tire pressure.
But both of them did not
understand when the pressure went wrong and suddenly the tyre burst with a
loud bang. Due to this,
Rajpal and Pranjal were
blown about 5 feet away
into the air. The iron ring
in the middle of the tyre
hit both of them on their
heads and they fell down.
Siltara Police informed
that both the workers
killed in this accident are
residents of Satna in
Madhya Pradesh. Now
their families are being informed about this incident. At present, the bodies of both have been sent
for postmortem. The
CCTV footage is also being
examined so that the
cause of the incident can
be ascertained.

State industries facing severe
crisis of coal, iron ore
In the midst of
acute shortage of
coal, industrialists
of Chhattisgarh
have to source coal
from Australia and
South Africa at
expensive prices.
Raipur, May 05: In the
midst of acute shortage of
coal, industrialists of
Chhattisgarh have to
source
coal
from
Australia and South
Africa at expensive prices.
This situation is when
SECL has mines in
Chhattisgarh. This information was given by the
officials of industrial organisations in a recent
meeting held with the
Union Steel Secretary
Sanjay Kumar Singh.
Industrialists apprised
the minister about the
problems of coal and
other raw materials. In a
meeting held at a private
hotel in the capital, in the
presence of top officials of
the
Industries
Department, the office
bearers of industrial organizations put forth

many demands. Manoj
Agrawal, President of
Chhattisgarh Rolling Mill
Association said that
50,000 metric tonnes of
raw material should be
available per month to
rolling mills from Bhilai
Steel Plant and 60 to 75
thousand metric tonnes
per month for rolling
mills from Nagarnar Steel
Plant. A separate e-auction should be done for
the sale of scrap or other
products of Bhilai Steel
Plant (BSP) to the steel
rolling mills of the state,
so that the industrialists
of the state can get benefit
in this auction. NMDC
Chairman Sumit Dey,
SAIL-BSP
Director
Arniban Das Gupta,
Industries Department
Special Secretary Anurag
Pandey,
Industries
Department, Additional
Director, Praveen Shukla
and other officials were

present in the program.
Industrialists said that
at present the state is not
getting scrap due to the
big industrial houses of
other states in the e-auction of BSP. Also, the electricity rates for rolling
mills in the state should
be fixed at Rs 5.50 per unit.
In the program, the Steel
Secretary informed that a
draft is being prepared by
the Central Government
for the MSME sector, in
which the suggestions received will also be included. Office bearers of
Sponge Iron Association
and Mini Steel Plant
Association also participated in the programme.
Anil Nachrani, President,
Sponge Iron Association
said that despite the presence of NMDC and SECL
in the state, the industries
are facing shortage of
iron ore and coal. Manish
Dhuppad, general secretary of the Mini Steel
Plant Association, said
that the central government should make policies regarding core category industries, so that
even in extreme circumstances, benefits can be
availed under the policies.

plemented in Bairamu
Nala and in Sargadi Nala,
and now these canals have
water available round the
year. Happy with the positive feedback of the vil-

also ensure water supply
to farmers for irrigation.
This will also attract exotic animals and birds. Mr.
Baghel directed the officials to make implementation of this scheme a priority. He further said that
we will not build big dams

disposal of land acquisition
cases under Kanhar InterState Project. Expressing displeasure over the same, Chief
Minister said that protecting
the interests of the farmers
who gave their land for this
ambitious irrigation project is
paramount; negligence in this
work will not be tolerated in
any case. During the suspension period, the headquarters
office of Uma Shankar Ram
has been fixed at Chief
Engineer Minimata Hasdeo
(Bango) project Bilaspur.

Minister asked the localites about Gauthans
about the cultivation of
mustard and maize, on
which Rameshwar Yadav,
a resident of village
Kareta told Chief Minister
that mustard is cultivated
in sufficient quantity in

Ration card of Kabilaso made on
spot after CM’s intervention
Raipur,
May
05:
During
a
village
Chaupal
organized
today as a part of
‘Bhent-Mulaqat
Abhiyan’ in village
Daura, CM Baghel directed the officials concerned to make ration
card immediately on the
spot, on the demand of
67-year-old village resident Kabilaso. As per his

instructions,
the
woman’s ration card
was made within half
an hour. Handing over

the ration card to the
elderly,
the
Chief
Minister asked her if
she is happy now. The
woman got emotional
and gave blessings to Mr.
Baghel by placing her
both hands palms on the
top of his head. Pe5
ople present at the
‘Chaupal’ heaped praise
on Chief Minister by
clapping their hands.

lagers, Chief Minister said
that with this scheme will
not only make our forest
lush and green but will

but will recharge small
canals. We have taken
about 30 thousand canals
under this scheme. Chief

his area. Chief Minister
instructed the officials
concerned to give Mr.
Yadav equipment for ex-

CM approves an amount of
Rs 4 lakh on the spot
p

For the treatment
of a villager for
brain tumour

Raipur: In the second day of
the
‘Bhent
Mulaqat’
Campaign, Chief Minister
Bhupesh Baghel reached
Aragaahi
village
of
Ramanugunj constituency,
Balrampur district. A local
resident by the name of
Reena Vishwas came to meet
the Chief Minister and sought
help for the treatment of her
son’s brain tumor. Reena
informed Baghel that a huge
amount has been spent for

traction of mustard oil
and chicken feed. He directed the officials to provide proper training along
with the machines.
CM inspects newlyconstituted
Tehsil
Daura-Kochli
On arriving at village
Daura, Chief Minister
first inspected the newly
formed Tehsil DauraKochli, then he took note
of the cases of demarcation, transfer and distribution. Mr. Baghel said that
revenue matters are related to personal and family
interest. Such applications
should be disposed off on
priority within the time
limit. Chief Minister Mr.
Baghel directed the officials to correct the maps,
records and to resolve the
pending cases at the earliest. Chief Minister expressed displeasure over
the delay in correction of
the map.

the treatment of her son.
When the woman showed her
inability to write an application, Urban Administration
Minister Dr. Shiv Kumar
Dahria himself wrote the
application
which
was
approved instantly and a
financial aid of Rs. 4 Lakhs
was sanctioned on the spot
by the Chief Minister. This
kind of sensitive government
-help has put a smile on this
mother’s face and she
thanked the Chief Minister
earnestly for this endeavor
which would prove to be a
great respite for her and her
son.

SAEGMS school will be
opened in Daura and a college
will established in Ranhat
Culverts to be built on Sasu
river and from Daldhowa to
Saraswati bridge
Power substation to be established between Daura and
Ganesh Mod
People of village Khanda will
soon have access to road connectivity and electricity supply
In response to the request of
villagers, Baghel gave instructions to build a road in PauniPendri
CM inaugurates newly-built
Tehsil office Daura-Kochli
Narva Yojana: Now water is
available in Bairamu Nala and
Sargadi Nala round the year

CM says ‘farming, yoga and swimming’
are his fitness mantra
When students
asked CM about
secret to his fitness
CM replies to questions by students
about his fitness
CM interacts with
the students of
SAGEMS during
‘Bhent-Mulaqat
Abhiyan’
Children asked CM
some witty and
interesting questions
Raipur, May 05: “BhentMulaqat Abhiyan” (Meetand-Greet Campaign of
Chief Minister Bhupesh
Baghel) commenced today
from Balrampur district of
Chhattisgarh. Under this
campaign, Chief Minister
will be visiting all 90 constituencies of the state.
During his visit to Kusmi
area of Balrampur district, Chief Minister affectionately interacted with
the students of Swami
Atmanand School. He

asked them about their
name and classes and
talked to them about their
studies. School students
also answered to his ques-

tions lovingly.
One of the students
named Varsha asked Chief
Minister about his secret
to fitness, to which Chief

‘Sarpanch still holds post even after
irregularities in ration distribution’

Raipur, May 05: Women
and Child Development and
Social Welfare Minister
Mrs Anila Bhedia reached
North Bastar Kanker in her
charge district on May 5,
the first day of her two-day
stay in Bastar. She reviewed
the implementation of government schemes and programs in the district office
and directed the officials to
redress the public grievances and complaints
promptly. Mrs Bhedia said
that the benefits of the
schemes of the government
should reach the last per-

son of the society.
If the case is not in accordance with the rules, clearly inform the beneficiary so
that he does not have to
wander unnecessarily. She
asked all the officers to discharge their duties with
sensitivity and seriousness
so that citizens can get the
benefits of the schemes at
the earliest. Giving information about the schemes,

Collector Chandan Kumar
said that 2465 works have
been completed in the first
phase and 2480 in the second phase under the Narva
program. Gothans are
being developed as multi activity
centers
under
Godhan Nyay Yojana. Cow
dung is being procured in
389 Gauthans, from which
48,183 quintals of vermi
compost has been prepared

‘NO EFFECT OF MESSAGE’

The very message of ‘Neki Ka Kachara’ in line with ‘Neki-ki-Diwar’ has been written
on the wall and fails to act as a motivation to people not to throw the waste and
garbage in the ground and rather throw it in the dustbin.

so far. 290 Anganwadi buildings are to be constructed
in the district, out of which
47 buildings have been completed. Under the Chief
Minister
Haat-Bazaar
Clinic Scheme, 75 dedicated
teams are reaching the
Haat-bazaars and treating
the patients. Till now, 2.17
lakh patients have been
treated in 190 haat-bazaars.
The Collector informed that

under the Chief Minister’s
Nutrition Campaign, nutritious hot food and Kodo
khichdi and Ragi pudding
are being provided to malnourished children and
pregnant and nutritious
mothers, due to which the
rate of malnutrition has
come down by about 13 percent. Under the ‘Rajiv
Gandhi
Grameen
Bhumiheen
Krishi
Mazdoor Nyay Yojana’, 7
thousand 124 beneficiaries
are being benefited. On this
occasion,
District
Panchayat President Mr.
Hemant Dhruv, Kanker
Municipality President
Mrs. Saroj Thakur and former
Zilla
Panchayat
President Mrs. Subhadra
Salam, district level officers
of various departments
were present.

Cement prices peaked at Rs 345 per bag
Raipur, May 05: Cement companies, which reduced the price of
cement by Rs 15 due to low offtake and protests by sellerbuilder groups, have hit back
within a week. Now preparations
have been made to increase the
price of cement again. According
to the information available, this
time the price will be increased
by Rs 20. That is, by reducing Rs
15, it is now being hiked by Rs 20
directly. With the new price, the
cost of a per bag of cement will
reach Rs 345. It is being said that
the increased rate is effective
from May 5. The companies have
issued these instructions to the
distributors. Even after all the
resources, labour and raw materials are procured local, these
companies are increasing the
prices arbitrarily by forming cartels. Cement sold at Rs 280 per
bag a year ago has now reached

Rs 325. From April 15, the price
of one bag of cement reached Rs
340. There was also a protest
against the price without increasing the demand. After that the
companies reduced its value by
Rs 15. Now after about 10 days,
all preparations have been made
to increase the price of the one
bag cement directly by Rs 20.
Traders associated with this
sector said that at present the
market is almost stable. At first it
was increased by Rs 50 without
demand. Due to lack of off-take,
the prices had to be reduced by
Rs.15. Now again the prices have
been hiked by Rs 20. It is notable
that for construction works to be
done in monsoon, traders stock
their cement now. The production
of companies also decreases in
monsoon, because of this; they
are now engaged in earning by
increasing the price.

Nine people of Ch’garh scaled 5364 meters Mount Everest in 10 days
Raipur, May 05: Chitrasen
Sahu,
known
as
Chhattisgarh’s
Blade
Runner “Half Human
Robo”, has scaled Everest
along with eight of his companions. As part of the
“Stand on Your Feet” mission, scaled Everest Base
Camp up to 5364 meters
with the help of crutches
and prosthetic legs in just 10
days, Chitrasen Sahu and

his eight companions
Chanchal Soni, Rajni Joshi,
Anwar Ali, Nikki Bajaj,
Gunjan Sinha, Pemendra

Chandrakar, Raghuvendra
Chandrakar and Ashutosh
Pandey have accomplished
this feat. All mountaineers

with different type of disabilities, genders, ages and
communities have conquered Everest in this mission. There was a wave of
enthusiasm among all the
participants after reaching
Everest Base Camp. The program was organized under
the mission “Stand on your
feet”. The objective of this
prgram is to spread empowerment and awareness

among the people. Those
who lose any part of their
body from birth or after an
accident, to bring them social acceptance, they should
get equality and not be victims of any inequality.
Chitrasen Sahu while motivating his participants said
that the absence of any part
of the body is not a matter of
shame, nor does it come in
the way of our success.

with people of the state.
Another student asked
him that how can they develop a personality like
time, to which he answered that they should
focus on their education
and embody the moral values taught by the wise elders, besides keeping alive
their curiosity to learn
new things and gather
new experiences.
He advised them to
practice Yoga and exercise
to stay mentally and physically strong. Students
told Chief Minister that
they have better infrastructure, qualified teachers, positive environment
and resources for education in Swami Atmanand
School. After the lovely interaction, Chief Minister
took pictures with the
children, making it a
memorable moment for
them. Chief Minister inspected the facilities available in the school including the computer lab,
physical lab. He spoke to
the principal and the
teachers and appreciated
their efforts to improve
the quality of education in
the institution.

p

Accused sent to jail

Kondagaon, May 05: The dead
body of an unknown woman
was found lying in the border
of the jungle adjoining Odisha,
near village Hirapur, under
Makdi police station of the district two days ago. Giving
information in this regard,
Superintendent of Police
Dibyang Patel said that after
reaching the forest of Hirapur,
the dead body was recovered
and it could not be identified.
After seeing the tattoo on the
deceased’s hand and the
clothes she was wearing, she
was identified to be hailing
from Odisha.
On interrogation with the
relatives after the identification of the body, her identification was disclosed as Bolo
Gaud, caste Raut, age 40 years,
resident of Malbera district,

CM’s meet and
greet campaign

District office and
Community health
centre thoroughly
inspected

MNREGA. He said that a
big case has also come to
the fore in Chintalnar that
the Sarpanch does not live
in the village itself and a
report has also been filed
against him in the police
station regarding ration
distribution, yet he has not
been sacked yet, whereas
in less serious matter
Madkam Ayati, Sarpanch
of
Pordem
(Sukma)
Panchayat is dismissed.
Minister Kawasi
Lakhma accused of giving protection

He said that the followers of Minister Kawasi
Lakhma Ram are being
boxed even for committing a big crime, whereas those whose cases are
not too serious are dismissed for not getting political patronage.
At the same time, he
expressed surprise that
even the stay order of the
commissioner is not
being considered in this
matter. Is all the crime
of Lakhma Ram’s men
forgiven?

Bhediya participates in ‘Akti
Tihar’ and ‘Mati Poojan’ prog

Raipur, May 05: Women
and Child Development and
Social Welfare Minister
Anila Bhediya attended the
‘Akti Tihar’ and ‘Mati Pujan
Diwas’ programme organized today at Adarsh
Gauthan in village Charota
of Balod district. She offered prayers to Bhuiyan
Mata and extended wishes
to the people on the occasion of Akti Tihar and Mati
Pujan Diwas. Sanjari-Balod
MLA Sangeeta Sinha was
also present on the occasion.
Bhediya read out the mes-

sage of Chief Minister
Bhupesh Baghel regarding
Akti Tihar and administered oath to the people to
protect ‘Bhuiyan Mata’.
Everyone took an oath to
protect the soil and use organic manure in their fields
and gardens. On this occasion, Bhediya gave blessings to 19 couples who tied
knots at the ceremony organized
under
Mukhyamantri
Kanya
Vivah Yojana, wishing them
a happy married life. She
distributed
vegetable
Minikits to five beneficiar-

ies under the scheme of
Horticulture Department
and seeds of fragrant paddy
to two beneficiaries under
the scheme of Agriculture
Department. Zila Panchayat
member Mrs. Lalita Piman
Sahu, Janpad Panchayat
Balod President Mrs.
Premlata Sahu, former VicePresident of Zila Panchayat
Mr. Sanjay Chandrakar,
public
representatives,
Collector Janmejay Mahobe,
officers-employees of various departments and a large
number of people were present on the occasion.

of the deceased and hanged it
on the mango tree of his garden. Later the accused with
the help of his wife and his
friend Bhadu Netam threw the
dead body in the forest near
Hirapur. The accused had
thrown his mobile in the pond
near his farm after the murder
which the police later recovered following confirmation by
the accused. The sandal of the
deceased was recovered from
the accused enclosure and the
motorcycle used in the incident was recovered from the
accused house.

Dulare said, ‘ now it will be
convenient for him to visit the
bank for his pension and other
work using this tricycle’. ‘I can
also visit my relatives living in
nearby villages. I no longer

need to depend on anyone for
these works’. Receiving a tricycle from the Chief Minister has
relieved him from the problems
of walking. Paikra told that he
gets 10 kg of rice every month
from the disabled ration card.
He is also getting a pension
every month. He also has an
Ayushman card for treatment
in the hospital. To take advantage of the schemes related to
the disabled, he also has been
issued a Unique Disability Card
(Number).

Agricultural College to be established in Shankargarh: CM

Jogapath’s five
Gram Panchayats
will be connected
with electricity

Konta, May 05: Former
MLA
and
National
President of All India
Tribal
Mahasabha,
Manish Kunjam visited
Maoist infested village
Chintalnar in Konta block
of Sukma district in the
past and discussed
with residents and
nearby
villagers.
People put forward
many problems in
front of Kunjam, in
which more problems
came to the fore in relation
to road, electricity, water,

Navrangpur. Police found that
even after marriage she was
having extra-marital affair. The
victim had left the house on the
date of incident, saying that
she was going to Malbera,
police station Umarkot, District
Navrangpur, Odisha, to the
house of accused Bolo Gaud. At
the latter’s place there was a
dispute between the two. The
accused got angry and killed
the deceased strangulating her
with a handkerchief around the
neck and to make the incident
look like suicide, the accused
made a noose around the neck

Dr Paikra was happy to receive a motorized tricycle from CM
Durgapur: During an inspection
of
Shankargarh
Janpad
Panchayat, Chief Minister
Bhupesh Baghel gave a motorized tricycle to Dulare Ram
Paikra of Durgapur village.
Dulare Ram Paikra, aged 58
years, has been affected by
polio since birth and is unable
to walk on his own. He lives in
Durgapur with his niece and
niece’s husband. At the behest
of the Chief Minister, he
switched on the tricycle using
the key.

Three roads and
two bridges will be
inaugurated

Feedback taken from the beneficiaries of KNY, BMNY:
Beneficiaries received the
amount in their account

Resolve public grievances and complaints promptly: Bhedia
W&CD Minister
reviews the departmental schemes incharge district
Kanker

Minister replied that
farming, Yoga and swimming have helped him
maintain his fitness level.
Chief Minister advised
the children to practice
yoga and exercise everyday. Other curious students of the school also
asked Chief Minister interesting questions, to
which he responded with
warmth and simplicity.
In her second question
to Baghel, Varsha asked
him whether he always
wanted to be the Chief
Minister or did he have
any other ambitions and
to which Baghel answered
that he always wanted to
be a good farmer, but while
practicing farming, he got
involved in works of public service and social welfare, the path that led him
to becoming a Chief
Minister.
Students of Swami
Atmanand School said
that they have been reading about the active works
of Chief Minister in
media and they are impressed to observe how
Chief Minister manages
administrative works and
his personal interaction

Police cracks blind murder mystery

Kusmi, May 05: In the
Chief
Minister’s
Marathon
tour
of
Chhattisgarh’s 90 constituencies, after completing the meet and greet
campaign at Kusmi of
Samri constituency,Chief
Minister Bhupesh Baghel
reached his second destination of Shankargarh
where he thoroughly inspected the district office
and
the
Nutrition
Rehabilitation Center
(poshan kendr) of the
Community
Health
Center.
Baghel also made some
significant announcements for the social wel-

fare of Shankargarh, as
he announced to establish
an Agricultural College to
encourage the youth towards farming. Moreover,
In the forest area between
Jagima and Patna, falling
in the Kododipa NH 343
area, a 7 km road has undergone macadamisation,
the height of the bridge
constructed in Galfulla
has been increased, between Dharinagar and
Harileta, a bridge has
been constructed over
Bicchri river. Moreover an
announcement has been
made for the construction
of 12 km road between village Pondi Khurd to
Jashpur district’s Sulesha
which will extend till
Dangri Ghat. Baghel further said ‘the five gram
panchaayat’s of Jogapath

104 Helpline Number to address
queries for generic medical issues
and mental health

Raipur, May 05: Ziqitza
Healthcare Ltd. (ZHL),
Asia’s one of the largest
private emergency medical
service
(EMS)
provider has successfully
won the tender for104
Health Helpline Services
in
the
State
of
Chhattisgarh, as per the
PPP agreement with the
Government
of
Chhattisgarh. This will enable Ziqitza’s team to expand
services
in
Chhattisgarh. Ziqitza won
this contract through a
competitive bid process To
help
people
of
Chhattisgarh resolve their
medical queries and to provide them with health related information and mental health counselling,
Asia’s largest emergency
medical services provider

company
Ziqitza
Healthcare Limited
has set up its medical
helpline number 104
in the state. The service became operational in April 2022.
Chandan Datta,
Head of Government
Business, Ziqitza
Healthcare Limited
said, “We would like
to extend our heartfelt
gratitude towards the state
government and National
Health Mission and its officials for giving us this opportunity to serve the people of Chhattisgarh.104
helpline aims to provide
people one stop solution for
any advice or information
relating to their health and
we would like to urge people to avail this service to
get solutions for their
health-related queries”
The newly functional
104 helpline will have a
dedicated 30 seater call
center in Raipur and will
also have algorithm based
application technology.
This will be used in
Mother
and
Child
Tracking System (MCTS)
and Grievance Redressal
System.

have been living without
electricity till now, electricity supply will be
arranged for these gram
panchayat’s soon . ‘The
Chief Minister also approved the construction of
a road between Mahuadih
and Bharatpur.
While inspecting the
NRC
(Nutrition
Rehabilitation Centre),
Baghel inquired about the
general functioning of
community health centre
from the public. He also
instructed the doctors to
ensure the availability of
all essential medicines
and maintain medical
equipment’s efficiently,
and also asked the doctors
to prescribe generic medicines to every patient. He
also stressed on the need
for doctors to be present in

OPD and to focus on
prompt dialysis.
Baghel while inspecting
the District office inquired about the implementation of public welfare schemes and asked
the district officials about
the pension payment
scheme, He inquired
about how many people
are getting pension in the
Janpad Panchayat and
under which scheme.
Officials said that the pension till March 2022 has
been paid in the Janpad
Panchayat area. He also

inquired about the mode
in which these pensions
are being dispensed, to
which officials informed
about the successful use
of Bank Sakhi’s and direct bank transfer’s as
mode of pension payments. Mr. Baghel also
instructed these officials
to timely resolve the applications received from
the general public and
advised to administer
special care to provide
easy resolution of any issues faced buy the beneficiaries.

Baghel personally went to Sakshi for selfie

Samri: In the Marathon tour of
Chief Minister’s meet and greet
campaign organised in 90 constituencies of the state, there
was a great wave of joy among

the children on Chief Minister
Mr. Baghel’s arrival in their village. As the information about
Baghel’s arrival reached the
children of Shankargarh of
Samri constituency, all the children of this village gathered to
get a photograph with the Chief
Minister. Sakshi Baig was
among this group of children
and she had been waiting since
the morning to get a photograph
with him. As this information
reached Baghel himself went up
to the children and while showering love to each one of them
and interacting with them, he
posed happily for the children’s
photograph with him.

Seminar on prospects in journalism organized
Raipur, May 05: Keeping
in mind the objective of
guiding the students on
their future employment
prospects and startups,
Kalinga University organized a seminar recently. In which, keynote
speaker was Assistant
Professor, Sheikh Abdul
Kadir of Journalism and
Mass Communication
Department of Kalinga
University.
The keynote speaker,
Sheikh Abdul Kadir,
while highlighting the immense possibilities of employment in the field of
journalism and mass
communication to the
students, said that the
present era is the age of
information technology.
There are many options
for getting employment
with better knowledge
and guidance of information, public relations, language and technology. He
said that with hard work,
self-confidence and right
guidance, one can get the
desired success. It may be
noted that Sheikh Abdul
Kadir has a long experience of about 21 years in
the field of journalism.
He shared his experience
with
the
students.
Participants from various

schools and colleges were
present in the said seminar, Director (Admission)
of Kalinga University,.
Abhishek Sharma said
that journalism and mass
communication courses
are very popular among
students in the present
scenario. By getting the
right guidance and degree on this subject, employment opportunities
are highest in various
media establishments.
The students present during seminar presented
their queries to the
keynote speaker and got
proper guidance from
him. At the end of the
program, vote of thanks
was given to the chief

guest. In the said seminar,
the Director of Marketing
and
Admission
Department
of
the
University,
Abhishek
Sharma, Kajal Singh,
Vishal, Ms. Garima
Sonwani and officers and
staff of Admissions
Department were present.
It is worth mention that
Kalinga University is a reputed educational institution of Central India. For
providing innovation and
quality education, the
university has been
granted B+ recognition
by
the
National
Assessment
and
Accreditation Council
(NAAC). It is the only private
university
in
Chhattisgarh, which is included in the NIRF
Ranking 2021 of Excellent
151-200 Universities. Here
the students are trained
through high quality multidisciplinary research focused education and skill
development programs to
inculcate innovation in
the students as per the
global benchmarks. So
that with the development of leadership power
in them, the spirit of becoming a responsible citizen can be developed.
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Appearing in Class XII exam with children
Mainpur, May 05: If one
has an ambition and determination, nothing is impossible. The same holds
true for village panchayat
Jarapadar
sarpanch
Harchand Dhruv who even
at 60-year-old age is now appearing for his Class XII
board examination along
with other students who
are normally 18-year-old.
This senior member of
the village has take up education as like other small
children. This village panchayat is at a distance of 3
km from tehsil headquarter Mainpur and sarpanch
is appearing in Class XII
examination under Open
School.
He has set an example

and is a role model for
other senior persons' of his
age and Dhruv's family
feels proud of him for his
appearing in Class XII examination.
Harchand due to some

reasons could not continue
studies after Class X and
now after completing Class
XII he is confident of contributing more to the development of his village panchayat. He wants to learn
English also and is appearing in examination from
8:00 am to 11:30 am at
Mainpur
Government
Higher Secondary School.
Sarpanch believes that
there is no age for learning
and his passion has received praise from one and
all. Other students appearing examination along
with Sarpanch are so crazy
that they are even taking
photographs
with
sarpanch after they come
out of the examination
hall.
Elder son and daughter-

Health Minister to review health facilities
Central Chronicle News
Dhamtari, May 05:
Health Minister TS Singh
Deo will be on a two-day
stay to investigate the
health facilities in the district. It is noteworthy that
due to the district being
located on the National
Highway, there is increased pressure regarding the health facilities in
the district hospital in
Dhamtari. Especially the
establishment of Trauma
Unit,
New
District
Hospital Building and
Medical College is the
much awaited demand of
the people of the district.
In view of the death toll
in road accidents occur-

ring within a radius of 49
km from Shyamtarai to
Kodapar on the highway
here, setting up of a trauma unit in the district
hospital has become extremely important.
Since in case of such
road accidents, the district hospital becomes a
mere referral center, the
time spent in bringing a
serious patient from the
incident site to the district hospital first and
after referring here to the
capital Raipur, outweighs
the patient's life.
Since people from the
border
villages
of
Gariaband
to
Kondagaon, Keshkal,
Narayanpur, Kanker,

Balod and Durg are dependent on the district
hospital for health facilities on Dhamtari and
since also most of the recruits here are residents
of the surrounding district, in such a situation,
the expansion of facilities in the hospital has
become very important.
According to administrative sources, Health
Minister Singh Deo will
be on a two-day stay on
May 6-7. On behalf of the
Municipal Corporation,
Mayor Vijay Devangan
will also submit a memorandum to the Health
Minister for the expansion of health facilities
in the hospital.

in-law are teachers while
youngest son is computer
operator Sarpanch's elder
son Kailash Dhruv and
daughter-in-law Babita
Dhruv are teachers by profession while youngest son
Budheswar Dhruv is
Computer Operator in
Janpad
Panchayat
Mainpur.

What centre-in-charge says
"Mainpur Government
Higher Secondary School
examination centre incharge H N Singh said, village panchayat Jarapadar
sarpanch Harchand Dhruv
comes to the centre on
time as like other normal
students and appear in the
examination.

Central Chronicle News

Road in which the workers
were informed about the
upcoming work expansion
plan of the party. The
booth expansion scheme
in the entire state will
start from May 5 and commence on May 15.

State President Kisan
Morcha and former MLA
Shyam Bihari Jaiswal,
BJP District President
Krishna Bihari Jaiswal,
BJP General Secretary
Jamuna Pandey, District
Minister Vijay Rana ,

Bollywood actress Divya
Dutta with Punjabi actor
and singer Gippy Grewal
offer prayers at the
Golden Temple, ahead of
their upcoming film Maa,
in Amritsar, Thursday.

Central Chronicle News
Jagdalpur, May 05: As
per instructions from
Collector Rajat Bansal, the
Mineral
department's
squad conducted surprise
inspection in Bhanpuri,
Jagdalpur, Chapar, area
here on Thursday.
Mineral officer inCharge Hemant Cherpa
informed that during the
inspection five vehicles
were found illegally transporting limestone and
case has been filed against
the transporters under illegal Mineral transportation Act.
In this Hywa bearing
No. CG 17KN 34461; CG 17
KR 2108; Tipper - bearing

Cyber crime
i

No. CG 17 KP 2381, CG-17-H
1608 and CG 19 H 0863 were
seized by the department.
All these vehicles were
booked under rule 71 of
Chhattisgarh
Gaun
Khanij Niyamavali 2015
and section 21 of Khanij

(Vikas & Viniyam) Act
1957. Earlier also the mining and mineral contractors and transporters in
the district were fore
warned not to transport
minerals illegally as it is a
criminal offence without

proper valid licence.
As per instructions
from Collector due action
is being taken against the
contractors and mafia illegally excavating and transporting minerals from the
region.

To make tree-guards, planks with messages and for computer table etc
Central Chronicle News
Khairagarh, May 05: The
teachers of High School in
Prakashpur re-used the
iron rods of old table and
chairs of school as treeguard in the garden and
other species of plants in
the garden. This particular
initiative of teachers has
been hailed by villagers
and people of the region.
In majority of the
Schools, the old table and
chairs are sold out as
scrap to scrap dealers. But
the
teachers
of
Prakashpur School took a
novel initiative and made
better use of the material.
It is worthwhile to men-

District Treasurer Rahul
Singh, BJYM District
President Circle Rajwade
and other district officials
were present in the meeting.
In the meeting former
member of BJP Mrs
Sunaina Vishwakarma
(Independent Councilor)
who won the municipal
election and was expelled
by the party, along with
her ward resident Manoj
Kesarwani Bablu Sunaina
Panika, Semlal, Ajay
Vishwakarma took the
membership
of
the
Bharatiya Janata Party.
In the meeting, all the
people including Sunaina
Vishwakarma, the ward
residents were welcomed
into the party. The information about the above
was given by the Board's
General
Secretary,
Advocate Sanjay Gupta.

tion here that there are
around 120 students from
Prakashpur and other
nearby villages studying
in the High School and
this includes village
Jurla, Khapriteli and
Khapari Sirdar.
On getting new tables
and chairs in the school,
the old furniture was
lying as scrap for auction
and even the School management was trying to sell
it out as scrap, but it got
delayed.
So taking new initiative,
under 'Kabad-se-Jugad',
the school teachers taking
new initiative took out the
iron rods and angles in the
tables and chairs and used

it as tree-gaurd to protest
trees planted and plants of
other species in the
graden, so as to ensure its
safety.
Apart from this taking
out the wooden planks
from the chairs and desks,
they transformed it into

sign board with positive
messages related to sanitation, plantation, safety,
conservation and others
and got it placed in different chowks, 'chourahas'
and lanes in the village, so
that it act as source of motivation for students and

villagers.
Apart from this the
wooden planks and wood
from the tables were used
to make computer tables
in school, along with
stand, stands to organised
photos of well-known personalities and re-use the
entire lots for some good
work.
The teachers informed
that with the old and rejected chairs and tables,
the School got works
worth around Rs 50000 in
the school premises itself
and in this way saved lot of
money and wood from
going into waste and
reusing the materials for
better use.

Fare-free travel
i

Ankita Sharma assumes office as OSD
In newly formed district of Khairagarh-Chuikhadan- Gandai
Khairagarh, May 05:
Appointed as OSD in the
newly formed District of
Khairagarh- Chiukhanda GandaiIPS
Ankita
Sharma assued office here
in Khairagarh on Monday.
It is notable here that after
appointment of Collector
ranked OSD Jagdish
Sonkar in the last reshuffle, the state government
has appointed IPS Officer
Ankita Sharma as the new
OSD.
She assumed office on
Monday at 4:00 pm and
after this she visited city's
Pipariya ward, Amlipara,
Dauchoura ward and famous Indira Kala Sangeet
Mahavidyalaya (IKSV).
On her arrival in
SDOP's office, she was accorded warm welcome by
TI Rameshwar Deshmukh
and met other staff as
well. TI Nilesh Pandey and
TI
Chuikhadan

Rameshwar Deshmukh
and other staff also met
and welcomed her.
OSD Sharma here took
information about thanas
and camps coming under
Khairagarh, Gandai subdivision.
It is learnt that till the
arrangement for OSD's office is made in Polytechnic
premises, Ankita Sharma
will be carrying out her
works from SDOP's office
itself.
On appointment of
Ankita Sharma as OSD
who is very much active
on the social media, the
denizens of city and
other parts of state are
regularly following her
on social media and she
is receiving good response and likes to her
photos and videos. In
media, she is reported to
have received tags like
'Lady Singham'.

Central Chronicle News
Jagdalpur, May 05: Aam
Aadmi Party (AAP) has
begun its preparations for
the assembly elections for
Jagdalpur Vidhan Sabha
and an assembly level
worker's conference was organized in the district to
strengthen the party's base
in the region. It is to be
known that in the meeting
of office-bearers, under the
leadership of supervisor
Ashutosh Pandey and district in-charge Devlal
Nareti, to strengthen the
organization
of
the
Legislative Assembly up to
the booth level, honorable
election in-charge Gopal
Rai and state in-charge
Sanjeev Jha, gave valuable
instructions to the party

workers.
State Vice President and
Jagdalpur
Supervisor
Ashutosh Pandey while addressing all the officials
said that today the wind of
change is going on in the
whole of Bastar, and Delhi
and Punjab model will be
soon followed. But for that
change, all the officials
should follow the instructions as we are the foundation stone to form the government, he said. Dev Lal
Nareti gave instructions for
the formation of the organization in the meeting and
said that the office bearers
of each assembly have to
run village connectivity
campaign taking responsibility of 10 villages or localities with 4 teams and making workers in every vil-

Pandey, CG Postal Circle
PMGRamchand
Jaibhaiye,
Sr.
Superintendent Durg PO
Div. Harish Mahavar and
others were present.
On this occasion the
chief guest expressed
happiness on upgradation of Somani branch
PO into Sub Post-office
and said that now the villagers will get all postal
services along with basic
services.

Central Chronicle News
Pithora, May 05: The
Branch Post Office (PO)
Somani
under
Rajnandgaon district of
Durg Postal Division has

been upgraded as Sub Post
Office (Sub-PO).
On this occasion former
CM
and
MLA
Rajnandgaon Dr Raman
Singh,
LS
MP
Rajnandgaon Santosh

Chennai:The Tamil
Nadu government on
Thursday announced
fare-free travel for children within 5 years of
age in all kinds of
buses operated by all
the government-run
transport corporations.
Making announcements in the Assembly
on new initiatives (202223) for his department,
Transport Minister S S
Sivasankar said children within 5 years of
age would be allowed to
travel without paying
fare in all kinds of
buses run by government transport corporations. Presently, for
children between 3 and
12 years of age, ‘halffare’ (half of the fare
collected from adult
passengers) system is
operational.

Cops suspended
i

AAP starts preparations for Somani PO upgraded as Sub-PO
Jagdalpur assembly elections
lage or locality, or Mohalla
Sabha. Giving responsibility to all the office bearers in
the meeting, a team has
been formed, which would
be responsible for strengthening the booth level organization for the upcoming
elections of 2023.State vice
president and Bastar district in-charge Devlal
Nareti, state vice-president
and Jagdalpur assembly
supervisor
Ashutosh
Pandey, Bastar District
President Taruna Sabe
Bedarkar State President of
Minority
Cell
from
Jagdalpur Vidhansabha
Samir
Khan,
Nazim
Qureshi,
Narendra
Bhavani, Dheeraj Jain,
Suryapal Sharma, Sagar
Mandal,
Phoolmati
Kudiyam, Ishwar Kashyap,
Khirpati
Bha-Rati,
Tirupati, Asman, Vivek
Pandey, Chand Rao, Sajan
Kashyap, Chandrashekhar,
Navneet Sarathe, Manoj
Nagvanshi and other workers were present.

Alibaug: As many as
268 cases of cyber
crime involving
amount to the tune of
Rs 13 crore were registered in
Maharashtra’s Raigad
district over the last
two years, police said
on Thursday.
According to the
Raigad police, at least
59 offences were registered in 2020, while 49
cases were reported in
2021. A total of Rs 13
crore were involved in
268 cases of cyber
crime registered over
the last five years,
they said. Cases of
cyber crime include
extortion using indecent posts and videos,
luring people with
fake schemes and job
offers in foreign countries, among other offences, it was stated.

Baripada: Three police officers have been
suspended in Odisha’s
Mayurbhanj district
for allegedly demanding ransom from cattle traders, an officer
said on Thursday. The
action came after an
audio of a purported
conversation between
an assistant sub-inspector (ASI) of
Jharpokharia police
station and a cattle
trader went viral on
social media, he said.
After an inquiry, ASIs
Shrutiranjan Swain
and Chandan Singh,
and constable Deepak
Palbabu were suspended by
Superintendent of
Police Rishikesh
Khilari on Wednesday
evening for “dereliction of duty”, the police officer said.

Bribery charges
i

Jaipur: The vicechancellor of the
Rajasthan Technical
University was arrested on Thursday for allegedly accepting a
bribe of Rs 5 lakh, the
state’s anti-corruption bureau (ACB)
said here. Director
General, ACB,
Bhagwan Lal Soni
said the action was
taken following a
complaint against
Vice-Chancellor Ram
Avtar Gupta for demanding a bribe of Rs
10 lakh to increase the
number of engineering seats of a private
college.

FRUITS DAY CELEBRATIONS

Difficult to stop infiltration, smuggling without
local administration’s support: Shah
Kolkata, May 5 (PT):

After raid by Mineral
department

Teachers reuse material from old tables, chairs of School

Ward residents including
independent councilor joins BJP

Manendragarh, May 05:
Bharatiya Janata Party
(BJP)
Manendragarh
Mandal meeting was held
at Saraswati Shishu
Mandir
Jhagrakhand

BRIEF

5 vehicles seized illegally
transporting Limestone

60-yr-old tribal sarpanch explains
importance of education
Central Chronicle News
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Union Home Minister
Amit Shah on Thursday
said that it is difficult to
stop infiltration and
smuggling without the
support of the local administration.
He, however, also asserted that soon a political situation would
emerge wherein the local
authorities would be
“forced” to extend help
due to public pressure.
“The BSF has to ensure that borders are impregnable. It is their constitutional right to protect the frontiers. But it
is difficult to stop infiltration and smuggling
without the support of
the local administration.
“However, we have
faith that soon a political
situation would come up
wherein you will get that
support due to public
pressure. Everybody will
be forced to extend all
support,” Shah said

Union Home Minister Amit Shah during his visit to
Narmada, Sutlej and Kaveri floating border posts of BSF, in
North 24 Parganas district.
while addressing a BSF
programme in North 24
Parganas district.
The ruling Trinamool
Congress
reacted
sharply to Shah’s statement and said it is the
BSF’s duty to protect the
borders.
“He is trying to put the
onus on others. It is the

duty of the BSF to secure
the borders. The local administration has provided all help to the force,”
TMC
spokesperson
Kunal Ghosh said.
The Union home minister lauded the Border
Security Force’s role in
securing the country’s
borders.

“One of the main focuses of our government
is to ensure the country
is secured from both outside and inside. Under
the leadership of Prime
Minister
Narendra
Modi, the country is
moving forward in every
sector as our borders are
secured,” he said.
Shah said that the
Centre has come up with
a five-year programme to
benefit
the
women
jawans of BSF.
“I am well aware of the
hardships faced by
jawans at the borders.
That is why we have
come up with housing
programme and various
other policies to ensure
that jawans get to spend
more time with their
families. “The Narendra
Modi government is committed to ensuring that
our jawans work with
minimum difficulties at
borders. We will leave no
stone unturned in solving
their problems,” he said.

Youth should use technology, education as
‘weapons’ to protect country: Irani
New Delhi, May 5 (PTI)
Union Minister Smriti
Irani on Thursday urged
the youth to use technology and education as their
“weapons” to protect their
country and religion.
Addressing an event at
Delhi University’s Khalsa
College here on 401st
Prakash Purab of Sri
Guru Tegh Bahadur, Irani
noted that education is
“very important” to lead a
life without malice and
envy.
“The religious leaders
have taught the world to
live without malice and
envy. And to live without
fear and envy is only possible when you are educated. Does that education

mean that an institution
that is a college? Possible
not, that is one verticle of
an education,” said the
Union minister for women
and child development.
“If today, the youth are
asked what weapon they
would take to protect their
country and religion. I
seek blessing for these
gurus that you don’t require any other weapons
than technology and education...They (the youth)
should only make technology and education as their
weapons,” she said.
During the event, Irani
also reprimanded students
in the audience who were
hooting and laughing, saying it is “not a joyous occasion but a reminder of a

sacrifice” of the ninth
Sikh Guru.
“There are students who
laughed and giggled when
some elders spoke. We are
here to remember the
saint whose name is associated with this college —
Sri Guru Tegh Bahadur.
Those who find it funny,
need to understand that
there is a big difference between sacrificing for the
religion and sacrificing on
religion,” she said.
The event was also attended by Khalsa College
Principal
Jaswinder
Singh, BJP’s Majinder
Singh Sirsa, Delhi Sikh
Gurdwara Management
Committee (DSGMC) president Harmeet Singh
Kalka, DSGMC General

Secretary Jagdip Singh
Kahlon and DU South
Campus Director Prakash
Singh, among others.
Principal Jaswinder
Singh said Guru Tegh
Bahadur
made
the
supreme sacrifice while
protecting the freedom of
speech and religion.
“The event has been organised to celebrate the
401st Prakash Purab of Sri
Guru Tegh Bahadur. The
supreme sacrifice made by
the ninth Guru is known
around the world. He
made the supreme sacrifice in this city while protecting the freedom of
speech, and while protecting the freedom to the
choice
of
religion,”
he said.

Regionalism has no place in MP
politics, says CM Chouhan
Bhopal, May 5 (PTI)
Regionalism has no
place in the “bipolar”
politics of
Madhya
Pradesh, Chief Minister
Shivraj Singh Chouhan
said on Thursday.
The state’s politics was
also never “individualistic”, he said, speaking at
the launch of two books
written by political analyst Girija Shankar here.
The politics of regionalism has never found
any traction in the state,
and there is a tradition
of bipolar politics. It was
never individualistic,
and always remained
vocal on nationalist issues, the chief minister

said.
Traditionally, the BJP
and Congress have been
the dominant players in
the state’s politics.
The
books
—
“Samkaleen
RajnitiMadhya
Pradesh”
(Contemporary PoliticsMadhya Pradesh) and
“Chunavi
RajnitiMadhya
Pradesh”
(Electoral
PoliticsMadhya Pradesh) were
released by Chouhan in
the
presence
of
Congress leader and former Union minister
Suresh Pachouri and socialist leader Raghu
Thakur.
Praising the author,
Chouhan said the two

books contain factual information and minute
details about political developments in the state,
and would be useful for
those interested Madhya
Pradesh’s politics, especially researchers and
journalists.
Pachouri said on the
occasion that though
there is political competition in the state, there
is no political rivalry.
Decency in politics is a
major asset of the state
and even transfer of
power takes place in a
very decent manner, he
added.
Thakur and author
Girija Shankar also
spoke on the occasion.

Children eat watermelons while celebrating Fruits Day at a school, in Patna, Thursday.

Odisha asks district collectors to
prepare for possible cyclone
Bhubaneswar, May 5 (PTI)
Ahead of the formation
of a low pressure area in
the Andaman Sea, Odisha
government has asked collectors of 18 districts to be
prepared for a possible cyclone coming in from Bay
of Bengal.
Special
Relief
Commissioner (SRC) P K
Jena in a letter to the district collectors of Ganjam,
Gajapati, Puri, Khurda,
J a g a t s i n g h p u r,
Kendrapara,
Jajpur,
Bhadrak,
Balasore,
Nayagarh,
Cuttack,
Mayurbhanj, Keonjhar,
Dhenkanal, Malkangiri,
Koraput, Rayagada and
Kandhamal asked them to
prepare in advance to reduce the impact of the possible cyclone.
He asked district collectors to regularly watch
IMD forecasts and warnings and directed the authorities to send a compliance report on the recommended measures with detailed information on
arrangements made in

their respective districts
by May 6.
The IMD has informed
the Odisha government
that a low-pressure area is
likely to form over South
Andaman Sea and its
neighbourhood by Friday
under the influence of a
cyclonic circulation. The
system is very likely to intensify into a depression
in the next 48 hours and
move in the north-westward direction.
The IMD also indicted
that
conditions
are
favourable for the formation of a storm next week.
Jena asked the district
collectors to identify the
vulnerable people and
shift them to safe shelters,
prepare a detailed evacuation plan for those living
in kutcha houses, near the
coast or in low lying areas.
The elderly, the disabled,
women and children
should be sent to designated geo-tagged shelter
buildings.
All safe shelter buildings, permanent or temporary, should be geo-tagged

and a team comprising
three local officials - two
male and one woman such
as ASHA workers, lady
teachers, lady constables
and home guards should
be put in charge of each of
them, he instructed.
This exercise too must
be completed by May 6 and
information on identified
safe shelter buildings indicating latitude and longitude, names of the officials in charge and their
mobile numbers must be
sent to the SRC, the letter
said.
Jena also directed that
safe pucca school buildings, public buildings in
vulnerable areas should be
identified as temporary
shelters as per requirement and all cyclone and
flood shelters should be
immediately checked by
the local tehsildars. They
should check the water
supply, functional toilets,
generators,
inflatable
tower lights, mechanical
cutters and other equipment available at these
shelters.

‘MVA govt sold reserved plot in Bandra to
private builder at paltry price’
p

Shelar calls for CID
probe

Mumbai, May 5 (PTI)
BJP leader Ashish
Shelar on Thursday alleged that a state-owned
piece of land at a prime
location in Mumbai was
illegally sold by by the
Maha Vikas Aghadi (government) to a private
builder at a throwaway
price in connivance with
a top leader.
He also called for a
Criminal Investigation
Department (CID) probe
into the matter and
sought to know the names
of those who cleared the

proposal for the sale of
plot.
“It is a one acre and five
guntha plot located at
Bandstand near a fivestar hotel, which is now
sold to the private builder.
As per the 2034 development
plan
of
the
B r i h a n m u m b a i
Municipal Corporation
(BMC), the plot was reserved for setting up a rehabilitation center. But
before the state could take
its possession, it was sold
to the builder at a meager
amount of Rs 234 crore,”
he alleged.
The BJP leader sought
to know the names of the
ministers and officials
who cleared the proposal

and allowed the sale of
the plot.
“Such deals cannot take
place without the support
of top politicians in the
MVA government. We demand a CID probe in this
land deal as the scam
would at least run into Rs
1,000 crore,” he said.
The plot is located in
Shelar’s assembly constituency Bandra west in
Mumbai.
This land was first
leased out to the Bandra
Parsi Convalescent Home
for Women and Children
Charitable Trust since
1905. The reserved space
was given to the trust to
treat patients, he said,
claiming that although

the lease ended in 1980,
the land was not taken
back by the state government, he said.
The BMC in its 2034 development plan reserved
the same plot to set up a
rehabilitation centre.
However, things changed
in 2020 when an advertisement was floated to sell
the plot and by 2022, the
Maharashtra
government gave all the clearances required for the
sale, Shelar claimed.
“We want to know the
name of the minister who
helped in clearing the
proposal for the sale of
the plot. There should be
a thorough probe into this
matter,” he said.

Sharada temple in PoK

Kashmiri pandits demand pilgrimage, regular prayers
Bengaluru, May 5 (PTI)
The
Save
Sharada
Committee in Kashmir has
demanded
that
the
Sharada
temple
in
Pakistan-occupiedKashmir (PoK) be opened
for Kashmiri pandits and
Hindus from the rest of
India for pilgrimage on the
lines of the Kartarpur corridor for Sikh devotees.
The committee has also
demanded that the prayers
commence in the temple
“as has happened in the religious places in conflict
zones around the world.”
Ever
since
the
Kartarpur Gurudwara was
reopened after 72 years, the
Indian and Pakistan governments, which sat across
the table, formed a draft
and that was signed. We
say if Kartarpur has been
re-opened,
why
not

Save Sharada Committee founder Ravinder Pandita shows the model of the proposed
Sharada temple, which is being sculpted on Magadi Road, in Bengaluru.
Sharada. I myself travelled
to Kartarpur, why am I not
allowed to travel to

Sharada Peeth? Ravinder
Pandita, the founder of the
Save Sharada Committee,

told reporters here.
Pandita, along with
other Kashmiri pandits,

was here to check the
progress of the construction of a new Sharada base
camp temple at Teetwal
near the Line of Control.
The temple is being sculpted here using granite rock
on Magadi Road in
Bengaluru, which would
be transported to the border village in the next 45
days. Explaining, he said
there is a mechanism,
which is called the Line of
Control permit between
government of India and
the
government
of
Pakistan on how to travel
across and how to go to the
PoK. Under the LoC permit, the GoI and GoP have
agreed that if someone has
a relative across the LOC
or those people have their
relatives here in Indian
side of Kashmir they can
travel on an LOC permit. It
is not a visa but an instru-

ment like the Kartarpur
permit, Pandita said.
He claimed that he had
applied 20 times for a permit but was denied everytime because there is a
clause that the person
should have to have a relative on the other side without which the permission
cannot be granted.
The irony is that the government of India denied us
permission because there
is a rider that one should
have relatives there. I don’t
have relatives there but my
faith is on the other side of
the LoC, my Mother
Sharada is there. So, I want
an amendment in the existing LOC permit rules to
allow pilgrimages, Pandita
said. Speaking about his efforts, he said he had met officials in various ministries. “In principle, the
Pandits have been granted

permission by the Home
Ministry, and the External
Affairs Ministry is also
looking into it but nothing
happened. Unless and until
all the Sharada followers
and
all
the
Shankaracharyas raise
their voice, nothing will
happen,”
he
said.
Regarding the stopping of
prayers at Sharada temple,
he said, Nowhere in any
conflict zone in any part of
the world prayers are
stopped even for a day in
the religious shrines, be it
Al-Aqsa mosque or Church
of Turkey but it has been
stopped at Sharada for the
last 72 years. Speaking
about the new Sharada
temple at the ancient
Sharada temple pilgrimage
base camp at Teetwal, he
said it is being built in 4,500
sq ft at an estimated cost of
Rs 1.2 crore.
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Ukraine repels Russian attacks
p

A Sri Lankan man walks
past motorists in a queue
up to buy fuel outside a
gas station in Colombo,
Sri Lanka, Thursday .Sri
Lankas economy is in
dire straits with its usable foreign reserves
down to less than $50
million, the countrys finance minister said.

Tornado damage
Seminole (US): A
suspected tornado
touched down outside
Oklahoma City on
Wednesday, causing
what appeared from
televised reports to be
damage and briefly
trapping some people
who were later rescued, authorities said.
Seminole County
Undersheriff Matt
Haley told KOCO-TV
that there were reports of people
trapped because of
the damage in the
community of
Seminole, but crews
were able to get them
out. Seminole is a city
of about 7,500 people
located about 100 kilometres southeast of
Oklahoma City. Haley
said he was unaware
of any injuries.
KOCO-TV showed
video footage of damaged homes with exposed attics and insulation blown out.

Inflation soars
Ankara (Turkey):
Inflation in Turkey
soared to nearly 70 per
cent in April, official
data showed on
Thursday, as skyrocketing prices eat away
at earnings and put
even basic necessities
out of reach for many
households. The
Turkish Statistical
Institute said consumer prices rose by
69.97 per cent in April
compared with the
previous year, the
biggest year-over-year
increase since 2002.
The annual inflation
rate was up from 61.14
per cent in March. In
comparison, the highest US inflation in 40
years amounted to 6.6
per cent last month,
according to the US
Federal Reserve’s preferred gauge, and in
the 19 countries using
the euro currency, it
hit a record-high 7.5
per cent.

Mariupol plant battle
rages

Lviv (Ukraine), May 5 (AP)
Ukraine’s military on
Thursday said it recaptured some areas in the
south
and
repelled
Russian attacks in the
east, as a bloody battle
raged at a steel mill in
Mariupol
where
Ukrainian troops are
holed up in tunnels and
bunkers, fending off a
Russian onslaught.
Ten weeks into a devastating war, Ukrainian and
Russian forces are fighting village by village, as
Moscow struggles to gain
momentum in the eastern
industrial heartland of
the Donbas.
Russia switched its
focus to that region where
Moscow-backed
separatists
have
fought
Ukrainian forces for
years after a stiffer than
expected
resistance

Vatican City: Pope
Francis has arrived at
an audience in a
wheelchair as his
knee pain continues
to limit his mobility.
Francis was wheeled
into the meeting
Thursday with nuns
and religious superiors from around the
world who are meeting in Rome. It was
the first time he had
been seen using a
wheelchair in public.
Francis, 85, has been
suffering from
strained ligaments in
his right knee for several months. He revealed he recently received some injections to try to relieve
the pain, but he has
continued to struggle
to walk and stand.

London, May 5 (AP)
The leaders of Britain
and Japan are meeting in
London on Thursday, and
announcing a new defense
agreement against the
backdrop of the war in
Ukraine.
Prime Minister Boris
Johnson is holding talks
with Premier Fumio
Kishida at the British
leader’s 10 Downing St. residence. The two men are
scheduled to inspect a military honour guard and
watch a Royal Air Force flypast on Kishida’s first official visit to the U.K. as
prime minister.
The U.K. government
says the leaders are expected to agree in principle a
landmark reciprocal access
agreement, which would
allow Japanese and British
forces to deploy together to
carry out training, joint exercises and disaster relief
activities.
The two Group of Seven
leaders are expected to discuss Russia’s invasion of
Ukraine and how to exert

used ally Belarus as a
launch pad for the invasion on February 24, and
Lukashenko publicly supported the operation.
But I am not immersed
in this problem enough to
say whether it goes according to plan, like the
Russians say, or like I feel
it,” the authoritarian
leader said.
He added it would be

British Prime Minister Boris
Johnson, left, greets
Japanese Prime Minister
Fumio Kishida before their
meeting at 10 Downing
Street in London, Thursday.
pressure on President
Vladimir Putin. Japan has
condemned Russia’s invasion and joined Western nations in imposing sanctions
against Moscow. Japan also
has supplied Ukraine with
helmets and other nonlethal military aid. Japan is
concerned Russia’s invasion of Ukraine could have
an impact in East Asia,
where China’s military has

grown increasingly assertive and has threatened
to unite with Chineseclaimed Taiwan by force if
necessary.
Britain has announced
an Indo-Pacific tilt in its
foreign policy in the wake
of its departure from the
European Union in 2020,
and sees Japan as its key
East Asian ally.
Chris Hughes, Professor
of International Politics
and Japanese Studies at the
University of Warwick,
said Kishida’s visit will further consolidate a U.K.Japan quasi-alliance’ that
has been worked on for the
last decade or more.
He said U.K.-Japan relations are becoming much
stronger in security, but
they will be tested by seeing how far Japan will be
forthcoming to do more in
security with the U.K. outside its own East Asia region and, likewise, how far
the U.K. can sustain substantive cooperation with
Japan outside its region
with the ongoing Ukraine
crisis.

Australia’s defence policy debate heated up when
the defence minister said
there was evidence that
the Chinese Communist
Party wanted Australia’s
government to change at
the May 21 election because a centre-left Labour
Party
administration
would attempt to appease
Beijing.
Defence Minister Peter
Dutton said Thursday the
evidence included communication on the Chinese social
media
platform
WeChat and how editors of
Chinese-language newspapers in Australia had been
pressured.

Heatwave deaths
too a disaster

E

People wearing face masks as a precaution against the coronavirus ride Gyro Drop
ride as they visit Childrens Grand Park on Childrens Day in Seoul, South Korea,
Thursday.

There were also other elements, obviously, that I
can’t go into publicly,
Dutton said in an apparent
reference to classified security briefings.
Dutton made his allegation of a Chinese preference for Labour in answer
to a reporter’s question
during a defence policy debate at the National Press
Club with opposition defense
spokesperson
Brendan O’Connor.
There’s no doubt in my
mind that the Chinese
Communist Party would
like to see a change of government at the May 21
election. No question at all,
Dutton said.
O’Connor said he did not

In a major victory for
Sri Lanka’s embattled
Rajapaksa clan, the government backed nominee on Thursday won
the secret vote for the
position of Deputy
Speaker, demonstrating
the ruling SLPP coalition’s ability to prove
their parliamentary majority despite raging
public protests demanding their resignation for
mishandling the country’s worst economic crisis.
MP
Ranjith
Siyambalapitiya was reelected to the position
from which he had resigned.
Siyambalapitiya, a
member of the former
President Maithripala
Sirisena’s Sri Lanka
Freedom Party (SLFP),
had resigned as his

protection of air quality
under EU law may give
rise to entitlement to
compensation from the
State”.
Advocates General routinely provide legal guidance to the European
Court of Justice. Their
opinions aren’t binding
on the Luxembourg-based
court, but are followed in
most cases.

party decided to stay independent of the government.
He was elected with
148 for and 65 against
with three invalid votes,
Speaker Mahinda Yapa
Abeyawardene
announced.
Despite the SLFP
going independent, the
ruling
Sri
Lanka
Podujana Peramuna
(SLPP) decided to back
Siyambalapitiya in their
bid to show that the government majority was
intact. Speaking after
his election as the
Deputy
Speaker,
Siyambalapitiya said he
had expected to be unanimously appointed by
both the government
and the Opposition.
The main Opposition
leader Sajith Premadasa
said they decided to field
their nominee Imtiaz
Bakeer Markar as they

had learnt the ruling
SLPP was to back
Siyambalapitiya at a
possible secret vote.
Premadasa accused
Siyambalapitiya as a
“government stooge.”
The government majority was seen as fragile
since the decision by
some 40 lawmakers from
the ruling coalition declaring independence in
view of the raging public protests calling for
the resignation of the
entire Rajapaksa family.
With more members
from the ruling coalition calling for the resignation of
Prime
Minister
Mahinda
Rajapaksa to make way
for an interim government of all parties,
Rajapaksa stayed put
claiming majority.
The
Deputy
Speaker’s vote appears

agree with what he described as Dutton’s conspiracy theory .
It’s not in this country’s
interest for a political
party to attack the other
major political party on
the basis of appeasing
China particularly when
it’s untrue, O’Connor said.
The Chinese Embassy in
Canberra did not immediately respond to a request
for comment Thursday.
A year after the conservative government was
first elected in 2013,
Chinese President Xi
Jinping visited Australia
and addressed Parliament.
Bilateral relations have
dramatically soured since
then. Chinese government

ministers won’t talk to
their Australian counterparts and China has imposed a series of formal
and informal trade sanctions on Australian exports.
Dutton said Sen Penny
Wong, who would become
Labour’s foreign minister,
would want to wind back
the past nine years of
Australia’s conservative
government actions toward China.
Penny Wong believes
that she can go to Beijing
on a charm offensive and
she could change the direction of China under
President Xi,” Dutton said.
Wong’s office declined to
comment on Thursday.

Barcelona (Spain), May 5 (AP)

unknown sources to tap
the phone in Prime
Minister Pedro S nchez’s
pocket with the Pegasus
spyware.
Although Spain has refused to point a finger at
Morocco, the dates the
phones of S nchez and
Defence
Minister
Margarita Robles were
hacked last year match up
with a diplomatic crisis

to have restrengthened
his position, experts
said. Prime Minister
Mahinda Rajapaksa and
President
Gotabaya
Rajapaksa are coming
under increasing pressure to step down in the
simmering economic
meltdown where people
struggle with all essentials, including having
to put up with power
cuts. The main opposition party, Samagi Jana

Balawegaya
(SJB),
handed over to the
Speaker two motions of
no-confidence against
the SLPP coalition government and embattled
President
Gotabaya
Rajapaksa under Article
42 of the Constitution.
Article 42 stipulates
that the President is responsible to Parliament
for the exercise, performance and discharge
of his functions.

between the two countries.
The intelligence agency,
known by its Spanish
acronym CNI, also is accused of using the
Pegasus programme to
hack the phones of over 60
Catalan separatists.
Amid the back-to-back
scandals involving alleged
espionage, plans for a public ceremony to observe

CNI’s 20th anniversary
were postponed.
Agency director Paz
Esteban L pez is appearing on Thursday before a
select parliamentary committee behind closed
doors, where she will be
able to break the secrecy
code that prohibits members of the government
from revealing the workings of her agency.

ntire India is in the vice-like grip of a record heatwave. April turned
out to be the "cruellest month" as described by TS Eliot. Northwest and central India faced temperatures - the highest in 122 years.
During April 1 to 28, the average monthly maximum temperature over
northwest India was 35.9 °Celsius and the same over central India was
37.78 °C. The early heatwaves that began on March 11 have now impacted 15 states and UTs and are likely to intensify in May, which may face
worse weather conditions, though the India Meteorological Department
(IMD) says that while north and west India will continue to sizzle on expected lines, and must likely brace for more heatwaves, the rest of the
country is unlikely to see the levels of March and April. The proximate
causes for the searing heat are an absence of rain-bearing Western
Disturbances, or tropical storms that bring rain from the Mediterranean
over north India. Cool temperatures in the central Pacific, or a La Niña,
that normally aid rain in India, too have failed to bolster rainfall this year.
This is an unusual occurrence. Despite five Western Disturbances forming in April, none was strong enough to bring significant rain and depress
temperatures. Eminent scientists have explained as to how the accumulation of greenhouse gases in the atmosphere exacerbated temperatures
in the oceans and the land and caused increased glacier melt, heightened
sea level rise and led to changes in the biosphere.
The world would be “fooling itself” if it thought it could contain global
temperature rise to 1.5 °C, as the Paris Agreement aspires. In 2021, the
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change warned that India would be
facing increasing heatwaves and droughts due to the climate crisis.
Another report released in October, said that heatwaves in India are likely to “last 25 times longer by 2036-2065” if carbon emissions remain high.
Prime Minister Narendra Modi has warned that temperatures are rising
rapidly in the country and much earlier than usual. India should thus prepare a 10-year plan to ensure that the poor, who stood to be most affected by climate change, were protected from heatwaves and wildfires.
States must have disaster management plans in place to help them deal
better with heatwaves and their impact on health. Massive urbanisation
creates concrete jungles and shrinks forest cover adding degrees to the
already searing conditions. It is yet another reminder of the expanding
and deepening footprint of the climate crisis. Heatwaves have enormous
impacts on health, agriculture, water availability, and power. Therefore,
the answer to the challenge has to be seen as a larger governance issue,
with the response being multi-disciplinary and inter-ministerial. India has
a heat action plan, and sends out weather alerts and advises people on
dos and don’ts during the heatwave days, but such plans will not be
enough to tackle the heat threat. Instead, India needs to make fundamental changes in policies to adapt to and minimise heat losses.
Heatwave deaths must be treated as disaster that merits compensation
from the government.

Taking all measures to end
destruction a must
W
ith repeated rhetoric of use of nuclear weapons between Russia
and Ukraine, fear has gripped the minds of people around the
globe. Rightly so, as the use of nuclear weapons would lead to unprecedented catastrophe. If the war doesn't stop soon there is likelihood of direct involvement of other countries particularly the US and NATO. In such
situation the use of nuclear weapons will be more imminent. Studies conducted by the International Physicians for the Prevention of Nuclear War
(IPPNW), Nobel Peace Prize winner in 1985 have shown with evidence
that a nuclear exchange between major nuclear powers, would be end of
modern civilization built through thousands of years of human labor. The
nuclear exchange would lead to formation of huge amount of smoke and
suit in the atmosphere. This would in turn obstruct sunlight from reaching the earth surface. It will cause drop in temperature of earth leading
to nuclear winter. As a result there would be crop failure and starvation
of billions of people and livestock. There have been reports of deaths of
several Russian soldiers as well. Several cities of Ukraine have been virtually turned into rubble. Millions have fled Ukraine and are living in
refugee camps in Poland, Romania and other countries. As always happens in the refugee camps these people are facing several hardships,
physical and mental trauma with reports of increasing abuse of women
and children. This is the time for vigorous peace talks, but they seem to
have taken back seat. International efforts to end the war too have
dimmed. Whereas Russia is losing a lot on the economic front as a result
of sanctions, other countries too are bearing the brunt. Russia is the main
source of Gas supply to the European countries. Any cut in the supply will
lead to shortage of gas in the Europe with detrimental effect. The war
can cause serious crisis of food security in the world. According to economist Aunindyo Chakravarty both Russia and Ukraine together are responsible for 1/4th of global export of Wheat, 1/6th of Maize and 3/4th share
in the Sunflower oil. The two together also supply 1/5th of fertilizers to
the world. As a result of war the prices of all these have increased. It was
expected that in the COVID times the world will unite together to formulate future strategies to prevent such diseases and their health and economic impacts. But it was not to happen. Instead the world has been
plunged into arms race and threat of nuclear weapons. Several countries
are already on the line to increase their arms budget as a guarantee to
security.
They are purchasing the weapons in large number. Some countries
are in the weapons manufacturing spree. Indian government has already
decided to become an arms exporter. Boris Johnson the British Prime
Minister who was on a visit to India recently called Indian Prime Minister
Narendra Modi as his ‘special friend’ and assured that UK will provide
India knowhow on manufacturing ‘battle-winning’ fighter aircraft. The
arms race is going to increase causing further misery in the poor countries. Whereas people want immediate cessation of war through resumption of dialogue between the warring parties, it appears the arms manufacturers and sellers around the world will not let the war to end soon.
Instead of taking initiative for necessary steps to end the war, the US and
the NATO are instigating Ukranian Prime Minister Zelensky by clapping
at his speeches sitting in their Parliaments. They are supplying arms to
Ukraine to keep on fighting even at the cost of the lives of hundreds and
thousands of the people. Whereas Vladimir Putin’s action of aggression
cannot be condoned, the role of NATO and the US is highly conspiratorial.
The very existence of NATO is questionable. NATO came into existence
on 4th April 1949 after the Second World War. In fact, the alliance's creation was part of a broader effort to serve three purposes: deterring
Soviet expansionism, forbidding the revival of nationalist militarism in
Europe through a strong North American presence on the continent, and
encouraging European political integration. The major reason was to
counter Soviet Communist block. The Warsaw Pact came into being on
14th May 1955, six years after the formation of NATO with the purpose to
counterbalance the NATO. Since the Warsaw Pact does not exist anymore, there is no justification in continuation of NATO but for serving the
interests of global military industrial complex. Unfortunately after the fall
of Soviet block, instead of dissolving the NATO, number of countries in
the NATO has increased. The war has given excuse to some governments
to join NATO to get security umbrella. Reports that Sweden and Finland
intend to join NATO are a dangerous signal. There is fear that more military blocks will come up in Asia and other continents, further leading to
increase in the arms race. We are already witnessing the groups like
AUKUS and QUAD. However the role of India in not aligning with any side
is appreciable and represents carrying forward the legacy of Non Aligned
Movement (NAM) started by Nehru, Tito and Nasser which is much
needed in the present day world.
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Hacked phones put Spanish intelligence agency under scrutiny
Hacking revelations involving the cell phones of
politicians have put
Spain’s typically circumspect intelligence agency
in an uncomfortable spotlight.
In one case, Spain’s
National
Intelligence
Centre is accused of gross
negligence for allowing
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Debate sparks over China’s interest in Australian election
Canberra, May 5 (AP)

SUMMER DAY IN NEW DELHI
C E N T R A L

Rajapaksa-led government emerge stronger after defeat
of Opposition candidate in Deputy Speaker election

EU governments may be liable
for harmful pollution levels
Brussels, May 5 (AP)
European Union citizens
may be able to claim damages from governments if
their health has been affected by excessive air
pollution, a top court adviser has said.
In
her
opinion,
Advocate General Juliane
Kokott on Wednesday
said that an infringement
of the limit values for the

bogged its troops down
and thwarted its initial
goal of overrunning the
capital.
In an interview with
The Associated Press on
Thursday,
Belarus
President
Alexander
Lukashenko said he hadn’t expected the Russian
offensive to drag on this
way .
Some Russian troops

UK, Japan leaders meet with
security, Russia on agenda

Colombo, May 5 (PTI)

Pope wheelchair

A Ukrainian serviceman walks next to an apartment building destroyed by night shelling in Kramatorsk, Ukraine,
Thursday.

unacceptable to use nuclear weapons, but he
couldn’t say if Russia has
such plans.
In addition to heavy
shelling of the Donbas,
Russian forces also kept
up their bombardment of
railroad stations and
other supply-line targets
across the country part of
an effort to disrupt the
supply of Western arms,
which have been critical
to Ukraine’s defence.
Ukrainian forces on
Thursday said they made
some gains on the border
of the southern regions of
Kherson and Mykolaiv
and repelled 11 Russian
attacks in the Donetsk
and Luhansk regions that
make up the Donbas.
Five people were killed
and at least 25 more
wounded in shelling of
cities in the Donbas over
the past 24 hours,
Ukrainian officials said.
The attacks damaged
houses and a school as
well.

FACE MASKS PRECAUTION

People walk after taking a boat ride in Bhalswa Lake on a hot summer day in New Delhi.

Communalism remains a political weapon
SATYAVAN SAURABH

n everyday parlance, the
'communalism'
Irefers term
to the stereotyping of religious identity. This in itself is
an attitude that sees one's
group as the only legitimate or
worthy group and views other
groups as inferior, illegitimate,
and opposed. Thus communalism is an aggressive political
ideology associated with religion. Communalism is a particularly important issue in
India because it has been a
source of tension and violence.
Communalism refers to a politics that attempts to unite one
community around a religious
identity in hostile opposition to
another community. India has
had a history of communal
riots since pre-independence
times, often as a result of the
divide and rule policy adopted
by the colonial rulers. But colonialism did not invent intercommunity conflicts and certainly cannot be blamed for the
post-independence riots and
killings.
Communalism remains a political weapon in India;
Politicians have played the role
of villains in creating a serious
communal situation in India.
Politics was at the root of
India's painful partition in 1947
in the name of a particular religious 'community'. But even
after paying a heavy price in
the form of Partition, in many
of the riots that followed, we
can find, directly or indirectly,
the involvement of political
parties or their supporters.
Along with this, the policy of

appeasement for vote bank, selection of candidates based on
community, sect, sub-sect, and
caste, and inciting religious
sentiments at the time of elections led to the rise of communalism. To unite the community, communalism suppresses
the differences within the community and emphasizes the essential unity of the community
against other communities.
Today the biggest question is
why did the forces of development not control the communal factors in India? Even
though the socio-economic condition of India has improved
but still there are many challenges before the Indian society, which are becoming a threat
to its diversity. Population,
poverty, illiteracy, and unemployment create many compulsions, especially in front of the
younger generation. Many people of the younger generation
who are unemployed and in a
state of poverty, get involved in
evil
like
communalism.
External elements (including
non-governmental elements)
also have a role to play in making the problem of communalism more serious. Social media
played a vital role in spreading
fake news at break-neck speed,
as copious audio-visual documents of violence, and hate
messages are delivered to the
public
almost
instantly.
However, these graphic depictions of inhumanity have not
led to remorse or change of
mind; Rather, they have deepened partisanship and rigid

stance. Instead of adhering to
media ethics and neutrality,
most media houses show an inclination towards a particular
political ideology, which in
turn widens the social divide.
People are not equipped to
think for themselves and this
leads them to blindly follow
'trends' instead of being able to
separate the good from the bad
themselves. The majority
group often believes that it has
the sole authority in the
progress of the country. This
leads to acts of violence when
small groups oppose majoritarian ideas of
progress.
Conversely, minority groups
often find themselves guilty of
being 'anti-national' whenever
they try to protect their way of
life from violations.
This often creates violence
in society. We have examples of
religious, cultural, regional, or
ethnic conflict that can be
found at almost every stage of
our history. But we must not
forget that we also have a long
tradition of religious pluralism, ranging from peaceful coexistence to genuine intermixing or syncretism. This syncretic legacy is visible in the
devotional songs and poems of
the Bhakti and Sufi movement.
Communal violence strengthens the vote bank of ideologically aligned political parties
and further hinders solidarity
in society. It causes serious
damage to communal harmony in the long run. This also
tarnishes the image of the
country in front of the world as
a
pluralistic
society.
Communal violence undermines constitutional values
like secularism and fraternity.
The police need to be fully
prepared to check communal
violence. Local intelligence
networks can be strengthened
to prevent such incidents.
Peace committees can be
formed in which individuals
from different religious communities can work together to
spread goodwill and fellow feel-

ing and to remove the feelings
of fear and hatred in the riotaffected areas. This will be effective not only in de-escalating
the communal tension but also
in preventing the spread of
riots. There is a need to start
the process of de-communicating people at all levels through
education. Values-based education can create compassion
and empathy which can reduce
the chances of any kind of
communal polarization effect
on the people.
The pluralism and unity
seen in India's struggle for independence can be emphasized. Leaders having communal thoughts and ideologies
pressurize the government to
act in a manner that is always
against the principle of secularism. This is where intellectuals and voluntary organizations can be most effective.
There is a need to strengthen
the cyber security framework.
Social media platforms should
be asked to regulate hateful
content and create awareness
about rumors and any kind of
content that incites communal
tension.
Maintaining communal harmony and respecting pluralism
is a challenge in a diverse
country like India. However, it
is important to address the collective conscience of the people of the country to uphold
constitutional values like fraternity and secularism. While
on the one hand, it can take
into account the insecurities of
the people, on the other hand, it
can contribute significantly to
the process of nation-building.
A strong nation, made up of
contributions from communities working together for its
prosperity, can further contribute to the maintenance of
global peace and harmony.
Writer is Research Scholar,
Poet, Independent
Journalist, and Columnist,
All India Radio and TV
Panelist.

Supreme court 's decision
will have far reaching impacts
on the various employees and
the case is being discussed
here. The case is related to excess payment made to employees can't be recovered after retirement on ground of error
and the court said restraing
back recovery of excess payment is granted by courts not
because of any right in the employees but in equity in the exercise of judicial discretion to
relieve the employees from the
hardship that will be caused to
him. "If the excess amount
was not paid on account of
any misrepresentation or
fraud of the employee or if
such excess payment was
made by the employer by applying a wrong principle for
calculating the pay/allowance
or based on a particular interpretation of rule/order which
is subsequently found to be erroneous, such excess payment
of emoluments or allowances
are not recoverable. Referring
to its earlier decisions, the top
court said a government servant, particularly one in the
lower rungs of service, would
spend whatever emoluments
he receives for the upkeep of
his family. "If he receives an
excess payment for a long period, he would spend it, genuinely believing that he is entitled
to it. As any subsequent action
to recover the excess payment
will cause undue hardship to
him, relief is granted on that
behalf The apex court noted
that in this case, it is not contended that on account of the
misrepresentation or fraud
played by the appellant, the excess amounts have been paid.
"The appellant retired on
March 31, 1999. In fact, the case
of the respondents is that excess payment was made due to
a mistake in interpreting
Kerala Service Rules which
was subsequently pointed out
by the Accountant General,"
the bench said while adding
that the attempt to recover the
said increments after the passage of ten years of his retirement is unjustified Such type
of decision by the judiciary
should be appreciated by all
which is meant for the benefit
of a common man.
Yash Pal Ralhan, Jalandhar

Heat wave
A catastrophic heat wave
has hit several parts of the
country, affecting millions of
people's lives and businesses.
April is expected to become
the hottest month on record.
The extreme heat wave that
has been searing areas of
India for weeks is showing no
signs
of
letting
up.
Temperatures soared across
broad swathes of the country
due to a scorching heat wave,
with mercury levels reaching
44 to 47 degrees Celsius.
Forecasts suggest that the situation will worsen in the next
few days. The extreme heat
has sparked a power outage,
putting coal supplies under
significant strain. It has also
harmed wheat harvests in the
United States, which might
have a global impact.
Chandan Kumar Nath, via mail

WHAT THEY TWEET!
Suresh Raina
@ImRaina
Can’t believe we have
reached #20Million, it is
so overwhelming to see
all the love you all have
been showering on me. I
want to thank each one
of you for your continuous support.

Arindam Bagchi@MEAIndia
A meeting between two friends.
An opportunity to translate the
renewed mandate of President
@EmmanuelMacron into a
renewed momentum for the
India-France Strategic partnership.

Meenakashi Lekhi@M_Lekhi
Delighted to interact with Chilean business delegation. Thank Mr. Richard
Von Appen, Prez of @SofofaChile for
organising the meeting. Discussed our
growing bilateral cooperation in trade
& commerce, investment opportunities
for ???? companies & advantage of
doing business with.

Rakul Singh
@Rakulpreet
Congratulationsss
@
akshaykumar sir for completing 30 years you are an inspiration in so many ways.Your
passion for work even after so
many years is commendable!
Here is to many more years of
amazing work from you for all
of us I’m so glad to be a small
part of your journey.

Nitin Gadkari@nitin_gadkari
Guided by PM Shri @narendramodi ji's vision to provide enhanced connectivity between the ports and the
domestic production and consumption centres across the country, our government is committed for port
led development through construction of world class road network.

Shashi Tharoor@ShashiTharoor
We need a fact-checking culture on
social media. Would @twitter &
@Facebook consider linking factchecks like this to every appearance
or repetition of the fake news? I
have been a victim myself of so
much disinformation, w/ blatant
photoshops going viral.

Priyanka Chaturvedi@priyankac19
Whether for US or for India.
Women being denied their agency
is not just regressive but also a
denial of their right to decide.
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BRIEF
Resignation

Growth to be in range of 7-8.5%
given global uncertainties: CEA
New Delhi, May 05:

New Delhi: Future
Retail Managing
Director Rakesh
Biyani has stepped
down while officials,
including the company secretary of the
debt-ridden firm, have
tendered resignations.
The Future Group
flagship firm is facing
an insolvency petition
by its lenders before
the National Company
Law Tribunal. There
is an exodus of people
from the board and at
other levels in several
Future group companies after Rs 24,713
crore deal was called
off by Reliance Retail.

Tourist craft village
New Delhi:
Commerce and industry minister Piyush
Goyal has asked officials to identify land
for a ‘tourist craft village’ where artisans
can showcase their
work to the domestic
and international visitors in Haridwar. He
said that this kind of
initiative will extend
the stay of the tourists
and generate a virtuous cycle of economic
activity. Goyal asked
this while chairing a
review meeting with
the district officials at
Haridwar about
Aspirational District
Programme. He also
suggested that an
APEDA-certified lab
should be set up in
Uttarakhand to engender the credibility of
the organic products.

Logistics activities

Chief Economic Adviser
V Anantha Nageswaran
said India’s growth is expected to be in the range of
7-8.5 per cent given the
global uncertainties. The
International Monetary
Fund recently lowered its
growth forecast to 8.2 per
cent which is higher than
7.2 per cent by the Reserve
Bank of India. “The range
of outcomes is fairly wide.
Wider than it could ever be
and that makes decision
making all the more hazardous. Lots of luck is
needed to get it right,” he
said at an event here. As
per the Economic Survey,
India’s economy is expected to grow by 8-8.5 per cent
in the fiscal beginning
April 1. The CEA said he
had a conversation this afternoon with Fitch Ratings
which has projected a
growth rate of 8.5 per cent
for India. Although they
have a negative outlook on

India with BBB minus rating, they do have a forecast
of 8.5 per cent real GDP
growth for 2022-23, he
added.
“So, the reality may in
fact somewhere between
this range of 7-8.5 per cent.
We will take that in the
current circumstances because the uncertainty as to
how long this current conflict in Europe with last
and the impact it would
have not only on the price
of hydrocarbon fuel, but
also on fertiliser prices,
food prices, etc is quite difficult to guess at this

New Delhi, May 05:
German luxury carmaker
Audi on Thursday said it
has commenced bookings
for its flagship sedan, the
new Audi A8 L in India.
With a combination of the
3-litre petrol powertrain,
48V mild-hybrid system
and quattro all-wheel drive,
the new Audi A8 L delivers
exhilarating driving dynamics, the automaker
said in a statement. The
Audi A8 L can be booked
with an initial booking
amount of Rs 10 lakh, it
added. “The Audi A8 L has
a loyal fan base in India

and we are confident that
this beautiful sedan will
continue its strong performance. With the new
Audi A8 L, we are continuing our focus on flagship
cars in our product portfolio, as we continue to witness good demand,” Audi
India Head Balbir Singh
Dhillon noted. The Audi A8
L comes equipped with topnotch luxury, comfort, features and several customisation packages, including
a rear relaxation package
with recliner, foot massager and several other
stand-out features.

Mumbai, May 05:

Inflationary
expectations
Mumbai: Reserve
Bank of India’s surprise move to hike
repo rate reflects that
the central bank is
taking inflation and
inflationary expectations very ‘seriously’,
veteran Banker Uday
Kotak said. He expects
a 100 basis points repo
rate hike in the current fiscal. The RBI on
Wednesday after an
unscheduled MPC
meeting hiked the
benchmark lending
rate by 40 basis points
(bps) to 4.40 per cent to
contain inflation that
has remained stubbornly above the target of 6 per cent for
the last three months.

President Real estate Reliance Industries limited Rajmal Nahar (L) along with Managing Director Kone
Elevator India Amit Gossain during the announcement of passenger elevator, dubbed to be worlds largest,
at Jio World Centre in Mumbai on Thursday.

New Delhi, May 05:

The surprise rate hike
by RBI accompanied with
tightening of the cash reserve ratio illustrates the
flexibility with which the
central bank operates, and
the move will support the
markets, SBI chairman
Dinesh Khara said on
Wednesday. Khara, who
heads the country’s largest
lender which controls over
a fifth of the overall assets,
termed the decision of the
banking regulator as a
“front loaded action”.
Earlier in the day, RBI
Governor Shaktikanta
Das delivered a video message in which he spoke
about the six-member ratesetting panel having met
off-schedule, and announced a 0.40 per cent
hike in the repo rate and
0.50 per cent increase in
the cash reserve ratio.
“The front loaded action

by RBI today to hike
benchmark rates and CRR
is a testimony of the flexibility, while remaining
aware to changing realms
of global upheavals will go
a long way in supporting
the markets,” Khara said
in a statement. Analysts
have reacted to the RBI
move saying more such
hikes are in the offing.
Equity Markets tanked by
over 2 per cent following
the announcement of the
policy by Das.

Chemicals
and
Fertilisers
Minister
Mansukh
Mandaviya
asked the plastic industry
to prepare a growth strategy for the next 25 years
and assured government’s
full support. The minister
was addressing a function
organised by Plastindia
Foundation. The foundation announced that
‘PLASTINDIA 2023’, the
11th edition of international plastics exhibition,
conference and convention, will be held from
February 1 to February 5,
2023, at Pragati Maidan,
New Delhi. Mandaviya
said the exhibition will
provide opportunities for
the exchange of best practices and technologies
among industry players

Multiple ways
available to
establish veracity of
Aadhaar: UIDAI
New Delhi, May 05:
Unique
Identification
Authority
of
India
(UIDAI) on Wednesday
said that veracity or genuineness of Aadhaar’ can
be “easily established”
both in an online and offline mode, and outlined
multiple ways to do so.
UIDAI noted that the
issue of how to verify the
genuineness
of
an
Aadhaar card is often
faced by organisations,
when the biometric ID presented to them as a proof
of identities, and listed out
multiple ways to verify the
credentials.
For online mode, the age
band, gender, state and last
3 digits of mobile of an
Aadhaar holder can be
verified by visiting myaadhaar.uidai.gov.in/verifyAa
dhaar by feeding the
Aadhaar number, an official release said.

and help in the growth of
the sector. The minister
said the Modi government
is pro-poor, pro-farmer
and industry-friendly.
Mandaviya stressed that
the country should be selfreliant and at least all critical products should be
manufactured in the country only. He further said
the domestic industry

should be competitive in
the international market.
Mandaviya said the government will frame a long
term policy and undertake
reforms to attract investment in the sector.
He also asked the plastic
industry to focus on research and development
and develop technologies
to curb pollution.
Mandaviya said singleuse plastic cannot be
stopped but there is a need
to find solutions. It should
be biodegradable. The
minister assured that the
government will frame
policies after doing consultation with all the stakeholders including the industry. He exhorted the industry to prepare a
raodmap and a growth
strategy for the next 25
years.

Automobile
dealers’
body FADA said the increase in repo rate will
“apply certain amount of
brakes” on the industry’s
growth, especially the twowheeler segment which is
already reeling under a severe slowdown. Home, auto
and other loan EMIs are
likely to go up after the
Reserve Bank of India
(RBI) hiked its key interest
rate by 40 bps in an unexpected move on Wednesday
to tame the rising inflation
that has remained stubbornly above target in the
recent months. The increase in repo rate - the
rate at which RBI lends to
commercial banks - to 4.40
per cent from a record low
of 4 per cent is the first
since August 2018. It is also
the first instance of the

monetary policy committee (MPC) to hold an unscheduled meeting for raising interest rates. The RBI
also hiked the cash reserve
ratio (CRR) by 50 basis
points (bps) to 4.5 per cent,
which will now require
banks to park more money
with the central bank and
leave them with less to loan
to the consumers. “The
RBI’s move of increasing
repo rate by 40 bps has
clearly taken everyone off
guard. This move will curb
excess liquidity in the system and will make auto
loans
expensive,”
Federation of Automobile
Dealers
Associations
(FADA) President Vinkesh
Gulati said in a statement.
The passenger vehicle segment may be able to absorb
this shock due to long waiting periods.

Mumbai, May 05:

the brand“Ikin Hair
R e m o v e r
Cream”.IviaBeautePvt.
Ltd., a venture from the
house of BHIMSAINI, a pioneer in the Kajal
Industry & a leading manufacturer & distributor of
Natural
Skincare,
Healthcare & Eyecare
products since 1950 catering to Indian as well as
global market. Mr. Achal

Arya,
Director,
IviaBeautePvt. Ltd shares,
“Taking care of our skin is
a daily ritual and it needs
to be pampered with the
goodness of nature and
that’s what the essence of
this campaign is with the
face of our brand, Mouni
Roy. Astaberry products
are enriched with the
goodness of Ayurveda, the
age-old Indian science

on Wednesday, released
the first look of her upcoming revenge drama
'The Road'. Directed by
Arun Vaseegaran, the
film will also feature
actor Shabeer, who delivered a brilliant performance as 'Dancing'
Rose in the critically
acclaimed hit 'Sarpatta
Parambarai'.
Apart
from
Trisha
and
Shabeer, 'The Road' will
also have actors Miya
George,
Vivek
Prasanna, MS Bhaskar
and Vela Ramamoorthy
in important roles. The
film's first look poster
has
the
tagline
'Revenge in 462 kms'.
Sources close to the
unit of the film say the
story is based on a reallife incident and that it
revolves
around
Trisha's character in
the film. Shooting
for the film is on
in
Madurai.
Cinematography for the
film is by Venkatesh KG
while music is by Sam
C S. Art direction is by
Shiva Yadav while
Nagooran is the editor
of the film.

Mansi, S
Tanvi and
Manuj to
don cop
avatar in
‘Crime
Patrol 2.0’

ony
Entertainment
Television’s Crime Patrol 2.0
has kept the audience at the edge
of their seats with its gripping
crime stories narrated through
the point of view of the cops. With
a revamped avatar, Crime Patrol
2.0 takes the viewers on pursuits
with the police as they attempt to
solve some of the gruesome real
life crime cases while also delving
into the personal lives of the
police officers. Bringing alive
these gripping real life-based
crime stories is the stellar star
cast comprising of Gireesh
Sahdev, Karan Sharma, Mangesh
Desari, Aadesh Chaudhary and
Sandeep Shridhar Dhabale portraying the role of the brave police
officers. Donning the Khaki and

joining the fearless cop squad
hailing from Bhopal in the show
will be the talented actors Mansi
Kulkarni as PI Radhika Pawar,
Tanvi Kumar as HC Pinky Sitole
and Manuj Walia as PSI Sanjay
Gupta. Expressing her excitement
of being a part of Crime Patrol 2.0,
Marathi actor Mansi Kulkarni
shares, “Crime Patrol has left a

Mumbai,
May
05:
Homegrown auto major
Tata Motors on Thursday
unveiled the electric version of its popular mini
truck, Ace, as it continues
the drive for electrification
of its portfolio. The company has also signed pacts
with leading e-commerce
players such as Amazon,
BigBasket, City Link, DOT,
Flipkart, LetsTransport,
MoEVing and Yelo EV, to
supply the Ace EV and it
has already received orders
for 39,000 units. The company will also look to build
platforms in the e-cargo
segment to build solutions
to serve market requirements. Speaking at the unveiling of the Ace EV here,
Tata Group Chairman N
Chandrasekaran said sustainable mobility is an imperative as well as a trend
that is irreversible and it is

TATA Head of Commercial Vehicle Business Unit Girish
Wagh and Tata Group Chairman Natarajan
Chandrasekaran during the launch of new TATA ACE EV
in Mumbai on Thursday.
a global mega trend. “At the
Tata Group, Tata Motors in
particular, we have embraced this fully and made
a business model that integrates sustainability as one
of the key pillars. Whether
it is in passenger cars, our

commercial vehicles, or in
general Jaguar Land
Rover, we are committed to
making this transition and
are accelerating it everyday,” he said. Stating that
Tata Motors has already
made significant progress

based on active natural ingredients, blended with
modern formulations &
distinct fragrances. The
newly launched Astaberry
Wine Facial Kit and Wine
Face Wash are becoming
popular with millenials
and salon owners alike.
Made from natural ingredients and specially crafted formulations like using
Red Grape extract in this
unique facial kit which
helps to reduce fine surface lines and replenish
depleted moisture and also
improves skin moisturization, firmness, retains
elasticity, everlasting glow,
and fairness. Using subtle
fragrances and crafted
packaging adds to the sensory feel of the products
making the experience
more enjoyable and satisfying”.

New Delhi, May 05: TB
Alliance,a global not-forprofit organization, todayapplauded rapid communication regarding
new guidelines for treating drug-resistant tuberculosis (DR-TB) released
by the World Health
Organization. For the
first time, almost all patients with DR-TB can be
treated in six months
with an all-oral regimen.1Based on new clinical evidence presented
and published over the
past year, the new guidelines allow for the programmatic implementation of treating almost all
forms of DR-TB with ei-

 On Key Changes to
the Treatment
of Drug-Resistant
Tuberculosis

in its electrification journey, Chandrasekaran said,
“We already have launched
several models in the car
segment and are leading
this movement in the passenger cars. “In the commercial vehicles we have
successfully launched electric buses and we are seeing huge acceptance and
pickup in that segment.
Today marks the day
where we are moving into
e-cargo
mobility...”
Stressing that the Ace mini
truck has been a forerunner, a category creator and
“a beacon of hope for
many entrepreneurs and
millions across India”,
Chandrasekaran said, “By
introducing the Ace EV we
are renewing our commitment to bring the benefits
of electrification to all
these entrepreneurs across
the country.”

ther BPaLM (a combination of bedaquiline, pretomanid, linezolid and
moxifloxacin) or BPaL
(bedaquiline, pretomanid
and linezolid). Dr. Mel
Spigelman, President,
and CEO TB Alliance,
which developed pretomanid and first demonstrated the benefits of the
BPaL regimen, said, “The
WHO has just delivered
excellent news for patients. This is a testament
to what can be accom-

plished through longterm, sustained investments in TB research and
development. We now
have a path forward for
handling the vast majority of cases of DR-TB with
only six months of all
oral treatment, with simplified drug regimens
that have manageable
side effects, and with cure
rates on the same order of
magnitude as the treatment for drug-sensitive
TB.”
India has the
world’s highest TB burden, with 2.6 million cases
and close to 450,000 deaths
each year. That’s more
than 1 quarter of the global disease burden.

ctress Keerthy Suresh, who
A
will be seen playing the lead
in the upcoming revenge drama,
'Saani Kaayidham', says she never
imagined herself in such an intense film.
In 'Saani Kaayidham', Keerthy
Suresh will be seen portraying a
character that the audience has
never seen her do before.
Sharing the screen space with
Selvaraghavan, Keerthy will be
seen playing a character called
Pooni, who is trapped in a generational curse that comes true when
injustice is imposed upon her.
Talking about the preparation
that went into the role, Keerthy
said, "My previous characters
were sweet, charming and bubbly,
but Ponni is fresh, raw and
rugged."
This role demanded that she be
lean and mean. "In terms of preparation, I didn't do anything really,"
Keerthy said. "I think the minute I
got into those clothes, put that
makeup on, and went on the set,
stood by the Matador van and
watched Arun and Selva sir, I was
ready."
"I had never imagined myself in
such an intense film, and thus initially the task seemed daunting.
But as the story progressed, it became easy for me to play the character of Ponni, also owing to the
easy atmosphere on sets and the
freedom to improvise and experiment."
Produced under the banner of
Screen
Scene
Media
Entertainment, 'Saani Kaayidham'
will premiere exclusively on
Prime Video on May 6. The film
will also be available as 'Chinni' in
Telugu and 'Saani Kaayidham' in
Malayalam.

legacy behind which has made its
own loyal fan base. Everyone loves
the show because of its relatability and authenticity. I have been
following the show as well and I
am really thrilled to a part of it. PI
Radhika Pawar is an inspiring
character, she is the woman of
today who not only carries the
responsibilities of the family but

Keethy Suresh
on ‘Saani
Kaayidham’:
Never played
such an intense
character

also is dedicated to her duty.
Radhika is fearless and is very
passionate about her job to safeguard the city from crime and
criminals. Amidst all the hustle
behind solving the crime, she also
deals with her personal problems
that will unfold gradually with
every episode. The character
inspires me a lot and I hope it will
create an example for all women
out there watching the show. I
would like to salute all the women
inspectors out there doing such a
marvelous job. Big Thank you to
each one of us.”

Rajneesh & Indu turn
detectives in
'Bauchaar-e-Ishq'

Watch Crime Patrol 2.0 airing
every Monday to Friday at 10 pm
only on Sony Entertainment
Television!

'The Fabulous
House Wives
of Bollywood'
at Phoenix
Palladium

Tata Motors unveils Ace EV:
receives orders for 39,000 units

Astaberry expands its personal care product range TB Alliance applauds WHO’s
Rapid Communication

Gurgaon-based, personal care homegrown manufacturing
company
IviaBeaute Pvt Ltd with
their
flagshipbrands
‘Astaberry’ and ‘Ikin’ recently launched their new
product range of Hair
Removal Creams and
Wine Facial Kits. Inspired
by Ayurveda and formulated with Science, the
move is to create a onestop solution for all personal care needs and also
to expand their ever-growingcruelty free, vegan&
eco-friendly product range
comprising of Hair removal creams, Face Wash,
Sunscreen, Home Facial
Kits, Onion Oil and
Shampoo. Popular actress
and model Mouni Roy has
been signed as the face of

Trisha releases first look of revenge
drama ‘The Road’ on her b’day!
ctress
Trisha
A
Krishnan, who
celebrates her birthday

Audi commences
Repo rate hike to put brakes
Mandaviya asks plastic industry to
bookings for new Audi A8 L prepare growth strategy for next 25 years on auto industry growth: FADA
New Delhi, May 05:
RBI
Governor-headed

Rate actions show RBI’s flexibility,
will help markets: SBI chief
New Delhi: Transport
and highway minister
Nitin Gadkari on
Wednesday chaired a
meeting along with
Delhi Lieutenant
Governor Anil Baijal
to review the proposal
of the National
Highways Logistics
Management Limited
to revamp logistics
and allied activities in
the national capital region. The National
Highways Logistics
Management Limited
(NHLML), a special
purpose vehicle of the
National Highways
Authority of India,
presented a plan to develop a future-ready
Delhi by building efficient logistics systems, creating integrated freight villages
at strategic locations,
Gadkari said in a series of tweets.

point,” he said. There are
spillover effects likely to
come from the monetary
policy tightening by central banks in the advanced
countries as well, he
added. RBI on Wednesday
after an unscheduled MPC
meeting hiked the benchmark lending rate by 40
basis points (bps) to 4.40
per cent to contain inflation that has remained
stubbornly above the target of 6 per cent for the last
three
months.
The
Monetary
Policy
Committee (MPC) headed
by
RBI
Governor
Shaktikanta Das also
raised the amount of deposits banks are required
to maintain a cash reserve
by 50 bps to 4.5 per cent to
suck out Rs 87,000 crore of
liquidity from the banking
system. This is the firstrate hike since August 2018
and the first instance of
the MPC making an unscheduled increase in the
repo rate.

LARGEST PASSENGER ELEVATOR

he gorgeous Bollywood wives from hit reality seT
ries 'The Fabulous House Wives of Bollywood',
Neelam Kothari, Bhavana Pandey and Seema Khan,
dazzled as they paid a visit to their favourite luxury
shopping destination. Exploring the enchanting
Sartorial Spring decor at Phoenix Palladium to celebrate the season and the newly arrived Spring Summer
2022 collection, they indulged their hearts out in a great
deal of retail therapy at the luxury brand stores like
Michael Kors, Sephora India, Emporio Armani and
Collective India followed by delectable treats from
cafebycococart and poultindia.

W

hat happens when an
unwilling
partner
(one of the partners in the
live-in relationship) is compelled to marry her boyfriend
because the families were
adamant? She would be
judged for her choices and
even mocked for her naivety.
But quite certainly, under
no circumstance can it be
imagined that someone will
prank her and her partner by
placing a used condom on
their bed and ruin the wedding
night
altogether.
However, WATCHO is no
stranger to strange plots
with tickling comic timings.
Dish TV’s in-house OTT platform has this time released a
playful
whodunnit
“Bauchaar-e-Ishq”, set in a
span of one night filled with
twists & turns, weird revelations, and hilarious misunderstandings. Rajneesh and
Indu are a young couple in
UP, hailing from neighbour-

ing cities of Kanpur and
Lucknow in Uttar Pradesh.
Their romance started back
in their college days and
withstood all hurdles to make
it to their present-day lives.
When their orthodox families
learned of their live-in relationship, drama ensues and
they are compelled to marry.
Indu was against the wedding since she did not want
to have kids and was condemned by the families for
her choice. She was even
condemned especially for
expressing her thoughts on
sex being an appropriate
deed before marriage.
On her wedding night, she
gets enraged on discovering
a used condom put over their
bed and presumes that it was
done on purpose by their
families. At her will, the couple spends the entire night
probing several suspects,
only to unravel people’s
myopic outlook on sex and
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HOROSCOPE FRIDAY MAY 06
Aquarius: Jan 21 – Feb 18

Pisces: Feb 19 – Mar 20

Aries: Mar 21 – Apr 20

Taurus: Apr 21 – May 21

Your physical strength is topnotch, Aquarius.
Now is a terrific time to join a sports team or
start a company soccer program. Others will
respect your leadership abilities. Your glow as a
self-confident, constructive being is radiating
positive energy. This combination of forces is
extremely powerful. You have the opportunity to
be wonderfully productive at this time. Work
and play are likely to present you with exciting
opportunities for advancement.

You may feel indecisive, insecure, and stuck in
the middle of a difficult situation, Pisces. Your
energy could be drawn in one direction while
your self-confidence is pulled in another. This
dilemma has to do with your inability to integrate different aspects of your life that you try to
keep separate. Try to look at things in terms of
the whole. Notice how your actions in one part
of your life have a ripple effect everywhere else.

Communication with others should be very
effective, Aries, and your social calendar will
be full. You’re feeling good about yourself,
thanks to a boost in confidence that reminds
you that you can do anything. You have the
ability to juggle many things at once and the
physical endurance to keep up a quick pace.
Even though you may tend to be rather lazy,
you might get a sudden inspiration to join a
gym or sports team.

Relating to people may be difficult for you,
since you get the feeling that others don’t
see things as deeply or emotionally as you,
Taurus. Perhaps you feel everyone is shallow, making them luckier in one sense yet
deprived in another. Try not to focus on others so much. Just concentrate on you. Don’t
take yourself so seriously. Adopt a more
lighthearted approach to life.

Gemini: May 22 – June 21

Cancer: June 22 – July 22

Leo: July 23 – Aug 23

Virgo: Aug 24 – Sept 22

You have a great deal of physical energy,
Gemini. At times, you may feel as if you have
an endless wellspring of power. You’re at a
climactic point in your yearly cycle, when
things are coming to a dramatic apex.
Difficulties that pertain to this climax are likely to make you act out in an aggressive manner if things don’t go your way. Find a constructive outlet for all this physical energy.

Finding the comfort point may be difficult
for you, Cancer. You might feel as if you
aren’t connecting with your ideals or goals.
Even though you try to put things into
motion, they don’t really pan out the way
you’d like. There’s a difficult energy making you feel like you need to join one camp
or the other to feel accepted. The problem
is that neither side looks appealing. Feel
free to start your own camp.

Your upbeat, lively nature is fueled by the
fast-paced energy at hand. You have a
great deal of physical strength available to
you, Leo, and you can make tremendous
strides in your yearly goals with very minimal effort. Take advantage of this time by
focusing on your own needs. There is a
great deal of support in place that will
help you accomplish whatever your goals
may be. Go for it.

Your indecisiveness may plague you, Virgo.
This is one of those times when you feel as if
one second of hesitation will cost you dearly. Yet you take a while to process and internalize things before you’re ready to act on
them. Others may act and speak before they
think. Don’t get upset at yourself for handling things the way you do. More than anything, it’s your lack of self-confidence that’s
holding you back.

Libra: Sept 23 – Oct 23

Scorpio: Oct 24 – Nov 22

Sagittarius: Nov 23 – Dec 21

Capricorn: Dec 22 – Jan 20

You’re now in a terrific position to make a significant move in your life, Libra. With a great
deal of physical energy coupled with incredibly high self-esteem, you have what it takes
to make a major push toward larger goals.
There’s opportunity coming at you from all
angles, and the energy at hand is fast and
furious. Your strong, courageous nature is
ripe for hopping aboard when that train
comes zooming by.

You might feel as if you can’t access your physical energy now, Scorpio. You may experience
frustration when you try to engage in a sport.
You don’t feel as if things are clicking into place
as easily as they should. This feeling is taking a
toll on your sense of self. Don’t get down on
yourself for feeling this way. Accept the fact
that there are good times and not so good times
for doing certain things.

Your physical vitality should be quite strong,
Sagittarius, and you’re encouraged by greater
self-confidence. At the same time, however,
someone seems to be trying to ruffle your
feathers by being selfish and disrespectful of
your space. This is likely to lead to conflict that
you don’t need. The good news is that it’s likely to open you up to a different perspective,
one that can ultimately be useful in understanding the situation.

Things could be moving more quickly than
makes you comfortable right now, Capricorn.
You may feel as if your own needs and agenda
are getting lost in the fury bubbling around you.
The secret key to add to your toolbox is the ability to go with the flow. It’s crucial to be adaptable and roll with the punches rather than be
victimized by them. Use the lightning-quick
energy at hand to mobilize your efforts.
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46. Irritant
47. Incisor, e.g.
48. Fiery felony
50. Messes up
52. Put in
57. Soft wool
61. Pittsburgh player
62. Commit (a crime)
65. Sand hill
66. Give off
67. Consumer
68. Totals
69. Puts on
70. Metal fasteners
71. Loch ____ monster

DOWN

ACROSS
1. Wrestling pads
5. Burn with hot water
10. Exchange
14. Much (2 wds.)
15. Thick soup
16. Scientist ____ Sagan
17. Completed
18. What a teacher takes
20. From now on
22. Mother ____ (missionary)

23. Untidy conditions
24. Price
26. Brief review
28. Ski resort
33. Small nail
37. Scarce
38. Ridiculous
39. Antique
41. Eternally, in verse
42. Singer ____ Ronstadt
43. Beginning part
44. Close securely

the taboo associated with it,
followed by a significant plot
twist with meaningful messaging.
Through the protagonists,
the writer has asked sincere
and serious questions about
love, marriage, sex, and family. Through the narrative,
the series provides answers
to a few of the difficult emotional tangles that common
people face in their daily
lives.
It is a roller coaster ride of
laughter, emotion, and
drama, and by the end of it,
the viewers get to learn
about their very nature and
immature momentary takes
on sensitive issues.
The show carries some
interesting
dialogue
exchanges amongst family
members adding spice to the
entire plot which is a slice of
life adding humor to the situation making it a fun-filled
ride to watch.

1. Woman’s title
2. Without company
3. Stage awards
4. Pipe parts
5. More thinly scattered
6. Attractive
7. Museum offering
8. Grant’s rival
9. Fender nicks
10. “The Lion King” villain
11. Subside
12. Circle segments
13. Urgent request
19. Minor aspect
21. Above, in poems
24. Occupations
25. Wagner works
27. Julius ____
29. Barbershop sound

30. Window part
31. Completes
32. Not messy
33. Englishman, informally
34. Divorce city
35. Choir singer
36. Earth
40. Stick together
45. Lingers
49. Wind dir.
51. Appraises
53. Family car
54. Avoid capture
55. Tears apart
56. Ringlet
57. Was a copycat
58. Disney clownfish
59. Beam
60. Selects
61. Dance move
63. Dashed
64. ____ standstill (2 wds.)
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Gujaratlook to fix batting woes,
seal IPL play-off berth against MI
Mumbai, May 05 (PTI):
Table-toppers Gujarat
Titans would look to plug
the holes in their top-order
and seal a place in the
play-offs by returning to
winning ways against an
already out-of-contention
Mumbai Indians in an
Indian Premier League
match here on Friday.
GT got a timely wake-up
call in an eight-wicket loss
to Punjab Kings in their
last match, which snapped
their five-game winning
streak. An inconsistent
batting department, especially top-order has been
GT’s thorn in the flesh
throughout the tournament so far and it’s time
the IPL newcomers fix the
issue going into the business end of the league.
Despite the loss, GT are
sitting pretty at the top of
the 10-team standings with
16 points from 10 games
and a win on Friday would
make them the first team

to cement their spot in the
play-offs. Young Shubman
Gill has failed to live up to
expectations at the top,
while
veteran
Wriddhiman Saha, who
was a great replacement
for struggling Matthew
Wade, got a start before fizzling out.
B Sai Sudharsan, who
has been the team’s weak
link so far, was the only

Gayatri Gopichand to miss
Uber Cup due to hip strain

saving grace for GT in
their last match, where
everyone failed, scoring a
50-ball 65.
The likes of skipper
Hardik Pandya, David
Miller, Rahul Tewatia and
Rashid Khan, who had
produced stellar performances and played a key
role in GT’s success so far,
have floundered against
Punjab. In Mohammed

Shami, Lockie Ferguson,
Alzzari
Joseph
and
Rashid, Gujarat have one
of the most lethal attacks
in this year’s IPL.
MI, on the other hand,
are placed last and are already out of the tournament after registering
eight consecutive defeats.
But the Rohit Sharmaled side would heave a sigh
of relief after finally regis-

tering their first win of
the tournament, a fivewicket win over Rajasthan
Royals.
Suryakumar
Yadav has been the star for
MI in the batting department, which lacks cohesive effort.
Rohit
and
Ishan
Kishan’s terrible run at
the top continued, while
Kieron Pollard failed miserably to perform the role
of a finisher till now in the
season. On the bowling
front too, MI looked
nowhere near to his best.
Jasprit Bumrah has
been economical upfront
but has not been among
wickets which has hurt
the team most.
Daniel Sams and Riley
Meredith have been
patchy
and
barring
Bumrah, MI doesn’t have
another quality bowler to
rely upon.
But having returned to
winning ways, MI would
look to play party spoilers
in their remaining games.

New Delhi, May 05 (PTI):
Rising Indian doubles
player Gayatri Gopichand
has pulled out of the upcoming Uber Cup Finals
after being advised rest to
recover from a strain in
hip joints. The development was on Thursday
confirmed to PTI by
Badminton Association of
India (BAI) secretary
Sanjay Mishra.
The tournament is beginning in Bangkok on
Sunday. Gayatri, who
forms the women’s doubles combination with
Treesa Jolly, has been in
good form, of late, producing a series of impressive
performances in international and domestic circuit.
She had skipped the
Asia badminton championships as well due to the
injury and absence has
only compounded the
Indian women team’s
problems as the experienced pair of N Sikki
Reddy
and
Ashwini
Ponnappa has already
withdrawn from the tour-

nament after the former
suffered an abdomen tear.
Simran Singh and
Ritika Thakkar, who had
finished fourth in the
ranking during the selection trials, were included
by the selectors in the 10member squad following
Sikki’s injury.
But no replacement
could be named for
Gayatri since the extent of
her injury came to light
after the deadline for making any change to the
squad was over.
Gayatri and Treesa had
emerged winners at the selection trials to make it to
the Indian squad for the
Commonwealth Games,
Uber Cup and Asian
Games. The duo had
reached the semifinals of
All
England
Championships in March
this year. While Gayatri
missed out, Treesa left for
Bangkok along with the
team on Wednesday.
Besides Treesa, the other
doubles players in the
squad include Tanisha
Crasto, Shruti Mishra,
Simran and Ritika.

The “Si se puede! (Yes
we can!)” chants gradually
faded at the Santiago
Bernabeu as the minutes
passed and Real Madrid
looked beaten.
As the end of regulation
approached, many in the
stands and on the field
were close to giving up as
Manchester City defended
its 1-0 lead. It seemed that
there would be no magical
night at the Bernabeu for
the 13-time European
champions this time.
But Madrid took its
Champions League comebacks to another level on
Wednesday, rallying late
with two goals in two minutes by substitute Rodrygo
to force extra time and defeat Manchester City 3-1 to
reach the final a showdown with Liverpool.

Real Madrid’s French forward Karim Benzema controls
the ball during the UEFA Champions League semi-final
second leg football match between Real Madrid CF and
Manchester City at the Santiago Bernabeu stadium in
Madrid.
Karim Benzema, the hero
of Madrid’s previous
comebacks this season,
converted a penalty kick
in extra time for the decisive goal that allowed

Madrid to advance 6-5 on
aggregate after a 4-3 firstleg semifinal loss in which
it escaped losing by a bigger margin. “I didn’t think
we could do it again be-

Rafael Nadal got off to a
good start in his return
from injury, defeating
Miomir Kecmanovic in
two sets to reach the third
round at the Madrid Open.
Nadal showed few signs
of rustiness in his 6-1 7-6
(4) opening win at home on
Wednesday. He cruised in
the first set and recovered
in the second after twice
losing his serve following
a rain interruption.
The victory lasted nearly two hours, but it was
fast enough to allow Nadal
to watch Real Madrid’s
Champions League match
later Wednesday night in
the Spanish capital.

Tournament organizers
said Nadal asked to play in
the afternoon so his match
would not coincide with
Madrid’s semifinal game
against Manchester City,

which the hosts won 3-1 to
advance to the final. Nadal
is a Madrid fan and on
Saturday gave the ceremonial kickoff
at the
Santiago
Bernab
u
Stadium before the team
clinched the Spanish
league title with a win
against Espanyol.
The
fourth-ranked
Nadal had been out for
nearly 45 days after a rib
stress fracture halted his
great start to the season,
highlighted by winning
his record 21st Grand
Slam title with victory at
the Australian Open.
“Coming from injury I
always need to play many
matches to regain my best
form,” Nadal said.

Concerned that different types of
Murray withdraws before match
bowlers are getting Kohli out: Ian Bishop
against Djokovic in Madrid
New Delhi, May 05 (PTI):
Virat Kohli has not been
able to score fluently in the
IPL this season and it is a
matter of concern that he
is getting out to different
types of bowlers, observed
former West Indies pacer
Ian Bishop.
Kohli has managed just
175 runs with a top score of
58 at a strike rate of just
111.09, which is the third
lowest among batters with
at least 150 runs this season.
On Wednesday, Kohli
was cleaned up by Mooen
Ali after a laboured 30 off
33 balls and Bishop said he
is concerned about Kohli’s
struggles against spin, especially off-spin. “For a

while, for 10 or 15 runs, he
wasn’t even going at a runa-ball, or he was just going
at a run-a-ball,” Bishop
said on ESPNcricinfo’s
‘T20 Time Out’. “He didn’t
get ahead, and there wasn’t much intent. He hit one
(six) over extra-cover off
the seamer, and that was
when he just went ahead

Dhanush
Srikanth
struck gold in the men’s
10m air rifle competition
on day three of the ongoing 24th Deaflympics at
Caxias do Sul, Brazil, ensuring a golden start to
India’s campaign at the
Games.
Shourya Saini put the
icing on India’s cake with
a bronze, finishing behind Korea’s Kim Woo
Rim in the eight-man
final on Wednesday.
Dhanush shot 247.5, a
finals world record score,
to emerge triumphant as
Kim fell short with 246.6,
while Shourya finished
third with 224.3.
Later the Indian badminton team also won
gold beating Japan 3-1 in
the final to make it a double celebrations for the
country. India is currently placed eighth on the
medals table with two
gold and one bronze
medal. Ukraine tops the
standings currently with
19 gold, six silver and 13

cause we were struggling,”
Madrid
goalkeeper
Thibaut Courtois said.
“We had already eliminated some top teams that
spent a lot of money to try
to win a Champions, but
today it was more impressive, happening in the
final minutes.”
Madrid had already
pulled off thrilling comebacks at the Bernabeu
against Paris SaintGermain in the round of
16 and Chelsea in the quarterfinals. “I cannot say we
are used to living this kind
of life, but what happened
tonight happened against
Chelsea and also against
Paris,” Madrid coach
Carlo Ancelotti said.
“If you have to say why,
it is the history of this
club that helps us to keep
going when it seems that
we are gone.”

bronze medals. Dhanush
and Shourya were second
and third respectively in
the
qualifications.
Hailing from Telangana,
Dhanush
trains
at
Gangan Narang’s academy in Hyderabad.
Under the guidance of
the Olympic bronze
medallist
shooter,
Dhanush produced a fine
performance to win his
his career’s biggest prize
at the Games.
Dhanush and Shourya,
who were also helped by
National
Rifle
Association of India
(NRAI) coaches Anuja
Jung and Priti Sharma
for the marquee sporting

event, shot well throughout the day to emerge as
deserving medal winners. Dhanush shot 623.3
in qualification to finish
behind Kim, who shot
625.1 to top the field.
Shourya was third with
622.7
ensuring
two
Indians made it to the
final stage.
In the final too, Kim
began with a bang and
was leading Dhanush till
the 18th shot of the 24shot final. The Indian
found his bearings when
the single shots began
after the 10th shot and
slowly but surely made
up lost ground to march
ahead.

Hansini Mathan
Rajan wins U-13 girls
title in Austria

New Delhi, May 05 (PTI):
Indian paddler Hansini Mathan
Rajan has returned with two
medals, including a gold in the
U-13 girls event, from the
World Table Tennis Youth
Contender tournament held in
Linz, Austria. The tournament
was held from May 1-3. She
won the U-13 championship
defeating Romania’s Andreea
Baisu in a thrilling final. The

final scoreline read 11-3, 7-11,
9 -11 ,11-0 ,11-8 in the Indian’s
favour. She secured bronze in
the U-15 category after stunning Choi Hosea of South
Korea 3-0 in the quarterfinals.
However, Hansini was overpowered by another South
Korean, Yoo Yerin, in the semifinals. Lee Seuengeun won the
U-15 title beating compatriot
Yoo Yerin in five games.

Nadal returns from injury
What let us down
with straight-set win in Madrid was batsmanship: Dhoni

Madrid, May 05 (AP):

to a run-a-ball and then he
came back.
“This is something
we’ve been seeing with
Virat, not just this season.
Even last season, I remember, and even sometimes
internationally, he’ll fly
out - he didn’t fly out
tonight - and then he’ll
slow down again. So, I’m
concerned.”
Overall, Kohli played 16
dot balls against Chennai
Super
Kings
on
Wednesday. “If you’re not
getting ahead of the rate
and going at a run-a-ball,
you need to bat deep into
the innings,” he said.
“And he isn’t going deep
into the innings either. So
those deliveries don’t
come back to you.

Madrid, May 05 (AP):
Andy Murray withdrew from his showdown
against Novak Djokovic
at the Madrid Open on
Thursday because of illness.
The announcement
came not long before
Murray was scheduled to
take the court against
the top-ranked Djokovic
in the third round.
Murray had won his
first two matches in
Madrid,
defeating
Dominic Thiem and
Denis Shapovalov. The
former No 1 hadn’t won
consecutive matches
since January.

There were no further
details on Murray’s illness. Murray, ranked
78th in the world, has
been making his way up
the rankings since having hip surgery in both
2018 and 2019.

CBI probe against Jain closed
New Delhi, May 05 (PTI):

New Delhi, May 05 (PTI):

Madrid rallies past Man City to
reach Champions League final
Madrid, May 05 (AP):

CONVOCATION CEREMONY

Dhanush Srikanth wins gold, Shourya
Saini bags bronze at Deaflympics

Pune, May 05 (PTI):
Chennai Super Kings
skipper Mahendra Singh
Dhoni pulled up his batters for their poor shot selection after suffering a 13run
loss
to
Royal
Challengers Bangalore,
which pushed the defending champions to the
brink of elimination.
Invited to bat, RCB posted 173 for 8 and then returned to restrict CSK to
160 for 8 in their stipulated
20 overs on Wednesday.
“We did well to restrict
them to 170-odd runs. We
had to get off to a good
start, everything was up to
the mark and what let us
down was the batsmanship,” Dhoni said after the
match.
CSK were 54 for no loss
in 6.3 overs but they kept
losing wickets to eventually fall shot of the target. It
was CSK’s seventh loss of
the season.
“When you are chasing
you know what is required
and at times you have to
curb your instinct and see
what really the situation is
demanding rather than
playing your shots,” Dhoni
said.
“The shot selection
could have been better towards the end. We had a
good start and had wickets
in hand, the surface kept
getting better but we lost
wickets at regular intervals. “We can look back at
some of the shots, if we
take care of those things..
chasing is about calculations and batting first is
more about instinct.

President Ram Nath Kovind during the 16th convocation ceremony of Mizoram University, in Aizawl.

NGO seeks transparency law,
regulator for social media
New Delhi, May 05 (PTI):
To curb the flow of misinformation on social media,
a non-governmental organisation on Thursday demanded enactment of
transparency laws and a
regulator
under
Parliamentary oversight
for such online platforms.
Future
of
India
Foundation, in a report titled
'Politics
of
Disinformation', claimed
that social media platforms
adopted design choices,
which instead led to a proliferation and mainstreaming of misinformation
while allowing themselves
to be weaponised by powerful vested interests for polit-

ical and commercial benefits. It claimed that the current system of content moderation was more of a public relations exercise for
platforms and not aimed at
stopping the spread of misinformation. Addressing a
press conference here,
Future of India Foundation
director Ruchi Gupta said
fact-checking approach to
combat misinformation applied only to a tiny subset of
content selected for the purpose, while a vast ocean of
unreviewed content was
spreading unchecked on
the platforms. The report
recommended that content
moderation and its allied
functions such as standard
setting, fact checking and

deplatforming must be embedded in the sovereign bipartisan political process
for democratic legitimacy.
"At the same time, it is important to ensure that a political approach to misinformation does not degrade
into legal sanction for censorship at the behest of the
government," it said. The
report stated that any regulatory body must thus be
grounded in democratic
principles of diversity, dissent, inclusion, transparency and accountability its
own and of the social media
platforms. The NGO suggested that platforms make
chronological feed default,
thereby exposing the user
to only that content which

he has specifically opted to
receive; and to ensure that
all content which is put in
the feed is controlled for
source and quality.
It also recommended periodical review and deplatforming of a set of users
who acquired high organic
reach by propagating "false
and divisive content" or
through other inauthentic
processes.
"Platforms
should establish a principle
of progressively more stringent content guidelines for
users with high organic
reach and select the top
users (either top one per
cent of users in a geography or all users above a certain follower threshold) for
review," it said.

Jitendra Singh to DoPPW

COVID-19 CASUALTIES

‘Bring ‘manual for
pensioners’ for further
ease to retired govt
employees’

‘Global death toll estimated to be
15 mn; India had 4.7 mn deaths’

New Delhi, May 05
(PTI): Union Minister
Jitendra
Singh
on
Thursday asked the
Department of Pension
and Pensioners' Welfare
(DoPPW) to bring out a
comprehensive "manual
for pensioners" to ensure
further ease to retired
government employees.
Addressing the 7th all
India pension adalat
here, he said that steps
like extension of family
pension to differently
abled child of a deceased
government employee/
pensioner or giving a
major hike in the family
pension emoluments for
divyang children of a deceased government servant/pensioner are not
only pension reforms but
social reforms having
wide implications.

Geneva, May 05 (PTI):
The WHO on Thursday
said that 14.9 million people were killed either by
COVID-19 directly or due
to the pandemic's impact
on health systems and society, with the global
health agency estimating
that India had 4.7 million
fatalities.
In New Delhi, India
strongly objected to the
use of mathematical models by the World Health
Organization (WHO) for
projecting excess mortality estimates linked to the
coronavirus pandemic in
view of the availability of
authentic data, saying validity and robustness of
the models used and
methodology of data collection are questionable.
New estimates from the

WHO show that the full
death toll associated directly or indirectly with
the COVID-19 pandemic,
described as excess mortality , between January 1,
2020 and December 31, 2021
was approximately 14.9
million, range 13.3 million
to 16.6 million.
These sobering data not
only point to the impact of
the pandemic but also to
the need for all countries
to invest in more resilient
health systems that can
sustain essential health
services during crises, including stronger health information systems, said
Dr Tedros Adhanom
Ghebreyesus,
WHO
Director-General.
WHO is committed to
working with all countries
to strengthen their health
information systems to

Following a four-yearlong investigation, the CBI
has closed a case against
Delhi PWD Minister
Satyendar Jain and others
related to alleged corruption in the hiring of a creative team for the department, officials said on
Thursday. The agency has
recently filed its closure report before a special court
after failing to gather
enough evidence to prosecute the Aam Admi Party
leader and others in the
case, they said. The CBI refused to provide any comments on the development.
The agency had registered the case on May 28,
2018 on a reference from office of the lieutenant governor of the NCT of Delhi
to investigate the allegations of irregularities in
the award of tender to a
private company for hiring
a creative team for PWD
works. The agency claimed

‘Recruitment of
teachers in state-run
schools will start soon’
Kolkata, May 05 (PTI): West
Bengal Central School Service
Commission (WBCSSC) on
Thursday announced that the
process of recruitment of assistant teachers and headmasters in state-run secondary and higher secondary
schools will start very soon.
Education Minister Bratya
Basu told reporters after a
cabinet meeting that 5,261
vacant SSC posts will be filled
up and the appointments will
be made based on merit and
eligibility. Among the vacant
posts there will be 750 posts
for work education and 850
for physical education,
he said.

make the prito have convate company
ducted a yeareligible for parlong prelimiticipating in
nary enquiry,
the tender," a
in which it levCBI spokesperelled serious alson had said
legations
of
after filing the
corruption
FIR on May 29,
against
the
2018. It was
minister.
It
also alleged
went on to file
that the budget
a corruption
Satyendar Jain
requirements
case against
Jain and other PWD offi- were met in an unauthocers on the basis of its find- rised way from some other
ings. However, after four unrelated heads which was
years of probe into the alle- found improper and in viogations, the CBI did not lation of various guidefind enough material to lines and regulations, the
buttress its claims of cor- official had said. Soon after
ruption and prosecute the registration of the FIR, the
minister, resulting in the CBI had raided Jain's residence which triggered a poclosure of the case.
"A preliminary enquiry litical reaction from Aam
was earlier conducted to Aadmi Party supremo
look into the matter. It was Arvind Kejriwal, who had
alleged that the accused tweeted: "What does PM
persons, while working in Modi want?"
Kejriwal's reaction came
the capacity of public servants,
deliberately on a tweet by Jain, who had
changed the terms and con- said, "Cbi raids my house
ditions in the NIT so as to for hiring creative team by

PWD. Professionals were
hired for different projects.
All were forced to leave by
cbi (sic)."
Besides Jain, the CBI
had also booked several
senior PWD officials of
that
time,
including
Sarvagya
Kumar
Srivastava, Engineer in
Chief; Manu Ambitabh,
Principal
Director
(Projects); A K Pait, Deputy
Director (Admn); PC
Chanana,
Project
Manager;
and
other
unidentified officials.
Prior to registration of
the FIR, the CBI had conducted a year-long preliminary enquiry into allegations against the minister
which were flagged by
Delhi vigilance department. The CBI had registered a preliminary enquiry in the matter on
April 5, 2017 and claimed to
have converted it into a
regular case after it allegedly found prima facie
evidence.

‘45 % people who died in 2020
didn’t receive any medical care’
New Delhi, May 05 (PTI):

GOVT DATA
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A whopping 45
per cent of the total
82 lakh people who
died in India in 2020
did not get any medical attention at the
time of death and
just 1.3 per cent of
the total registered fatalities during the year received medical care from
a qualified professional,
according to data prepared by the Registrar
General of India (RGI).

However, the RGI's report 'Vital Statistics of
India based on the Civil
Registration System' for
2020 did not give the number of people who succumbed to COVID-19.
According to the Union
Health Ministry data, in
2020, when COVID-19 was
first reported in the country, 1.48 lakh people lost
their lives due to the pandemic, which is substantially lower than 2021
when 3.32 lakh people
died due to the disease.

"About 1.3 per cent of
the total registered
deaths during 2020 have
received medical attention from qualified allopathic professionals and
practitioners of other
system together and 45
per cent of the deceased
did not receive any medical attention at the time
of death," the RGI's report said. The proportion
of people dying in the absence of medical attention in 2019 was 34.5
per cent.

generate better data for
better decisions and better
outcomes, he said.
Excess mortality includes deaths associated
with COVID-19 directly
(due to the disease) or indirectly (due to the pandemic's impact on health systems and society).
Deaths linked indirectly
to COVID-19 are attributable to other health conditions for which people
were unable to access prevention and treatment because health systems were
overburdened by the pandemic.
The estimated number
of excess deaths can be influenced also by deaths
averted during the pandemic due to lower risks of
certain events, like motorvehicle accidents or occupational injuries.

‘Sedition law against conscience of India’
New Delhi, May 05 (PTI):

Ultimately as a batter or
bowler you are in the middle and you have to decide.”
Winning captain Faf du
Plessis said his team was
in need of this win after
three successive losses.
“We definitely needed
that. We put up a decent
total. We are moving in the
right direction. We have
been very good in the
bowling department,” he
said. “I thought 165 would
be nice to get.The fielding
was amazing. Some great
catching and good bowling
indeed.” He said his team

will have to “keep improving in the batting department.” “We want one of
the top four to bat through.
RCB’s Harshal Patel was
adjudged the Man of the
Match for his three for 35.
“I think in the first over,
the slower balls I tried to
bowl it into the wicket but
it kind of floated on to the
bat. I have been trying to
improve my sequencing,”
he said.
A death over specialist,
Patel said it is important
“to be aware of the conditions and then what the
batter is trying to do.”

Senior Congress leader
M Veerappa Moily on
Thursday said the sedition
law is against the conscience of the Indian nation and it is high time the
Supreme Court considers
"abrogating" it from the
pages of criminal law. His
assertion came on a day the
Supreme Court said it
would hear arguments on
May 10 on the legal question whether the pleas challenging the colonial era
penal law on sedition be referred to a larger bench and
granted time to the Centre
to file its response.
The law of sedition has
again reignited a public debate, including before the
Supreme Court, and the
public is very much focused on the subject, Moily
noted. The Britishers fully

invoked this
saulted by the
section to sigover nments
lence the freein
power,"
dom fighters
Moily
said.
such
as
W h i l e
M a h a t m a
M a h at m a
Gandhi
and
Gandhi called
Balgangadhar
Section 124A
Tilak, the for"the
prince
mer
Union
among the pominister and a
litical sections
senior lawyer
of the IPC deM Veerappa Moily
said.
signed to sup"It has now become rou- press the liberty of the cititine for lawmakers both in zen", Jawaharlal Nehru
the state and at the Centre said that the provision was
to silence the dissenters "obnoxious" and "highly
who are opposed to the objectionable", and "the
view of the established sooner we get rid of it the
governments....ultimately better", Moily pointed out.
"Both of them voiced
the law is misused to kill
the democratic ethos in the conscious consensus of
the freedom fighters and
country," he said.
"Real patriots are put be- patriots. The nation should
hind bars under the provi- have scrapped the law as it
sions of Section 124 A inherited the colonial lega(sedition) and democratic cy of suppressing indeexpression has been as- pendent opinion. Hence

the sedition law is against
the conscience of the
Indian nation," he said.
Moily said the second
Administrative Reforms
Commission in its fifth report on public order considered many provisions
on federal crimes, including sedition, and recommended re-examining the
offences which have interstate or national ramification and include them in a
new law.
"It is high time that the
Supreme Court of India
consider abrogating the
law of sedition from the
pages of criminal law of
the country as the said law
goes against the patriotic
ethos of the country and intends to remove the conscience of ethos of India
and also the Constitution
and freedom fighters of the
country," Moily said.
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BAGHEL ADVISES OFFICERS

BRIEF

‘Stay steadfast in your duties’

New Delhi: With many
candidates raising the
issue of their RRB-NTPC
exam centres being far
away from their home
towns, the Indian
Railways has decided to
run more than 65 special
trains across the country
for the convenience of the
aspirants appearing for
their examinations on May
9 and 10. Most of these
trains will run on May 8 to
help the students reach
their exam centres in the
morning and then ferry
them home after their
exams are over.

Nabbed
Khunti: Three Naxals
were arrested with arms
and ammunition in
Jharkhand’s Khunti district on Thursday, police
said. Acting on a tip-off,
three members of the
outlawed People’s
Liberation Front of India
(PLFI) were arrested from
Rohne-Champabaha forest in Tapkara police station area, they said.

Review
New Delhi: Prime
Minister Narendra Modi
on Thursday chaired an
important meeting to
review preparations for
heatwave management
and monsoon preparedness, government sources
said. Several parts of the
country have logged alltime high temperatures
under the impact of a torrid heatwave. The
sources said the prime
minister chaired the
meeting to review preparations for heatwave
management and monsoon preparedness.

Suspended
Baripada: Three police
officers have been suspended in Odisha’s
Mayurbhanj district for
allegedly demanding ransom from cattle traders,
an officer said on
Thursday. The action
came after an audio of a
purported conversation
between an assistant
sub-inspector (ASI) of
Jharpokharia police station and a cattle trader
went viral on social
media, he said.

Abandoned
Kozhikode: Police on
Thursday arrested a 32year-old woman after she
allegedly abandoned her
newborn baby in
Ramanattukara near
here. They said the 11day-old baby boy was discovered by migrant workers on a highway roadside in Ramanattukara on
Thursday morning while
they were going for work.
One of them took the
infant in their hands and
approached the police.
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Raipur, May 05:
Chief Minister Bhupesh
Baghel chaired a meeting
of
officers
from
Balrampur-Ramanujganj
district in Raipur on
Thursday and discussed
the development schemes
for the district. While Chief
Minister appreciated the
achievements and good
works of the officers, he
also advised them to stay
steadfast in their duties.
Chief Minister asked the
officials to be careful of
even the minute details of
their works because even a
small mistake can cost
heavy to poor families. He
gave example of a woman
beneficiary who had to
purchase ration on retail
for two years, because issuance of her ration card
was delayed. Why was not

Helicopter ride for Class 10, 12 toppers
Chief Minister Bhupesh Baghel on Thursday said the top 10 meritorious students in the Class 10 and Class 12 board examinations will be rewarded with
a helicopter ride. The chief minister made the announcement while addressing a press conference during his constituency-wise public interaction drive
at Rajpur in Balrampur district, around 420 km from the state capital Raipur.
District-wise toppers in both the board examinations will also be rewarded
with a chopper ride by the state government, Baghel said. Helicopter rides
will be provided in order to motivate and encourage children. The state and
district-level toppers will get inspiration from the chief minister’s toppers
chopper ride, he said. “Air travel is something everyone desires.

her problem address during the review, asked Chief
Minister. He directed the
officials to ensure that people get all the benefits of
the government schemes.
On this occasion, Urban
Administration Minister
Dr. Shiv Kumar Dahria,
Parliamentary Secretary
Chintamani
Maharaj,

Chief Secretary Amitabh
Jain, Additional Chief
Secretary
to
Chief
Minister Subrat Sahu,
along with district officials
were
present.
Chief
Minister said that the efficiency, behaviour and interaction of the officials is
what creates or destroys
the image of a govern-

ment. Hence, it is important that the government
officers perform their duties with dedication and efficiency. Mentioning the
feedback he recieved from
the people of three villages
in Kusmi Vidhan Sabh on
May 4, Chief Minister said
that people have a positive
outlook towards the gov-

J-K DELIMITATION PANEL REPORT

Kupwara gets extra assembly seat

 Total now
47 for Kashmir

Srinagar, May 05 (PTI):
Boundaries of almost all
assembly constituencies of
the Kashmir valley have
been redrawn by the
Jammu and Kashmir
Delimitation Commission
to create 47 constituencies,
up from 46 earlier, for a
population of over 70 lakh.
According to the final
report of the three-member commission, the only
assembly seat to be increased in the valley has
been added to Kupwara
district, which will now
have six seats. Anantnag
district has also gained
one assembly seat and will

Delimitation Commission for Jammu & Kashmir UT,
headed by Chairperson Justice (Retd.) Ranjana Prakash
Desai, ex-officio members CEC Sushil Chandra (L) and
State Election Commissioner, J&K, K K Sharma (R),
finalise the Delimitation order.
have seven constituencies,
but this came at the expense of the neighbouring
Kulgam district, which

saw its tally reduced to
three. While the commission has given in to the
public outcry and retained

the Habba Kadal constituency in Srinagar district, it has done away
with
Amira
Kadal,
Sonawar and Batamaloo
as names for constituencies. Amira Kadal was
named after 18th century
Afghan
governor
of
Kashmir Amir Khan, and
Batamaloo was named
after a revered Sufi saint,
whose shrine is located at
a stone’s throw from the
Civil Secretariat in the
city. Batamaloo has been
rechristened
Central
Shalteng, apparently to
commemorate the battle
between the Indian Army
and the Pakistani tribal invaders in the Shalteng
area in 1947.

ernment. Referring to the
plan to develop Gauthans
as Rural Industrial Parks,
Chief Minister said that
people in villages are
skilled and have been
doing the work of carpentry and blacksmith from
generations. They just
need to be encouraged. One
or two Gauthans should be
developed into a model
rural industrial park in
each block as a pilot project. In Gauthans where
mustard crushing machines and pulse mills have
been installed, the farmers
should be encouraged to
grow mustard and pulses.
He said that about 1.5 lakh
acres of land has been secured in Gauthans by consensus. He instructed to
make better arrangements
for sale of the products
made by women groups in
Gauthans. There is a need
to pay special attention to
the schemes like providing
employment, smooth operation of PDS, electricity
bill half scheme, and
paddy procurement.

 Govt to file reply by
Monday

capacity, that the misuse
of the provision as it happened
against
a
Maharashtra MP for reciting ‘Hanuman Chalisa’
has to be stopped by laying down guidelines.
However, the top law officer said there was no
need to refer the fivejudge bench verdict of the
top court in the Kedar
Nath case in 1962 to a
bench of five or seven
judges. A five-judge bench
in the Kedar Nath Singh
case in 1962 had upheld
the validity of the sedi-

tion law while attempting
to restrict its scope for
misuse. It had held that
unless accompanied by incitement or a call for violence, the criticism of the
government cannot be
construed as a seditious
offence. “Your lordships
know what is happening
in the country. Yesterday,
somebody was detained
under this Section just because they wanted to
chant ‘Hanuman Chalisa’.
So guidelines have to be
there, to prevent misuse.
Referring the Kedar Nath
verdict to a larger bench
is not necessary. It is a
well-considered
judgment, Venugopal said.

first meeting after the
French leader was recently re-elected in the presidential election. Modi and
Macron held discussions
on the entire range of bilateral issues, including
cooperation in defence,
space, blue economy, civil

nuclear and people-to-people ties, the Ministry of
External Affairs (MEA)
said in a press release.
“Delighted, as always, to
meet my friend President
@EmmanuelMacron. We
talked at length about bilateral as well as global is-

 Stops short of
launching his own party

people” who shared his vision for Bihar and whom
he will “try to meet personally”, before launching
a 3,000-km ‘padyatra’
(march) from Gandhi
Ashram at Champaran on
the Mahatma’s birthday,
October 2. Kishor came
out with an outline of his
project, titled ‘Jan Suraaj’,
drawing inspiration from
Gandhi’s aphorism of “the
best politics is right action”, at a crowded press
conference here, days after
he had announced his decision to go back “to the
Real Masters the people”.
“A political party can be

floated even a few months
ahead of elections. Bihar
faces none in the next few
years,” Kishor said averting pointed questions
about his future political
moves. “I plan to cover a
distance of 3,000 km in
about a year. I will travel to
every nook and corner of
the state and meet as
many people as possible,
trying to learn from their
grievances and aspirations,” he said.

Central Chronicle News
Bhilai, May 05: On
Thursday,
District
Collector Dr Sarveshwar
Narendra Bhure visited
Ahiwara and learned the
problems of various localities during interaction
with the Corporators of
Ahiwara civic body.
Discussions were held on
the basic problems and development prospects of
Ahiwara in presence of
Municipal
President
Natwar
Tamrakar,
Municipal Vice President
Ashok
Bafna
and
Aldermen.
The Collector said that
they are focussing to provide benefits of public
welfare schemes to the eligible
beneficiaries.
Eligible people must get

benefits for ration card,
pension, housing, lease
etc. For this purpose, the
Collector gave instructions to the administrative
staff for continuous monitoring. The public representatives were urged to
make regular identification of such people and
provide the benefits of the
schemes. Collector added
that the second focus is on
infrastructure which includes drinking water,
drainage, roads etc.
Collector learned the
problems of the wards
during interaction with
the Corporators of all the
wards. Collector gave instructions to SDM Brijesh
Kshatriya to resolve these
problems.
Ward No 3 Corporator
said that water accumu-

lates in their locality during the rains and people
suffer a lot. Its drainage
work is not possible
through
conventional
means. The Collector instructed them to make
arrangements for its
drainage through a siphon
system and asked the officials to prepare the pro-

Physical Association ‘Spectrum’
inaugurated at BMM
Central Chronicle News
Bhilai, May 05: Physical
Association "Spectrum"
was inaugurated at Bhilai
Mahila Mahavidyalaya,
Sector-9
recently.
Constituted under the auspices of the Department of
Physics, Bhilai Mahila
Mahavidyalaya (BMM),
the function began with
the lamp lighting jointly
by the Chief Guest Dr
Sanjay
Pargania,
Assistant
Professor,
Government
College,
Jamul and Dr Sandhya
Madan Mohan, Principal,
BMM. Thereafter, the
Head, Department of
Physics, Pratibha Chhaya
Claudius briefed about the

purpose and working of
the physical society. This
was followed by the conferring of batch to the newly
appointed members including Priya from M Sc
fourth semester for president, Harjot of second semester as vice president,
Bharti Kumari of fourth
semester as secretary,
Nidhi Sahu of fourth se-

mester as joint secretary,
and Poonam Sinha of
fourth
semester
as
Treasurer. Following the
distribution of batch,
Sanjay gave a presentation
on how to prepare for NET
exam. The programme
was
coordinated
by
Nandita. Dr Archana
Sharan, Kanchana Shahi
were specially present.

posal. Corporator of Ward
Number 5 stated that his
ward is also facing problems of drainage due to
narrow streets. The
Collector directed to make
a proposal for the improvement of the drainage system of the entire ward.
The problem of sewerage
was also reported in ward

Bhilai, May 05: The
Central Board of Direct
Taxes has given an opportunity to the taxpayers to
file old returns and make
corrections in the ITRs.
This facility can be used
for filing the updated returns for the financial year
2019-20 till date.
Former Chairman of
Bhilai CA Branch, CA
Piyush Jain said that
under this facility, taxpayers can now file updated return forms through ITR-U.
The facility of filing return
updates through new provisions made under section 12 (ac) in Income Tax
Act will provide great convenience to the taxpayers,
he said.

According to a joint press statement issued after the meeting,
India and France — in a postpandemic world, facing global
geopolitical challenges — reaffirmed their commitment to
prepare for the future together
by further deepening their
cooperation, expanding it in
new domains to meet emerging
challenges and broadening their
international
partnership.

sues. India and France are
proud developmental partners with our partnership
spread across different
sectors,” Modi tweeted in
English and French languages along with a photograph of him and Macron
hugging each other.

Priyanka
Mohite
from Satara in western Maharashtra has
become the first
Indian woman to
scale five peaks
above 8,000 metres after
she
climbed
Mount
Kanchenjunga
on
Thursday. Priyanka (30),
the recipient of Tenzing
Norgay Adventure Award
2020, successfully completed her expedition to
Mount
Kanchenjunga
(8,586 m), the third highest
mountain on the planet, at
4.52 pm, her brother
Akash Mohite told PTI.
In April 2021, she had
scaled Mt Annapurna
(8,091 m), the 10th highest
mountain peak in the

 Above 8,000 m
world and had become the
first
Indian
woman
climber to achieve the feat.
Priyanka has also
climbed the world’s highest peak Mount Everest
(8,849 m) in 2013, Mount
Lhotse (8,516 m) in 2018,
Mount Makalu (8,485 m)
and Mount Kilimanjaro
(5,895
m)
in
2016.

NCRB Portal regarding
cyber crimes against
women and children. In
this
sequel,
Chhattisgarh Police received a case regarding
violation of Section 67
of IT act.
As the case was connected with Bhilai,
District Police swung
into action under the
guidance of SP Dr
Abhishek Pallava and
the accused was taken
into custody. During interrogation, the accused
confessed to have uploaded a pornography
video on Instagram.
Online possession,
posting and circulation
of child pornography,
or rape / gang rape content is a punishable offence.
Accordingly,
charges are being
framed against the accused.

CA Piyush Jain informed that under this provision, the taxpayer has to
tell whether the updated
return is being filed within
12 months from the end of
the assessment year or
within 13 to 24 months.
Accordingly, there is
also a provision of penalty
and interest on the tax.
Those who have received
any preliminary notice or
enquiry from the Income
Tax Department will also
be eligible to file updated
returns and by doing so
will be able to avoid the
penalty of 200 percent in
case of missed reporting.
He added that when the
budget was presented, this
facility was not available
in the cases of loss, but
after the notification, it

Piyush Jain
has become clear that this
facility will be available in
those cases also. However,
income refund cannot be
claimed in this nor can any
wrongly stated income be
deducted.
Taxpayers filing ITR-U
will have to give reasons
for updating the income.

They will have to give reasons as to why the return
was not filed earlier, or
why the correct income information was not given.
This form can be filed
within two years from the
end of the relevant assessment year.
The taxpayer will get
eight options - Return for
the relevant year was not
filed and such income was
earned on which tax is to
be paid; All income was
not reported in the original return that was filed;
Incorrect head of income
was selected in the original return; The carried forward loss which was mentioned in the original return is to be reduced;
Carried forward unclaimed depreciation men-

tioned in the original return is to be reduced; The
MAT credit of the companies is to be reduced; Tax
was paid at the lower rate
of tax in the original return; Any other reason.
Taxpayers can avoid action by updating the ITRs.
CA Piyush Jain said that
the latest amendment of
Income Tax has brought
relief to such people who
are facing show cause notice from the department,
but action has not commenced under section 148.
If the department has a
message on its return,
then that return update
can avoid future action. To
improve the loan and the
statement, people who had
not filed the return can
also file the ITR.

Central Chronicle News

Central Chronicle News
Bhilai, May 05: On the
occasion of International
Labour
Day,
Rupali
Mahtari
Gudi
Bahuudeshiya Sansthan
felicitated the sanitary
workers who put their
lives to risk in the face of
Corona epidemic and collected garbage door to door
thereby helping curb the
epidemic from spreading
further and supporting
Bhilai
Municipal
Corporation to achieve the
goal of "Adarsh Bhilai
Swacch Bhilai".
The sanitary workers
were first welcomed by applying haldi kumkum
Akshat on forehead, followed by the distribution of
useful gifts such as saris,

Passionate about mountaineering since childhood, Priyanka started to
scale mountains in the
Sahyadri
range
of
Maharashtra as a teenager
and in 2012 scaled
Bandarpunch, a mountain
massif of the Garhwal division of the Himalayas,
in Uttarakhand. In 2015
Priyanka scaled Mt.
Menthosa which at 6443
metres is the second-highest peak in the Lahaul and
Spiti district of Himachal
Pradesh. The Bengalurubased climber is also the
recipient
of
the
M a h a r a s h t r a
Government’s
Shiv
Chhatrapati State award
for adventure sports for
2017-2018.

representatives said that
there are three to four big
ponds in Ahiwara. If the
cleaning work is done systematically and after that
beautification is done,
then the ponds will become useful. The Collector
directed the officers to do
this work soon.
In the meeting, the
Corporators also put forward the problem of encroachment.
The
Collector directed the officials to removal of all the
encroachments within the
stipulated time frame. A
Corporator also spoke
about the cutting of trees
by the encroachers. The
Collector said that this is a
very serious complaint
and instructed the officials to take strict action
against such people.

Central Chronicle News
Bhilai, May 05: Police
have arrested a juvenile
on charges of sharing
pornography content on
social media platform.
A report in this regard
was
received
at
National Crime Records
Bureau
(NCRB),
Ministry of
Home
Affairs, Government of
India. The accused was
arrested
from
Khursipar area of the
city.
ASP (City) Sanjay
Dhruv informed that
the juvenile accused
had uploaded the child
pornography content
using the mobile number 7471176217.
ASP Dhruv further
informed that the Home
Ministry under its
CCPWC project had received complaints on its

Rupali Mahtari Gudi Sanshthan felicitates On Devendra's initiative, city to get six new water ATMs
sanitary workers on May Day

pant shirts, gloves, masks,
bath and laundry soap,
shoes, slippers. Thereafter,
cool drinks and snacks
were offered to them made
by the organization.
Simultaneously, in keeping
with the appeal of the

Chief Minister Bhupesh
Baghel the sanitary workers were also gave rice,
onion, mango, coriander,
mint, chilli salt etc that
makes the part of borebaasi to the workers. Those
who helped make the pro-

Priyanka Mohite becomes first
Indian woman to scale five peaks
Mumbai, May 05 (PTI):

number 9. Collector gave
instructions to make proper arrangements.
The Collector also gave
instructions to make a
blueprint of the pipeline
network in the city. He said
that the blueprint is very
useful for having complete
information about the
drinking water system. He
also reviewed the Pradhan
Mantri Awas Yojana. He
said that no eligible beneficiary should be deprived
of this scheme. He said
that if any beneficiary is
facing any technical problem in getting the benefit,
the concerned officials
shall discuss the matter
with higher officials and
find a way out so that no
beneficiary is deprived of
the benefits.
In the meeting, public

Juvenile held for
sharing pornography
content on social media

Taxpayers can now file updated ITRs
Central Chronicle News

gramme a success included
Pt
Shanta
Sharma,
President of the organisation, Patron Bindu Thakur,
Nisha Sahu, Prabha
Ladekar, Rani Soni, Meena
Amarjit Kaur, Paramjit
Mehra and Domesh Sahu.

Urban Gauthan uses Phytorid technology for fisheries

Joint statement
of two leaders

Prime Minister Narendra Modi meets President of
France Emmanuel Macron, at Elysee Palace, Paris,
Thursday.

‘Jan Suraaj’ platform

Initiatives taken to resolve problems related to civic amenities

Students after appearing in the CBSE class X mathematics examination, in Noida, Thursday.

Modi, Macron call for ‘end to suffering’ of Ukrainians
Paris, May 05 (PTI):
Prime Minister Narendra
Modi
and
French
President
Emmanuel
Macron held extensive discussions on a range of bilateral and pressing global
issues, including the raging conflict in Ukraine, the
situation in the IndoPacific and terrorism, as
the two top leaders agreed
on a blueprint to work together in making the
India-France strategic
partnership a force for
global good. Modi, who arrived here on a brief working visit from Denmark on
the final leg of his threenation European tour, held
one-on-one and delegationlevel talks with Macron at
the Elysee Palace on
Wednesday night in their

Chandigarh,May 05 (PTI):
Foiling a major terror
plot, four suspected
Pakistan-linked terrorists on their way to
Telangana to deliver explosives were nabbed in
Haryana’s Karnal on
Thursday and arms, ammunition and IEDs were
recovered from their vehicle, senior police officials said.
They were allegedly in
touch with a Pakistanbased man who is involved in terror activities and who used to send
locations through an app
to them to deliver explosives and weapons,
Superintendent of Police
of Karnal Ganga Ram
Punia told reporters.
Director General of
Haryana Police P K
Agrawal said the four
were arrested in a joint
operation carried out
early morning by police
forces of Haryana and
Punjab based on intelli-

gence inputs of central
agencies. “In an intelligence-led
operation,
Punjab
Police
and
Haryana Police arrested
four persons today at
Karnal with the recovery
of 3 IEDs weighing 2.5 kg
each and one pistol.
Further investigation is
on,” the Punjab Police
said in a tweet.
The four — all residents of Punjab — were
nabbed near Bastara toll
plaza after four vehicles
of Haryana Police intercepted them, Inspector
General of Police of
Karnal Range Satender
Kumar Gupta said.
“Three
containers
each weighing 2.5 kg suspected to contain RDX, a
Pakistan-make pistol
and 31 live cartridges, besides Rs 1.3 lakh in cash
have been seized from
the vehicle,” Gupta told
PTI over phone.
After the vehicle was
intercepted in Karnal, a
bomb disposal squad and
forensic experts reached
the spot.

EXAM TIME

SC to hear pleas against
sedition law on May 10

New Delhi, May 05
(PTI): The Supreme
Court on Thursday
said it would hear
arguments on May
10 on the legal question of whether the
pleas challenging
the
colonial-era
penal law on sedition be referred to a
larger bench and
granted time to the Centre
to file its response. A special bench comprising
Chief
Justice N V
Ramana and Justices
Surya Kant and Hima
Kohli, meanwhile, was
told by Attorney General
K K Venugopal, who was
assisting in his personal

 Arms &
ammunition seized

Prashant Kishor announces

Patna, May 05 (PTI):
Celebrated election
strategist Prashant
Kishor on Thursday
announced that he
has had his fill as a
backroom operator for
leading political players of
the country and that he
now intended to create a
platform of like-minded
people named ‘Jan Suraaj’
aimed at transforming his
home state Bihar. While he
brushed aside speculation
that he would announce
the setting up of a new
party, Kishor held out the
possibility of Jan Suraaj
metamorphosing into a
political party at a latter
stage. He said he was in
touch with “about 18,000

RARE FEST

Special trains

COLONIAL-ERA PENAL LAW

Weaver birds build a nest
on a palm tree, in Nadia
district, Thursday.

One single negligence can cost heavily to a poor family

CALCULATED MOVE

 Common people
should have access
to all the benefits
of govt schemes

Big terror plot busted,
4 terrorists nabbed

Collector interacts with civic body
representatives in Ahiwara

Central Chronicle News
Bhilai, May 05: The Urban
Gauthan
located
in
Kosanagar has become a
means of livelihood for
women of self-help groups.
Apart from making manure
from cow dung, its campus
is also being used for fisheries. Women of self-help
groups are becoming selfsufficient by practicing fish-

eries in Gauthan. Mayor
Neeraj Pal is also promoting
fish farming in Gauthan
under the ambitious plan of
the
government.
Commissioner Prakash
Sarve has mobilized all possible resources for fish
farming under livelihood
oriented activities in
Gauthan. Phytorid technology has been applied for
fisheries in the Gauthan.

The dubri has been developed as a pond. Here, the
women of Amber Self Help
Group are engaged in fish
farming. At Gauthan, the
drain water coming from
BSP Township is being used
after treatment. The dirty
water is being collected in
the tank and thereafter it is
flowed through different
sections for its purification
through phytorid method.

The SHG women stated that
in this method the dirty
water is collected in the
sump well shaped tank.
After that, the water passes
through the stone filled
round dry tank. Aquatic
plants have been planted in
these tanks which purify
the water. This pure water
is stored in the clean tank
and thereafter that water is
being used for fish farming.
The women of the group
put manure and poultry
waste as fish feed in the
pond. The seeds of the
Talbia variety of fish have
been put in the pond. Along
with this, mustard cake is
also given as fish feed at intervals of 20 days. The fish
are ready for sale within
three months in summer
while they grow completely
in 6-7 months during the
rainy
season.
Commissioner Prakash
Surve is regularly inspecting the Gauthan and the
fisheries section and is trying to connect women with
employment.

Bhilai, May 05: The city
dwellers would not need to
worry about parched
throats in future for the
Bhilai
Nagar
MLA
Devendra Yadav has taken
initiative to open 06 new
water ATMs across the
city so that the people can
quench their thirst with
clean and pure water. The
six sites selected are the
most visited areas and installing water ATMs with
an estimated cost of
around Rs 42 lakhs.
The work of installation
of Water ATM is going on
in full swing and is now in
the final stage. Soon the
work of installing all these
water ATMs will be completed. After this, MLA
Devendra Yadav will dedicate it to the people of
Bhilai.

Here it needs a mention
that Bhilainagar MLA
Devendra Yadav holds
Jandarshan in the MLA's
office every Sunday where
he meets people and not
only questions about their
wellbeing but also listens
to the problems that the
people face and tries to
solve them at the earliest.
Bhilai
Nagar
MLA
Devendra Yadav has been
continuously facing de-

mands for water ATM by
the residents. Seeing the
demand and needs of the
public, he took the initiative and started work of
getting installed water
ATMs at selected six
places of the city and the
cost is being borne from
his MLA fund. The first
water ATM is being installed near Sector 1Manav Ashram. Second in
Sector 2-A near Market

Garden, Sector 4 near
Boria, Sector 7 near water
tank near bus stop, Sector
6 - near MGM School and
6th Water ATM will be installed at Shri Ram Chowk
near HUDCO Market. The
places have been selected
keeping in accordance to
the demand of the people
of the city. It is expected
that the water ATMs
would bring great relief to
the people.

Pandey accuses Cong Govt of
misleading Bhilai residents
Central Chronicle News
Bhilai, May 05: Former
Vidhan Sabha Speaker
Prem Prakash Pandey
charged the state government and Bhilai MLA for
misleading the Bhilai residents. Speaking live on a
social media platform,
Pandey said that those
who are talking about rebates in electricity bills
have even failed to provide clean drinking water
twice daily.
Pandey said that the
Chief Minister has met
the Steel Secretary and
demanded to allow CSPDCL to handle the power
supply system in Bhilai
Township so that the people could get rebate of
50% on electricity consumption upto 400 units.

For doing this,
the
Bhilai
Steel Plant
will have to
give up its license. Pandey
alleged that it
is a conspiracy to eliminate the identity of Bhilai
Township. He
asserted that CSPDCL
can provide power bill
concessions in the existing arrangement also.
Pandey said that if the
Chief Minister really
wants to give relief in
electricity bills, he can do
so in the present situation
also. All the data of consumers is available and
the state government can
provide relief by deducting
the
concession

amount from
the
bills.
Pandey questioned why
the state government is
only making
excuses for
the last 2
years.
Pandey said
that
the
Congress government is
only working to mislead
the people. He said that
people are not getting
clean drinking water in
BSP township. BSP officials assert that the
Irrigation Department is
unable to provide clean
water. Further, the residents of localities situated in the north of
Railway Lines are yet deprived of sufficient drink-

ing water even after
spending about Rs 450
crore under the Nal-Jal
scheme. He further emphasised on the need of
getting the dilapidated
drinking water pipeline
repaired in Bhilai township.
Pandey said that during
elections
the
Congress had promised
for lease but this promise
is
still
unfulfilled.
Speaking about the fire
mishap at shanties,
Pandey said that the state
government should have
provided Rs 2 lakh compensation to each affected
family but this was not
done. Local Congress
leaders did not even try to
provide this compensation as they were busy
misleading the people.
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Baghel makes several announcements in response to villagers’ demands
CM suspends EE of WRD for
negligence in duty

During tour to village Daura of
Ramanujganj
Assembly constituency on 2nd
day of BhentMulaqat Abhiyan
Raipur, May 05: Chief
Minister Bhupesh Baghel
visited village Daura of
Ramanujganj assembly
constituency today on the
second day of his meetand-greet
campaign
named “Bhent-Mulaqat
Abhiyan”. He made many
important
announcements in response to the
demands of people in
Daura. Chief Minister announced that Swami
Atmanand School would
be opened at Daura village, a college would be
opened at Ranhat, a culvert will be built on Sasu
river, and a culvert will be
built between Daldhowa to
Saraswati bridge.
On request of the villagers, Chief Minister also
announced establishment
of an electricity sub-station between Daura and
Ganesh Mod. People of
Khanda
told
Chief
Minister that there is no
road in their village, and
electricity supply has also
been a problem. In response, Chief Minister directed the Collector to ensure proper electricity
supply and to build a road
in village Khanda at the
earliest. Similarly, on request of the people of
Pauni-Pendri, Baghel instructed the Collector to
build a road immediately.
Urban Administration
and Development Minister
Dr. Shiv Kumar Dahria,

Raipur: CM Bhupesh Baghel
has suspended Executive
Engineer (EE Umashankar
Ram,
Office
of
Superintending
Engineer,
Shyam Barnai Project Circle,
Ambikapur, for showing negligence in allocated work.
During the meet and greet
programme held at Sanawal
in Ramanujganj assembly
constituency of Balrampur
district,
Chief
Minister
received complaint regarding
Umashankar showing negligence in the work of speedy

MLA Brihaspat Singh,
Chief Secretary Amitabh
Jain, Additional Chief
Secretary Subrat Sahu
were also present on the
occasion.
Women
presented
Tendu, Koynar Bhaji,
Mahua Laddu, Kasar
Laddu,
Typhari,
Khurmi to CM
Women self-help group
presented Tendu, Koynar
Bhaji, Mahua Laddu,
Kasar Laddu, Typhari,
Khurmi, Raw Mango to
Chief
Minister
Mr.
Bhupesh Baghel in village
Daura, which he enjoyed
eating. In his address to
the gathering, Chief
Minister Baghel said that
the next installment of
Rajiv Gandhi Kisan Nyay
Yojana will be released on
the death anniversary of
Late Shri Rajiv Gandhi on
May 21. So far, two installments have been released
under Rajiv Gandhi
Grameen
Bhumiheen

Krishi Mazdoor Nyay
Yojana. Now the annual financial aid provided
under this scheme has
been increased to Rs 7
thousand. Chief Minister
took feedback from the villagers present in the
Chaupal regarding these
two schemes. The beneficiaries present in the
Chaupal informed that
they have received the
amount under these
schemes. Mr. Baghel said
that the barber, washerman and priest will also be
benefitted under this
scheme. On the request of
MLA Mr. Brihaspat Singh,
Baiga priest in village
Daura has been registered
as beneficiary under Rajiv
Gandhi
Grameen
Bhumiheen
Krishi
Mazdoor Nyay Yojana.
Chief Minister asked the
farmers present in the
Chaupal about the Narva
scheme. Farmers told that
Narva scheme is being im-

Two workers killed in bulldozer tyre burst
Accident occurs at
a vehicle workshop
during filling of air
Raipur, May 05: Two people were killed in an accident in Siltara area of
??Raipur on Thursday. The
accident happened due to
the bursting of the bulldozer’s tyre. The magnitude of the explosion
could be known from the
CCTV footage in which
workers were seen blown
away.
One worker is seen in
CCTV footage, filling air
in a huge tyre while another person is seen pressing
the tyre a couple of times
to check the air pressure.
In the meantime tyre
bursts, tossing both the
workers in the air and

causing dust to engulf the
area.
The accident happened
in a workshop named
Dhankul Steel. Tyre of
bulldozer, brought here for
the loading work, was
being filled with air. The
tyre exploded with a sudden increase in pressure.
Rajpal Singh and Pranjal
Namdev, doing the work of
filling air were blown
away with sudden explosion.
Both of them died on
the spot due to explosion.
Other workers present
nearby, saved their lives by
running away after explosion. Rajpal and Pranjal
did not get a chance to escape.
Both
the
workers
opened the tire of the bulldozer and put air on it.
One worker was filling the

air while the other was
watching the tire pressure.
But both of them did not
understand when the pressure went wrong and suddenly the tyre burst with a
loud bang. Due to this,
Rajpal and Pranjal were
blown about 5 feet away
into the air. The iron ring
in the middle of the tyre
hit both of them on their
heads and they fell down.
Siltara Police informed
that both the workers
killed in this accident are
residents of Satna in
Madhya Pradesh. Now
their families are being informed about this incident. At present, the bodies of both have been sent
for postmortem. The
CCTV footage is also being
examined so that the
cause of the incident can
be ascertained.

State industries facing severe
crisis of coal, iron ore
In the midst of
acute shortage of
coal, industrialists
of Chhattisgarh
have to source coal
from Australia and
South Africa at
expensive prices.
Raipur, May 05: In the
midst of acute shortage of
coal, industrialists of
Chhattisgarh have to
source
coal
from
Australia and South
Africa at expensive prices.
This situation is when
SECL has mines in
Chhattisgarh. This information was given by the
officials of industrial organisations in a recent
meeting held with the
Union Steel Secretary
Sanjay Kumar Singh.
Industrialists apprised
the minister about the
problems of coal and
other raw materials. In a
meeting held at a private
hotel in the capital, in the
presence of top officials of
the
Industries
Department, the office
bearers of industrial organizations put forth

many demands. Manoj
Agrawal, President of
Chhattisgarh Rolling Mill
Association said that
50,000 metric tonnes of
raw material should be
available per month to
rolling mills from Bhilai
Steel Plant and 60 to 75
thousand metric tonnes
per month for rolling
mills from Nagarnar Steel
Plant. A separate e-auction should be done for
the sale of scrap or other
products of Bhilai Steel
Plant (BSP) to the steel
rolling mills of the state,
so that the industrialists
of the state can get benefit
in this auction. NMDC
Chairman Sumit Dey,
SAIL-BSP
Director
Arniban Das Gupta,
Industries Department
Special Secretary Anurag
Pandey,
Industries
Department, Additional
Director, Praveen Shukla
and other officials were

present in the program.
Industrialists said that
at present the state is not
getting scrap due to the
big industrial houses of
other states in the e-auction of BSP. Also, the electricity rates for rolling
mills in the state should
be fixed at Rs 5.50 per unit.
In the program, the Steel
Secretary informed that a
draft is being prepared by
the Central Government
for the MSME sector, in
which the suggestions received will also be included. Office bearers of
Sponge Iron Association
and Mini Steel Plant
Association also participated in the programme.
Anil Nachrani, President,
Sponge Iron Association
said that despite the presence of NMDC and SECL
in the state, the industries
are facing shortage of
iron ore and coal. Manish
Dhuppad, general secretary of the Mini Steel
Plant Association, said
that the central government should make policies regarding core category industries, so that
even in extreme circumstances, benefits can be
availed under the policies.

plemented in Bairamu
Nala and in Sargadi Nala,
and now these canals have
water available round the
year. Happy with the positive feedback of the vil-

also ensure water supply
to farmers for irrigation.
This will also attract exotic animals and birds. Mr.
Baghel directed the officials to make implementation of this scheme a priority. He further said that
we will not build big dams

disposal of land acquisition
cases under Kanhar InterState Project. Expressing displeasure over the same, Chief
Minister said that protecting
the interests of the farmers
who gave their land for this
ambitious irrigation project is
paramount; negligence in this
work will not be tolerated in
any case. During the suspension period, the headquarters
office of Uma Shankar Ram
has been fixed at Chief
Engineer Minimata Hasdeo
(Bango) project Bilaspur.

Minister asked the localites about Gauthans
about the cultivation of
mustard and maize, on
which Rameshwar Yadav,
a resident of village
Kareta told Chief Minister
that mustard is cultivated
in sufficient quantity in

Ration card of Kabilaso made on
spot after CM’s intervention
Raipur,
May
05:
During
a
village
Chaupal
organized
today as a part of
‘Bhent-Mulaqat
Abhiyan’ in village
Daura, CM Baghel directed the officials concerned to make ration
card immediately on the
spot, on the demand of
67-year-old village resident Kabilaso. As per his

instructions,
the
woman’s ration card
was made within half
an hour. Handing over

the ration card to the
elderly,
the
Chief
Minister asked her if
she is happy now. The
woman got emotional
and gave blessings to Mr.
Baghel by placing her
both hands palms on the
top of his head. Pe5
ople present at the
‘Chaupal’ heaped praise
on Chief Minister by
clapping their hands.

lagers, Chief Minister said
that with this scheme will
not only make our forest
lush and green but will

but will recharge small
canals. We have taken
about 30 thousand canals
under this scheme. Chief

his area. Chief Minister
instructed the officials
concerned to give Mr.
Yadav equipment for ex-

CM approves an amount of
Rs 4 lakh on the spot
p

For the treatment
of a villager for
brain tumour

Raipur: In the second day of
the
‘Bhent
Mulaqat’
Campaign, Chief Minister
Bhupesh Baghel reached
Aragaahi
village
of
Ramanugunj constituency,
Balrampur district. A local
resident by the name of
Reena Vishwas came to meet
the Chief Minister and sought
help for the treatment of her
son’s brain tumor. Reena
informed Baghel that a huge
amount has been spent for

traction of mustard oil
and chicken feed. He directed the officials to provide proper training along
with the machines.
CM inspects newlyconstituted
Tehsil
Daura-Kochli
On arriving at village
Daura, Chief Minister
first inspected the newly
formed Tehsil DauraKochli, then he took note
of the cases of demarcation, transfer and distribution. Mr. Baghel said that
revenue matters are related to personal and family
interest. Such applications
should be disposed off on
priority within the time
limit. Chief Minister Mr.
Baghel directed the officials to correct the maps,
records and to resolve the
pending cases at the earliest. Chief Minister expressed displeasure over
the delay in correction of
the map.

the treatment of her son.
When the woman showed her
inability to write an application, Urban Administration
Minister Dr. Shiv Kumar
Dahria himself wrote the
application
which
was
approved instantly and a
financial aid of Rs. 4 Lakhs
was sanctioned on the spot
by the Chief Minister. This
kind of sensitive government
-help has put a smile on this
mother’s face and she
thanked the Chief Minister
earnestly for this endeavor
which would prove to be a
great respite for her and her
son.

SAEGMS school will be
opened in Daura and a college
will established in Ranhat
Culverts to be built on Sasu
river and from Daldhowa to
Saraswati bridge
Power substation to be established between Daura and
Ganesh Mod
People of village Khanda will
soon have access to road connectivity and electricity supply
In response to the request of
villagers, Baghel gave instructions to build a road in PauniPendri
CM inaugurates newly-built
Tehsil office Daura-Kochli
Narva Yojana: Now water is
available in Bairamu Nala and
Sargadi Nala round the year

CM says ‘farming, yoga and swimming’
are his fitness mantra
When students
asked CM about
secret to his fitness
CM replies to questions by students
about his fitness
CM interacts with
the students of
SAGEMS during
‘Bhent-Mulaqat
Abhiyan’
Children asked CM
some witty and
interesting questions
Raipur, May 05: “BhentMulaqat Abhiyan” (Meetand-Greet Campaign of
Chief Minister Bhupesh
Baghel) commenced today
from Balrampur district of
Chhattisgarh. Under this
campaign, Chief Minister
will be visiting all 90 constituencies of the state.
During his visit to Kusmi
area of Balrampur district, Chief Minister affectionately interacted with
the students of Swami
Atmanand School. He

asked them about their
name and classes and
talked to them about their
studies. School students
also answered to his ques-

tions lovingly.
One of the students
named Varsha asked Chief
Minister about his secret
to fitness, to which Chief

‘Sarpanch still holds post even after
irregularities in ration distribution’

Raipur, May 05: Women
and Child Development and
Social Welfare Minister
Mrs Anila Bhedia reached
North Bastar Kanker in her
charge district on May 5,
the first day of her two-day
stay in Bastar. She reviewed
the implementation of government schemes and programs in the district office
and directed the officials to
redress the public grievances and complaints
promptly. Mrs Bhedia said
that the benefits of the
schemes of the government
should reach the last per-

son of the society.
If the case is not in accordance with the rules, clearly inform the beneficiary so
that he does not have to
wander unnecessarily. She
asked all the officers to discharge their duties with
sensitivity and seriousness
so that citizens can get the
benefits of the schemes at
the earliest. Giving information about the schemes,

Collector Chandan Kumar
said that 2465 works have
been completed in the first
phase and 2480 in the second phase under the Narva
program. Gothans are
being developed as multi activity
centers
under
Godhan Nyay Yojana. Cow
dung is being procured in
389 Gauthans, from which
48,183 quintals of vermi
compost has been prepared

‘NO EFFECT OF MESSAGE’

The very message of ‘Neki Ka Kachara’ in line with ‘Neki-ki-Diwar’ has been written
on the wall and fails to act as a motivation to people not to throw the waste and
garbage in the ground and rather throw it in the dustbin.

so far. 290 Anganwadi buildings are to be constructed
in the district, out of which
47 buildings have been completed. Under the Chief
Minister
Haat-Bazaar
Clinic Scheme, 75 dedicated
teams are reaching the
Haat-bazaars and treating
the patients. Till now, 2.17
lakh patients have been
treated in 190 haat-bazaars.
The Collector informed that

under the Chief Minister’s
Nutrition Campaign, nutritious hot food and Kodo
khichdi and Ragi pudding
are being provided to malnourished children and
pregnant and nutritious
mothers, due to which the
rate of malnutrition has
come down by about 13 percent. Under the ‘Rajiv
Gandhi
Grameen
Bhumiheen
Krishi
Mazdoor Nyay Yojana’, 7
thousand 124 beneficiaries
are being benefited. On this
occasion,
District
Panchayat President Mr.
Hemant Dhruv, Kanker
Municipality President
Mrs. Saroj Thakur and former
Zilla
Panchayat
President Mrs. Subhadra
Salam, district level officers
of various departments
were present.

Cement prices peaked at Rs 345 per bag
Raipur, May 05: Cement companies, which reduced the price of
cement by Rs 15 due to low offtake and protests by sellerbuilder groups, have hit back
within a week. Now preparations
have been made to increase the
price of cement again. According
to the information available, this
time the price will be increased
by Rs 20. That is, by reducing Rs
15, it is now being hiked by Rs 20
directly. With the new price, the
cost of a per bag of cement will
reach Rs 345. It is being said that
the increased rate is effective
from May 5. The companies have
issued these instructions to the
distributors. Even after all the
resources, labour and raw materials are procured local, these
companies are increasing the
prices arbitrarily by forming cartels. Cement sold at Rs 280 per
bag a year ago has now reached

Rs 325. From April 15, the price
of one bag of cement reached Rs
340. There was also a protest
against the price without increasing the demand. After that the
companies reduced its value by
Rs 15. Now after about 10 days,
all preparations have been made
to increase the price of the one
bag cement directly by Rs 20.
Traders associated with this
sector said that at present the
market is almost stable. At first it
was increased by Rs 50 without
demand. Due to lack of off-take,
the prices had to be reduced by
Rs.15. Now again the prices have
been hiked by Rs 20. It is notable
that for construction works to be
done in monsoon, traders stock
their cement now. The production
of companies also decreases in
monsoon, because of this; they
are now engaged in earning by
increasing the price.

Nine people of Ch’garh scaled 5364 meters Mount Everest in 10 days
Raipur, May 05: Chitrasen
Sahu,
known
as
Chhattisgarh’s
Blade
Runner “Half Human
Robo”, has scaled Everest
along with eight of his companions. As part of the
“Stand on Your Feet” mission, scaled Everest Base
Camp up to 5364 meters
with the help of crutches
and prosthetic legs in just 10
days, Chitrasen Sahu and

his eight companions
Chanchal Soni, Rajni Joshi,
Anwar Ali, Nikki Bajaj,
Gunjan Sinha, Pemendra

Chandrakar, Raghuvendra
Chandrakar and Ashutosh
Pandey have accomplished
this feat. All mountaineers

with different type of disabilities, genders, ages and
communities have conquered Everest in this mission. There was a wave of
enthusiasm among all the
participants after reaching
Everest Base Camp. The program was organized under
the mission “Stand on your
feet”. The objective of this
prgram is to spread empowerment and awareness

among the people. Those
who lose any part of their
body from birth or after an
accident, to bring them social acceptance, they should
get equality and not be victims of any inequality.
Chitrasen Sahu while motivating his participants said
that the absence of any part
of the body is not a matter of
shame, nor does it come in
the way of our success.

with people of the state.
Another student asked
him that how can they develop a personality like
time, to which he answered that they should
focus on their education
and embody the moral values taught by the wise elders, besides keeping alive
their curiosity to learn
new things and gather
new experiences.
He advised them to
practice Yoga and exercise
to stay mentally and physically strong. Students
told Chief Minister that
they have better infrastructure, qualified teachers, positive environment
and resources for education in Swami Atmanand
School. After the lovely interaction, Chief Minister
took pictures with the
children, making it a
memorable moment for
them. Chief Minister inspected the facilities available in the school including the computer lab,
physical lab. He spoke to
the principal and the
teachers and appreciated
their efforts to improve
the quality of education in
the institution.

p

Accused sent to jail

Kondagaon, May 05: The dead
body of an unknown woman
was found lying in the border
of the jungle adjoining Odisha,
near village Hirapur, under
Makdi police station of the district two days ago. Giving
information in this regard,
Superintendent of Police
Dibyang Patel said that after
reaching the forest of Hirapur,
the dead body was recovered
and it could not be identified.
After seeing the tattoo on the
deceased’s hand and the
clothes she was wearing, she
was identified to be hailing
from Odisha.
On interrogation with the
relatives after the identification of the body, her identification was disclosed as Bolo
Gaud, caste Raut, age 40 years,
resident of Malbera district,

CM’s meet and
greet campaign

District office and
Community health
centre thoroughly
inspected

MNREGA. He said that a
big case has also come to
the fore in Chintalnar that
the Sarpanch does not live
in the village itself and a
report has also been filed
against him in the police
station regarding ration
distribution, yet he has not
been sacked yet, whereas
in less serious matter
Madkam Ayati, Sarpanch
of
Pordem
(Sukma)
Panchayat is dismissed.
Minister Kawasi
Lakhma accused of giving protection

He said that the followers of Minister Kawasi
Lakhma Ram are being
boxed even for committing a big crime, whereas those whose cases are
not too serious are dismissed for not getting political patronage.
At the same time, he
expressed surprise that
even the stay order of the
commissioner is not
being considered in this
matter. Is all the crime
of Lakhma Ram’s men
forgiven?

Bhediya participates in ‘Akti
Tihar’ and ‘Mati Poojan’ prog

Raipur, May 05: Women
and Child Development and
Social Welfare Minister
Anila Bhediya attended the
‘Akti Tihar’ and ‘Mati Pujan
Diwas’ programme organized today at Adarsh
Gauthan in village Charota
of Balod district. She offered prayers to Bhuiyan
Mata and extended wishes
to the people on the occasion of Akti Tihar and Mati
Pujan Diwas. Sanjari-Balod
MLA Sangeeta Sinha was
also present on the occasion.
Bhediya read out the mes-

sage of Chief Minister
Bhupesh Baghel regarding
Akti Tihar and administered oath to the people to
protect ‘Bhuiyan Mata’.
Everyone took an oath to
protect the soil and use organic manure in their fields
and gardens. On this occasion, Bhediya gave blessings to 19 couples who tied
knots at the ceremony organized
under
Mukhyamantri
Kanya
Vivah Yojana, wishing them
a happy married life. She
distributed
vegetable
Minikits to five beneficiar-

ies under the scheme of
Horticulture Department
and seeds of fragrant paddy
to two beneficiaries under
the scheme of Agriculture
Department. Zila Panchayat
member Mrs. Lalita Piman
Sahu, Janpad Panchayat
Balod President Mrs.
Premlata Sahu, former VicePresident of Zila Panchayat
Mr. Sanjay Chandrakar,
public
representatives,
Collector Janmejay Mahobe,
officers-employees of various departments and a large
number of people were present on the occasion.

of the deceased and hanged it
on the mango tree of his garden. Later the accused with
the help of his wife and his
friend Bhadu Netam threw the
dead body in the forest near
Hirapur. The accused had
thrown his mobile in the pond
near his farm after the murder
which the police later recovered following confirmation by
the accused. The sandal of the
deceased was recovered from
the accused enclosure and the
motorcycle used in the incident was recovered from the
accused house.

Dulare said, ‘ now it will be
convenient for him to visit the
bank for his pension and other
work using this tricycle’. ‘I can
also visit my relatives living in
nearby villages. I no longer

need to depend on anyone for
these works’. Receiving a tricycle from the Chief Minister has
relieved him from the problems
of walking. Paikra told that he
gets 10 kg of rice every month
from the disabled ration card.
He is also getting a pension
every month. He also has an
Ayushman card for treatment
in the hospital. To take advantage of the schemes related to
the disabled, he also has been
issued a Unique Disability Card
(Number).

Agricultural College to be established in Shankargarh: CM

Jogapath’s five
Gram Panchayats
will be connected
with electricity

Konta, May 05: Former
MLA
and
National
President of All India
Tribal
Mahasabha,
Manish Kunjam visited
Maoist infested village
Chintalnar in Konta block
of Sukma district in the
past and discussed
with residents and
nearby
villagers.
People put forward
many problems in
front of Kunjam, in
which more problems
came to the fore in relation
to road, electricity, water,

Navrangpur. Police found that
even after marriage she was
having extra-marital affair. The
victim had left the house on the
date of incident, saying that
she was going to Malbera,
police station Umarkot, District
Navrangpur, Odisha, to the
house of accused Bolo Gaud. At
the latter’s place there was a
dispute between the two. The
accused got angry and killed
the deceased strangulating her
with a handkerchief around the
neck and to make the incident
look like suicide, the accused
made a noose around the neck

Dr Paikra was happy to receive a motorized tricycle from CM
Durgapur: During an inspection
of
Shankargarh
Janpad
Panchayat, Chief Minister
Bhupesh Baghel gave a motorized tricycle to Dulare Ram
Paikra of Durgapur village.
Dulare Ram Paikra, aged 58
years, has been affected by
polio since birth and is unable
to walk on his own. He lives in
Durgapur with his niece and
niece’s husband. At the behest
of the Chief Minister, he
switched on the tricycle using
the key.

Three roads and
two bridges will be
inaugurated

Feedback taken from the beneficiaries of KNY, BMNY:
Beneficiaries received the
amount in their account

Resolve public grievances and complaints promptly: Bhedia
W&CD Minister
reviews the departmental schemes incharge district
Kanker

Minister replied that
farming, Yoga and swimming have helped him
maintain his fitness level.
Chief Minister advised
the children to practice
yoga and exercise everyday. Other curious students of the school also
asked Chief Minister interesting questions, to
which he responded with
warmth and simplicity.
In her second question
to Baghel, Varsha asked
him whether he always
wanted to be the Chief
Minister or did he have
any other ambitions and
to which Baghel answered
that he always wanted to
be a good farmer, but while
practicing farming, he got
involved in works of public service and social welfare, the path that led him
to becoming a Chief
Minister.
Students of Swami
Atmanand School said
that they have been reading about the active works
of Chief Minister in
media and they are impressed to observe how
Chief Minister manages
administrative works and
his personal interaction

Police cracks blind murder mystery

Kusmi, May 05: In the
Chief
Minister’s
Marathon
tour
of
Chhattisgarh’s 90 constituencies, after completing the meet and greet
campaign at Kusmi of
Samri constituency,Chief
Minister Bhupesh Baghel
reached his second destination of Shankargarh
where he thoroughly inspected the district office
and
the
Nutrition
Rehabilitation Center
(poshan kendr) of the
Community
Health
Center.
Baghel also made some
significant announcements for the social wel-

fare of Shankargarh, as
he announced to establish
an Agricultural College to
encourage the youth towards farming. Moreover,
In the forest area between
Jagima and Patna, falling
in the Kododipa NH 343
area, a 7 km road has undergone macadamisation,
the height of the bridge
constructed in Galfulla
has been increased, between Dharinagar and
Harileta, a bridge has
been constructed over
Bicchri river. Moreover an
announcement has been
made for the construction
of 12 km road between village Pondi Khurd to
Jashpur district’s Sulesha
which will extend till
Dangri Ghat. Baghel further said ‘the five gram
panchaayat’s of Jogapath

104 Helpline Number to address
queries for generic medical issues
and mental health

Raipur, May 05: Ziqitza
Healthcare Ltd. (ZHL),
Asia’s one of the largest
private emergency medical
service
(EMS)
provider has successfully
won the tender for104
Health Helpline Services
in
the
State
of
Chhattisgarh, as per the
PPP agreement with the
Government
of
Chhattisgarh. This will enable Ziqitza’s team to expand
services
in
Chhattisgarh. Ziqitza won
this contract through a
competitive bid process To
help
people
of
Chhattisgarh resolve their
medical queries and to provide them with health related information and mental health counselling,
Asia’s largest emergency
medical services provider

company
Ziqitza
Healthcare Limited
has set up its medical
helpline number 104
in the state. The service became operational in April 2022.
Chandan Datta,
Head of Government
Business, Ziqitza
Healthcare Limited
said, “We would like
to extend our heartfelt
gratitude towards the state
government and National
Health Mission and its officials for giving us this opportunity to serve the people of Chhattisgarh.104
helpline aims to provide
people one stop solution for
any advice or information
relating to their health and
we would like to urge people to avail this service to
get solutions for their
health-related queries”
The newly functional
104 helpline will have a
dedicated 30 seater call
center in Raipur and will
also have algorithm based
application technology.
This will be used in
Mother
and
Child
Tracking System (MCTS)
and Grievance Redressal
System.

have been living without
electricity till now, electricity supply will be
arranged for these gram
panchayat’s soon . ‘The
Chief Minister also approved the construction of
a road between Mahuadih
and Bharatpur.
While inspecting the
NRC
(Nutrition
Rehabilitation Centre),
Baghel inquired about the
general functioning of
community health centre
from the public. He also
instructed the doctors to
ensure the availability of
all essential medicines
and maintain medical
equipment’s efficiently,
and also asked the doctors
to prescribe generic medicines to every patient. He
also stressed on the need
for doctors to be present in

OPD and to focus on
prompt dialysis.
Baghel while inspecting
the District office inquired about the implementation of public welfare schemes and asked
the district officials about
the pension payment
scheme, He inquired
about how many people
are getting pension in the
Janpad Panchayat and
under which scheme.
Officials said that the pension till March 2022 has
been paid in the Janpad
Panchayat area. He also

inquired about the mode
in which these pensions
are being dispensed, to
which officials informed
about the successful use
of Bank Sakhi’s and direct bank transfer’s as
mode of pension payments. Mr. Baghel also
instructed these officials
to timely resolve the applications received from
the general public and
advised to administer
special care to provide
easy resolution of any issues faced buy the beneficiaries.

Baghel personally went to Sakshi for selfie

Samri: In the Marathon tour of
Chief Minister’s meet and greet
campaign organised in 90 constituencies of the state, there
was a great wave of joy among

the children on Chief Minister
Mr. Baghel’s arrival in their village. As the information about
Baghel’s arrival reached the
children of Shankargarh of
Samri constituency, all the children of this village gathered to
get a photograph with the Chief
Minister. Sakshi Baig was
among this group of children
and she had been waiting since
the morning to get a photograph
with him. As this information
reached Baghel himself went up
to the children and while showering love to each one of them
and interacting with them, he
posed happily for the children’s
photograph with him.

Seminar on prospects in journalism organized
Raipur, May 05: Keeping
in mind the objective of
guiding the students on
their future employment
prospects and startups,
Kalinga University organized a seminar recently. In which, keynote
speaker was Assistant
Professor, Sheikh Abdul
Kadir of Journalism and
Mass Communication
Department of Kalinga
University.
The keynote speaker,
Sheikh Abdul Kadir,
while highlighting the immense possibilities of employment in the field of
journalism and mass
communication to the
students, said that the
present era is the age of
information technology.
There are many options
for getting employment
with better knowledge
and guidance of information, public relations, language and technology. He
said that with hard work,
self-confidence and right
guidance, one can get the
desired success. It may be
noted that Sheikh Abdul
Kadir has a long experience of about 21 years in
the field of journalism.
He shared his experience
with
the
students.
Participants from various

schools and colleges were
present in the said seminar, Director (Admission)
of Kalinga University,.
Abhishek Sharma said
that journalism and mass
communication courses
are very popular among
students in the present
scenario. By getting the
right guidance and degree on this subject, employment opportunities
are highest in various
media establishments.
The students present during seminar presented
their queries to the
keynote speaker and got
proper guidance from
him. At the end of the
program, vote of thanks
was given to the chief

guest. In the said seminar,
the Director of Marketing
and
Admission
Department
of
the
University,
Abhishek
Sharma, Kajal Singh,
Vishal, Ms. Garima
Sonwani and officers and
staff of Admissions
Department were present.
It is worth mention that
Kalinga University is a reputed educational institution of Central India. For
providing innovation and
quality education, the
university has been
granted B+ recognition
by
the
National
Assessment
and
Accreditation Council
(NAAC). It is the only private
university
in
Chhattisgarh, which is included in the NIRF
Ranking 2021 of Excellent
151-200 Universities. Here
the students are trained
through high quality multidisciplinary research focused education and skill
development programs to
inculcate innovation in
the students as per the
global benchmarks. So
that with the development of leadership power
in them, the spirit of becoming a responsible citizen can be developed.
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Appearing in Class XII exam with children
Mainpur, May 05: If one
has an ambition and determination, nothing is impossible. The same holds
true for village panchayat
Jarapadar
sarpanch
Harchand Dhruv who even
at 60-year-old age is now appearing for his Class XII
board examination along
with other students who
are normally 18-year-old.
This senior member of
the village has take up education as like other small
children. This village panchayat is at a distance of 3
km from tehsil headquarter Mainpur and sarpanch
is appearing in Class XII
examination under Open
School.
He has set an example

and is a role model for
other senior persons' of his
age and Dhruv's family
feels proud of him for his
appearing in Class XII examination.
Harchand due to some

reasons could not continue
studies after Class X and
now after completing Class
XII he is confident of contributing more to the development of his village panchayat. He wants to learn
English also and is appearing in examination from
8:00 am to 11:30 am at
Mainpur
Government
Higher Secondary School.
Sarpanch believes that
there is no age for learning
and his passion has received praise from one and
all. Other students appearing examination along
with Sarpanch are so crazy
that they are even taking
photographs
with
sarpanch after they come
out of the examination
hall.
Elder son and daughter-

Health Minister to review health facilities
Central Chronicle News
Dhamtari, May 05:
Health Minister TS Singh
Deo will be on a two-day
stay to investigate the
health facilities in the district. It is noteworthy that
due to the district being
located on the National
Highway, there is increased pressure regarding the health facilities in
the district hospital in
Dhamtari. Especially the
establishment of Trauma
Unit,
New
District
Hospital Building and
Medical College is the
much awaited demand of
the people of the district.
In view of the death toll
in road accidents occur-

ring within a radius of 49
km from Shyamtarai to
Kodapar on the highway
here, setting up of a trauma unit in the district
hospital has become extremely important.
Since in case of such
road accidents, the district hospital becomes a
mere referral center, the
time spent in bringing a
serious patient from the
incident site to the district hospital first and
after referring here to the
capital Raipur, outweighs
the patient's life.
Since people from the
border
villages
of
Gariaband
to
Kondagaon, Keshkal,
Narayanpur, Kanker,

Balod and Durg are dependent on the district
hospital for health facilities on Dhamtari and
since also most of the recruits here are residents
of the surrounding district, in such a situation,
the expansion of facilities in the hospital has
become very important.
According to administrative sources, Health
Minister Singh Deo will
be on a two-day stay on
May 6-7. On behalf of the
Municipal Corporation,
Mayor Vijay Devangan
will also submit a memorandum to the Health
Minister for the expansion of health facilities
in the hospital.

in-law are teachers while
youngest son is computer
operator Sarpanch's elder
son Kailash Dhruv and
daughter-in-law Babita
Dhruv are teachers by profession while youngest son
Budheswar Dhruv is
Computer Operator in
Janpad
Panchayat
Mainpur.

What centre-in-charge says
"Mainpur Government
Higher Secondary School
examination centre incharge H N Singh said, village panchayat Jarapadar
sarpanch Harchand Dhruv
comes to the centre on
time as like other normal
students and appear in the
examination.

Manendragarh, May 05:
Bharatiya Janata Party
(BJP)
Manendragarh
Mandal meeting was held
at Saraswati Shishu
Mandir
Jhagrakhand

Road in which the workers
were informed about the
upcoming work expansion
plan of the party. The
booth expansion scheme
in the entire state will
start from May 5 and commence on May 15.

State President Kisan
Morcha and former MLA
Shyam Bihari Jaiswal,
BJP District President
Krishna Bihari Jaiswal,
BJP General Secretary
Jamuna Pandey, District
Minister Vijay Rana ,

Bollywood actress Divya
Dutta with Punjabi actor
and singer Gippy Grewal
offer prayers at the
Golden Temple, ahead of
their upcoming film Maa,
in Amritsar, Thursday.

Central Chronicle News
Jagdalpur, May 05: As
per instructions from
Collector Rajat Bansal, the
Mineral
department's
squad conducted surprise
inspection in Bhanpuri,
Jagdalpur, Chapar, area
here on Thursday.
Mineral officer inCharge Hemant Cherpa
informed that during the
inspection five vehicles
were found illegally transporting limestone and
case has been filed against
the transporters under illegal Mineral transportation Act.
In this Hywa bearing
No. CG 17KN 34461; CG 17
KR 2108; Tipper - bearing

Cyber crime
i

No. CG 17 KP 2381, CG-17-H
1608 and CG 19 H 0863 were
seized by the department.
All these vehicles were
booked under rule 71 of
Chhattisgarh
Gaun
Khanij Niyamavali 2015
and section 21 of Khanij

(Vikas & Viniyam) Act
1957. Earlier also the mining and mineral contractors and transporters in
the district were fore
warned not to transport
minerals illegally as it is a
criminal offence without

proper valid licence.
As per instructions
from Collector due action
is being taken against the
contractors and mafia illegally excavating and transporting minerals from the
region.

To make tree-guards, planks with messages and for computer table etc
Central Chronicle News
Khairagarh, May 05: The
teachers of High School in
Prakashpur re-used the
iron rods of old table and
chairs of school as treeguard in the garden and
other species of plants in
the garden. This particular
initiative of teachers has
been hailed by villagers
and people of the region.
In majority of the
Schools, the old table and
chairs are sold out as
scrap to scrap dealers. But
the
teachers
of
Prakashpur School took a
novel initiative and made
better use of the material.
It is worthwhile to men-

District Treasurer Rahul
Singh, BJYM District
President Circle Rajwade
and other district officials
were present in the meeting.
In the meeting former
member of BJP Mrs
Sunaina Vishwakarma
(Independent Councilor)
who won the municipal
election and was expelled
by the party, along with
her ward resident Manoj
Kesarwani Bablu Sunaina
Panika, Semlal, Ajay
Vishwakarma took the
membership
of
the
Bharatiya Janata Party.
In the meeting, all the
people including Sunaina
Vishwakarma, the ward
residents were welcomed
into the party. The information about the above
was given by the Board's
General
Secretary,
Advocate Sanjay Gupta.

tion here that there are
around 120 students from
Prakashpur and other
nearby villages studying
in the High School and
this includes village
Jurla, Khapriteli and
Khapari Sirdar.
On getting new tables
and chairs in the school,
the old furniture was
lying as scrap for auction
and even the School management was trying to sell
it out as scrap, but it got
delayed.
So taking new initiative,
under 'Kabad-se-Jugad',
the school teachers taking
new initiative took out the
iron rods and angles in the
tables and chairs and used

it as tree-gaurd to protest
trees planted and plants of
other species in the
graden, so as to ensure its
safety.
Apart from this taking
out the wooden planks
from the chairs and desks,
they transformed it into

sign board with positive
messages related to sanitation, plantation, safety,
conservation and others
and got it placed in different chowks, 'chourahas'
and lanes in the village, so
that it act as source of motivation for students and

villagers.
Apart from this the
wooden planks and wood
from the tables were used
to make computer tables
in school, along with
stand, stands to organised
photos of well-known personalities and re-use the
entire lots for some good
work.
The teachers informed
that with the old and rejected chairs and tables,
the School got works
worth around Rs 50000 in
the school premises itself
and in this way saved lot of
money and wood from
going into waste and
reusing the materials for
better use.

Fare-free travel
i

Ankita Sharma assumes office as OSD
In newly formed district of Khairagarh-Chuikhadan- Gandai
Pipariya ward, Amlipara,
Dauchoura ward and famous Indira Kala Sangeet
Mahavidyalaya (IKSV).
On her arrival in
SDOP's office, she was accorded warm welcome by
TI Rameshwar Deshmukh
and met other staff as
well. TI Nilesh Pandey and
TI
Chuikhadan
Rameshwar Deshmukh
and other staff also met
and welcomed her. OSD
Sharma here took information about thanas and
camps coming under
Khairagarh, Gandai subdivision.

Central Chronicle News
Khairagarh, May 05:
Appointed as OSD in the
newly formed District of
Khairagarh- Chiukhanda
- Gandai- IPS Ankita
Sharma assued office here
in Khairagarh on Monday.
It is notable here that after

appointment of Collector
ranked OSD Jagdish
Sonkar in the last reshuffle, the state government
has appointed IPS Officer
Ankita Sharma as the new
OSD.
She assumed office on
Monday at 4:00 pm and
after this she visited city's

It is learnt that till the
arrangement for OSD's office is made in Polytechnic
premises, Ankita Sharma
will be carrying out her
works from SDOP's office
itself. On appointment of
Ankita Sharma as OSD
who is very much active
on the social media, the
denizens of city and other
parts of state are regularly
following her on social
media and she is receiving
good response and likes to
her photos and videos. In
media, she is reported to
have received tags like
'Lady Singham'.

i

Somani PO upgraded as Sub-PO

Central Chronicle News
Jagdalpur, May 05: Aam
Aadmi Party (AAP) has
begun its preparations for
the assembly elections for
Jagdalpur Vidhan Sabha
and an assembly level
worker's conference was organized in the district to
strengthen the party's base
in the region. It is to be
known that in the meeting
of office-bearers, under the
leadership of supervisor
Ashutosh Pandey and district in-charge Devlal
Nareti, to strengthen the
organization
of
the
Legislative Assembly up to
the booth level, honorable
election in-charge Gopal
Rai and state in-charge
Sanjeev Jha, gave valuable
instructions to the party

workers.
State Vice President and
Jagdalpur
Supervisor
Ashutosh Pandey while addressing all the officials
said that today the wind of
change is going on in the
whole of Bastar, and Delhi
and Punjab model will be
soon followed. But for that
change, all the officials
should follow the instructions as we are the foundation stone to form the government, he said. Dev Lal
Nareti gave instructions for
the formation of the organization in the meeting and
said that the office bearers
of each assembly have to
run village connectivity
campaign taking responsibility of 10 villages or localities with 4 teams and making workers in every vil-

celebrated with enthusiasm

Central Chronicle News
Koriya, May 05: 'Mati
Pujan' Day was celebrated
in the district on the occasion of 'Akti Tihar' on the
call of Chief Minister
Bhupesh Baghel. On this
occasion, Mother Earth
was worshiped by public
representatives, district
administration officials,
employees, farmer companions and common people at various places in the
district.
On the occasion of Mati
Pujan Diwas, after reading
the message of Chief
Minister Bhupesh Baghel,

Collector Kuldeep Sharma
inspired the farmers and
women of self-help groups
present in the program to
adopt natural farming to
protect and preserve the
importance of soil. In the
august
presence
of
District Panchayat Vice
President Vedanti Tiwari,
the Collector prayed for
the prosperity of the district by worshiping the
soil and agricultural machinery and administered
oath for the protection of
the soil.
In the program organized at the level of Gram
Panchayat,
Janpad

Panchayat and District
Panchayat, traditionally
the worship of soil was
performed and an oath
was taken to protect
Mother Earth. In the
event, a resolution was
taken to rejuvenate the fertility of the soil and to promote the use of cow urine
and other organic materials on a large scale with
the use of vermicompost
in place of chemical fertilizers and pesticides.
Menwhile MLA Kamro
reached
Pipariya
Gauthan, took oath to protect the soil and read the
Chief Minister's message
to the farmers and general
public on the use of organic fertilizers instead of
chemical fertilizers. inspired to do He observed
the livelihood activities in
Gauthan, mini rice mill,
oil mill, pole construction,
purchase of cow dung, vermicompost, and poultry
farming.

Chennai:The Tamil
Nadu government on
Thursday announced
fare-free travel for children within 5 years of
age in all kinds of
buses operated by all
the government-run
transport corporations.
Making announcements in the Assembly
on new initiatives (202223) for his department,
Transport Minister S S
Sivasankar said children within 5 years of
age would be allowed to
travel without paying
fare in all kinds of
buses run by government transport corporations. Presently, for
children between 3 and
12 years of age, ‘halffare’ (half of the fare
collected from adult
passengers) system is
operational.

Cops suspended

AAP starts preparations for Akti Tihar and Mati Pujan day
Jagdalpur assembly elections
lage or locality, or Mohalla
Sabha. Giving responsibility to all the office bearers in
the meeting, a team has
been formed, which would
be responsible for strengthening the booth level organization for the upcoming
elections of 2023.State vice
president and Bastar district in-charge Devlal
Nareti, state vice-president
and Jagdalpur assembly
supervisor
Ashutosh
Pandey, Bastar District
President Taruna Sabe
Bedarkar State President of
Minority
Cell
from
Jagdalpur Vidhansabha
Samir
Khan,
Nazim
Qureshi,
Narendra
Bhavani, Dheeraj Jain,
Suryapal Sharma, Sagar
Mandal,
Phoolmati
Kudiyam, Ishwar Kashyap,
Khirpati
Bha-Rati,
Tirupati, Asman, Vivek
Pandey, Chand Rao, Sajan
Kashyap, Chandrashekhar,
Navneet Sarathe, Manoj
Nagvanshi and other workers were present.

Alibaug: As many as
268 cases of cyber
crime involving
amount to the tune of
Rs 13 crore were registered in
Maharashtra’s Raigad
district over the last
two years, police said
on Thursday.
According to the
Raigad police, at least
59 offences were registered in 2020, while 49
cases were reported in
2021. A total of Rs 13
crore were involved in
268 cases of cyber
crime registered over
the last five years,
they said. Cases of
cyber crime include
extortion using indecent posts and videos,
luring people with
fake schemes and job
offers in foreign countries, among other offences, it was stated.

Baripada: Three police officers have been
suspended in Odisha’s
Mayurbhanj district
for allegedly demanding ransom from cattle traders, an officer
said on Thursday. The
action came after an
audio of a purported
conversation between
an assistant sub-inspector (ASI) of
Jharpokharia police
station and a cattle
trader went viral on
social media, he said.
After an inquiry, ASIs
Shrutiranjan Swain
and Chandan Singh,
and constable Deepak
Palbabu were suspended by
Superintendent of
Police Rishikesh
Khilari on Wednesday
evening for “dereliction of duty”, the police officer said.

Bribery charges
i

Central Chronicle News
Pithora, May 05: The
Branch Post Office (PO)
Somani
under
Rajnandgaon district of
Durg Postal Division
has been upgraded as
Sub Post Office (SubPO).
On this occasion former CM and MLA
Rajnandgaon Dr Raman
Singh,
LS
MP
Rajnandgaon Santosh

Pandey, CG Postal Circle
PMGRamchand
Jaibhaiye,
Sr.
Superintendent Durg
PO Div. Harish Mahavar
and others were present.
On this occasion the
chief guest expressed
happiness on upgradation of Somani branch
PO into Sub Post-office
and said that now the
villagers will get all
postal services along
with basic services.

Jaipur: The vicechancellor of the
Rajasthan Technical
University was arrested on Thursday for allegedly accepting a
bribe of Rs 5 lakh, the
state’s anti-corruption bureau (ACB)
said here. Director
General, ACB,
Bhagwan Lal Soni
said the action was
taken following a
complaint against
Vice-Chancellor Ram
Avtar Gupta for demanding a bribe of Rs
10 lakh to increase the
number of engineering seats of a private
college.

FRUITS DAY CELEBRATIONS

Difficult to stop infiltration, smuggling without
local administration’s support: Shah
Kolkata, May 5 (PT):

After raid by Mineral
department

Teachers reuse material from old tables, chairs of School

Ward residents including
independent councilor joins BJP

Central Chronicle News

BRIEF

5 vehicles seized illegally
transporting Limestone

60-yr-old tribal sarpanch explains
importance of education
Central Chronicle News
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Union Home Minister
Amit Shah on Thursday
said that it is difficult to
stop infiltration and
smuggling without the
support of the local administration.
He, however, also asserted that soon a political situation would
emerge wherein the local
authorities would be
“forced” to extend help
due to public pressure.
“The BSF has to ensure that borders are impregnable. It is their constitutional right to protect the frontiers. But it
is difficult to stop infiltration and smuggling
without the support of
the local administration.
“However, we have
faith that soon a political
situation would come up
wherein you will get that
support due to public
pressure. Everybody will
be forced to extend all
support,” Shah said

Union Home Minister Amit Shah during his visit to
Narmada, Sutlej and Kaveri floating border posts of BSF, in
North 24 Parganas district.
while addressing a BSF
programme in North 24
Parganas district.
The ruling Trinamool
Congress
reacted
sharply to Shah’s statement and said it is the
BSF’s duty to protect the
borders.
“He is trying to put the
onus on others. It is the

duty of the BSF to secure
the borders. The local administration has provided all help to the force,”
TMC
spokesperson
Kunal Ghosh said.
The Union home minister lauded the Border
Security Force’s role in
securing the country’s
borders.

“One of the main focuses of our government
is to ensure the country
is secured from both outside and inside. Under
the leadership of Prime
Minister
Narendra
Modi, the country is
moving forward in every
sector as our borders are
secured,” he said.
Shah said that the
Centre has come up with
a five-year programme to
benefit
the
women
jawans of BSF.
“I am well aware of the
hardships faced by
jawans at the borders.
That is why we have
come up with housing
programme and various
other policies to ensure
that jawans get to spend
more time with their
families. “The Narendra
Modi government is committed to ensuring that
our jawans work with
minimum difficulties at
borders. We will leave no
stone unturned in solving
their problems,” he said.

Youth should use technology, education as
‘weapons’ to protect country: Irani
New Delhi, May 5 (PTI)
Union Minister Smriti
Irani on Thursday urged
the youth to use technology and education as their
“weapons” to protect their
country and religion.
Addressing an event at
Delhi University’s Khalsa
College here on 401st
Prakash Purab of Sri
Guru Tegh Bahadur, Irani
noted that education is
“very important” to lead a
life without malice and
envy.
“The religious leaders
have taught the world to
live without malice and
envy. And to live without
fear and envy is only possible when you are educated. Does that education

mean that an institution
that is a college? Possible
not, that is one verticle of
an education,” said the
Union minister for women
and child development.
“If today, the youth are
asked what weapon they
would take to protect their
country and religion. I
seek blessing for these
gurus that you don’t require any other weapons
than technology and education...They (the youth)
should only make technology and education as their
weapons,” she said.
During the event, Irani
also reprimanded students
in the audience who were
hooting and laughing, saying it is “not a joyous occasion but a reminder of a

sacrifice” of the ninth
Sikh Guru.
“There are students who
laughed and giggled when
some elders spoke. We are
here to remember the
saint whose name is associated with this college —
Sri Guru Tegh Bahadur.
Those who find it funny,
need to understand that
there is a big difference between sacrificing for the
religion and sacrificing on
religion,” she said.
The event was also attended by Khalsa College
Principal
Jaswinder
Singh, BJP’s Majinder
Singh Sirsa, Delhi Sikh
Gurdwara Management
Committee (DSGMC) president Harmeet Singh
Kalka, DSGMC General

Secretary Jagdip Singh
Kahlon and DU South
Campus Director Prakash
Singh, among others.
Principal Jaswinder
Singh said Guru Tegh
Bahadur
made
the
supreme sacrifice while
protecting the freedom of
speech and religion.
“The event has been organised to celebrate the
401st Prakash Purab of Sri
Guru Tegh Bahadur. The
supreme sacrifice made by
the ninth Guru is known
around the world. He
made the supreme sacrifice in this city while protecting the freedom of
speech, and while protecting the freedom to the
choice
of
religion,”
he said.

Regionalism has no place in MP
politics, says CM Chouhan
Bhopal, May 5 (PTI)
Regionalism has no
place in the “bipolar”
politics of
Madhya
Pradesh, Chief Minister
Shivraj Singh Chouhan
said on Thursday.
The state’s politics was
also never “individualistic”, he said, speaking at
the launch of two books
written by political analyst Girija Shankar here.
The politics of regionalism has never found
any traction in the state,
and there is a tradition
of bipolar politics. It was
never individualistic,
and always remained
vocal on nationalist issues, the chief minister

said.
Traditionally, the BJP
and Congress have been
the dominant players in
the state’s politics.
The
books
—
“Samkaleen
RajnitiMadhya
Pradesh”
(Contemporary PoliticsMadhya Pradesh) and
“Chunavi
RajnitiMadhya
Pradesh”
(Electoral
PoliticsMadhya Pradesh) were
released by Chouhan in
the
presence
of
Congress leader and former Union minister
Suresh Pachouri and socialist leader Raghu
Thakur.
Praising the author,
Chouhan said the two

books contain factual information and minute
details about political developments in the state,
and would be useful for
those interested Madhya
Pradesh’s politics, especially researchers and
journalists.
Pachouri said on the
occasion that though
there is political competition in the state, there
is no political rivalry.
Decency in politics is a
major asset of the state
and even transfer of
power takes place in a
very decent manner, he
added.
Thakur and author
Girija Shankar also
spoke on the occasion.

Children eat watermelons while celebrating Fruits Day at a school, in Patna, Thursday.

Odisha asks district collectors to
prepare for possible cyclone
Bhubaneswar, May 5 (PTI)
Ahead of the formation
of a low pressure area in
the Andaman Sea, Odisha
government has asked collectors of 18 districts to be
prepared for a possible cyclone coming in from Bay
of Bengal.
Special
Relief
Commissioner (SRC) P K
Jena in a letter to the district collectors of Ganjam,
Gajapati, Puri, Khurda,
J a g a t s i n g h p u r,
Kendrapara,
Jajpur,
Bhadrak,
Balasore,
Nayagarh,
Cuttack,
Mayurbhanj, Keonjhar,
Dhenkanal, Malkangiri,
Koraput, Rayagada and
Kandhamal asked them to
prepare in advance to reduce the impact of the possible cyclone.
He asked district collectors to regularly watch
IMD forecasts and warnings and directed the authorities to send a compliance report on the recommended measures with detailed information on
arrangements made in

their respective districts
by May 6.
The IMD has informed
the Odisha government
that a low-pressure area is
likely to form over South
Andaman Sea and its
neighbourhood by Friday
under the influence of a
cyclonic circulation. The
system is very likely to intensify into a depression
in the next 48 hours and
move in the north-westward direction.
The IMD also indicted
that
conditions
are
favourable for the formation of a storm next week.
Jena asked the district
collectors to identify the
vulnerable people and
shift them to safe shelters,
prepare a detailed evacuation plan for those living
in kutcha houses, near the
coast or in low lying areas.
The elderly, the disabled,
women and children
should be sent to designated geo-tagged shelter
buildings.
All safe shelter buildings, permanent or temporary, should be geo-tagged

and a team comprising
three local officials - two
male and one woman such
as ASHA workers, lady
teachers, lady constables
and home guards should
be put in charge of each of
them, he instructed.
This exercise too must
be completed by May 6 and
information on identified
safe shelter buildings indicating latitude and longitude, names of the officials in charge and their
mobile numbers must be
sent to the SRC, the letter
said.
Jena also directed that
safe pucca school buildings, public buildings in
vulnerable areas should be
identified as temporary
shelters as per requirement and all cyclone and
flood shelters should be
immediately checked by
the local tehsildars. They
should check the water
supply, functional toilets,
generators,
inflatable
tower lights, mechanical
cutters and other equipment available at these
shelters.

‘MVA govt sold reserved plot in Bandra to
private builder at paltry price’
p

Shelar calls for CID
probe

Mumbai, May 5 (PTI)
BJP leader Ashish
Shelar on Thursday alleged that a state-owned
piece of land at a prime
location in Mumbai was
illegally sold by by the
Maha Vikas Aghadi (government) to a private
builder at a throwaway
price in connivance with
a top leader.
He also called for a
Criminal Investigation
Department (CID) probe
into the matter and
sought to know the names
of those who cleared the

proposal for the sale of
plot.
“It is a one acre and five
guntha plot located at
Bandstand near a fivestar hotel, which is now
sold to the private builder.
As per the 2034 development
plan
of
the
B r i h a n m u m b a i
Municipal Corporation
(BMC), the plot was reserved for setting up a rehabilitation center. But
before the state could take
its possession, it was sold
to the builder at a meager
amount of Rs 234 crore,”
he alleged.
The BJP leader sought
to know the names of the
ministers and officials
who cleared the proposal

and allowed the sale of
the plot.
“Such deals cannot take
place without the support
of top politicians in the
MVA government. We demand a CID probe in this
land deal as the scam
would at least run into Rs
1,000 crore,” he said.
The plot is located in
Shelar’s assembly constituency Bandra west in
Mumbai.
This land was first
leased out to the Bandra
Parsi Convalescent Home
for Women and Children
Charitable Trust since
1905. The reserved space
was given to the trust to
treat patients, he said,
claiming that although

the lease ended in 1980,
the land was not taken
back by the state government, he said.
The BMC in its 2034 development plan reserved
the same plot to set up a
rehabilitation centre.
However, things changed
in 2020 when an advertisement was floated to sell
the plot and by 2022, the
Maharashtra
government gave all the clearances required for the
sale, Shelar claimed.
“We want to know the
name of the minister who
helped in clearing the
proposal for the sale of
the plot. There should be
a thorough probe into this
matter,” he said.

Sharada temple in PoK

Kashmiri pandits demand pilgrimage, regular prayers
Bengaluru, May 5 (PTI)
The
Save
Sharada
Committee in Kashmir has
demanded
that
the
Sharada
temple
in
Pakistan-occupiedKashmir (PoK) be opened
for Kashmiri pandits and
Hindus from the rest of
India for pilgrimage on the
lines of the Kartarpur corridor for Sikh devotees.
The committee has also
demanded that the prayers
commence in the temple
“as has happened in the religious places in conflict
zones around the world.”
Ever
since
the
Kartarpur Gurudwara was
reopened after 72 years, the
Indian and Pakistan governments, which sat across
the table, formed a draft
and that was signed. We
say if Kartarpur has been
re-opened,
why
not

Save Sharada Committee founder Ravinder Pandita shows the model of the proposed
Sharada temple, which is being sculpted on Magadi Road, in Bengaluru.
Sharada. I myself travelled
to Kartarpur, why am I not
allowed to travel to

Sharada Peeth? Ravinder
Pandita, the founder of the
Save Sharada Committee,

told reporters here.
Pandita, along with
other Kashmiri pandits,

was here to check the
progress of the construction of a new Sharada base
camp temple at Teetwal
near the Line of Control.
The temple is being sculpted here using granite rock
on Magadi Road in
Bengaluru, which would
be transported to the border village in the next 45
days. Explaining, he said
there is a mechanism,
which is called the Line of
Control permit between
government of India and
the
government
of
Pakistan on how to travel
across and how to go to the
PoK. Under the LoC permit, the GoI and GoP have
agreed that if someone has
a relative across the LOC
or those people have their
relatives here in Indian
side of Kashmir they can
travel on an LOC permit. It
is not a visa but an instru-

ment like the Kartarpur
permit, Pandita said.
He claimed that he had
applied 20 times for a permit but was denied everytime because there is a
clause that the person
should have to have a relative on the other side without which the permission
cannot be granted.
The irony is that the government of India denied us
permission because there
is a rider that one should
have relatives there. I don’t
have relatives there but my
faith is on the other side of
the LoC, my Mother
Sharada is there. So, I want
an amendment in the existing LOC permit rules to
allow pilgrimages, Pandita
said. Speaking about his efforts, he said he had met officials in various ministries. “In principle, the
Pandits have been granted

permission by the Home
Ministry, and the External
Affairs Ministry is also
looking into it but nothing
happened. Unless and until
all the Sharada followers
and
all
the
Shankaracharyas raise
their voice, nothing will
happen,”
he
said.
Regarding the stopping of
prayers at Sharada temple,
he said, Nowhere in any
conflict zone in any part of
the world prayers are
stopped even for a day in
the religious shrines, be it
Al-Aqsa mosque or Church
of Turkey but it has been
stopped at Sharada for the
last 72 years. Speaking
about the new Sharada
temple at the ancient
Sharada temple pilgrimage
base camp at Teetwal, he
said it is being built in 4,500
sq ft at an estimated cost of
Rs 1.2 crore.
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Ukraine repels Russian attacks
p

A Sri Lankan man walks
past motorists in a queue
up to buy fuel outside a
gas station in Colombo,
Sri Lanka, Thursday .Sri
Lankas economy is in
dire straits with its usable foreign reserves
down to less than $50
million, the countrys finance minister said.

Tornado damage
Seminole (US): A
suspected tornado
touched down outside
Oklahoma City on
Wednesday, causing
what appeared from
televised reports to be
damage and briefly
trapping some people
who were later rescued, authorities said.
Seminole County
Undersheriff Matt
Haley told KOCO-TV
that there were reports of people
trapped because of
the damage in the
community of
Seminole, but crews
were able to get them
out. Seminole is a city
of about 7,500 people
located about 100 kilometres southeast of
Oklahoma City. Haley
said he was unaware
of any injuries.
KOCO-TV showed
video footage of damaged homes with exposed attics and insulation blown out.

Inflation soars
Ankara (Turkey):
Inflation in Turkey
soared to nearly 70 per
cent in April, official
data showed on
Thursday, as skyrocketing prices eat away
at earnings and put
even basic necessities
out of reach for many
households. The
Turkish Statistical
Institute said consumer prices rose by
69.97 per cent in April
compared with the
previous year, the
biggest year-over-year
increase since 2002.
The annual inflation
rate was up from 61.14
per cent in March. In
comparison, the highest US inflation in 40
years amounted to 6.6
per cent last month,
according to the US
Federal Reserve’s preferred gauge, and in
the 19 countries using
the euro currency, it
hit a record-high 7.5
per cent.

Mariupol plant battle
rages

Lviv (Ukraine), May 5 (AP)
Ukraine’s military on
Thursday said it recaptured some areas in the
south
and
repelled
Russian attacks in the
east, as a bloody battle
raged at a steel mill in
Mariupol
where
Ukrainian troops are
holed up in tunnels and
bunkers, fending off a
Russian onslaught.
Ten weeks into a devastating war, Ukrainian and
Russian forces are fighting village by village, as
Moscow struggles to gain
momentum in the eastern
industrial heartland of
the Donbas.
Russia switched its
focus to that region where
Moscow-backed
separatists
have
fought
Ukrainian forces for
years after a stiffer than
expected
resistance

Vatican City: Pope
Francis has arrived at
an audience in a
wheelchair as his
knee pain continues
to limit his mobility.
Francis was wheeled
into the meeting
Thursday with nuns
and religious superiors from around the
world who are meeting in Rome. It was
the first time he had
been seen using a
wheelchair in public.
Francis, 85, has been
suffering from
strained ligaments in
his right knee for several months. He revealed he recently received some injections to try to relieve
the pain, but he has
continued to struggle
to walk and stand.

London, May 5 (AP)
The leaders of Britain
and Japan are meeting in
London on Thursday, and
announcing a new defense
agreement against the
backdrop of the war in
Ukraine.
Prime Minister Boris
Johnson is holding talks
with Premier Fumio
Kishida at the British
leader’s 10 Downing St. residence. The two men are
scheduled to inspect a military honour guard and
watch a Royal Air Force flypast on Kishida’s first official visit to the U.K. as
prime minister.
The U.K. government
says the leaders are expected to agree in principle a
landmark reciprocal access
agreement, which would
allow Japanese and British
forces to deploy together to
carry out training, joint exercises and disaster relief
activities.
The two Group of Seven
leaders are expected to discuss Russia’s invasion of
Ukraine and how to exert

used ally Belarus as a
launch pad for the invasion on February 24, and
Lukashenko publicly supported the operation.
But I am not immersed
in this problem enough to
say whether it goes according to plan, like the
Russians say, or like I feel
it,” the authoritarian
leader said.
He added it would be

British Prime Minister Boris
Johnson, left, greets
Japanese Prime Minister
Fumio Kishida before their
meeting at 10 Downing
Street in London, Thursday.
pressure on President
Vladimir Putin. Japan has
condemned Russia’s invasion and joined Western nations in imposing sanctions
against Moscow. Japan also
has supplied Ukraine with
helmets and other nonlethal military aid. Japan is
concerned Russia’s invasion of Ukraine could have
an impact in East Asia,
where China’s military has

grown increasingly assertive and has threatened
to unite with Chineseclaimed Taiwan by force if
necessary.
Britain has announced
an Indo-Pacific tilt in its
foreign policy in the wake
of its departure from the
European Union in 2020,
and sees Japan as its key
East Asian ally.
Chris Hughes, Professor
of International Politics
and Japanese Studies at the
University of Warwick,
said Kishida’s visit will further consolidate a U.K.Japan quasi-alliance’ that
has been worked on for the
last decade or more.
He said U.K.-Japan relations are becoming much
stronger in security, but
they will be tested by seeing how far Japan will be
forthcoming to do more in
security with the U.K. outside its own East Asia region and, likewise, how far
the U.K. can sustain substantive cooperation with
Japan outside its region
with the ongoing Ukraine
crisis.

Australia’s defence policy debate heated up when
the defence minister said
there was evidence that
the Chinese Communist
Party wanted Australia’s
government to change at
the May 21 election because a centre-left Labour
Party
administration
would attempt to appease
Beijing.
Defence Minister Peter
Dutton said Thursday the
evidence included communication on the Chinese social
media
platform
WeChat and how editors of
Chinese-language newspapers in Australia had been
pressured.

Heatwave deaths
too a disaster

E

People wearing face masks as a precaution against the coronavirus ride Gyro Drop
ride as they visit Childrens Grand Park on Childrens Day in Seoul, South Korea,
Thursday.

There were also other elements, obviously, that I
can’t go into publicly,
Dutton said in an apparent
reference to classified security briefings.
Dutton made his allegation of a Chinese preference for Labour in answer
to a reporter’s question
during a defence policy debate at the National Press
Club with opposition defense
spokesperson
Brendan O’Connor.
There’s no doubt in my
mind that the Chinese
Communist Party would
like to see a change of government at the May 21
election. No question at all,
Dutton said.
O’Connor said he did not

In a major victory for
Sri Lanka’s embattled
Rajapaksa clan, the government backed nominee on Thursday won
the secret vote for the
position of Deputy
Speaker, demonstrating
the ruling SLPP coalition’s ability to prove
their parliamentary majority despite raging
public protests demanding their resignation for
mishandling the country’s worst economic crisis.
MP
Ranjith
Siyambalapitiya was reelected to the position
from which he had resigned.
Siyambalapitiya, a
member of the former
President Maithripala
Sirisena’s Sri Lanka
Freedom Party (SLFP),
had resigned as his

protection of air quality
under EU law may give
rise to entitlement to
compensation from the
State”.
Advocates General routinely provide legal guidance to the European
Court of Justice. Their
opinions aren’t binding
on the Luxembourg-based
court, but are followed in
most cases.

party decided to stay independent of the government.
He was elected with
148 for and 65 against
with three invalid votes,
Speaker Mahinda Yapa
Abeyawardene
announced.
Despite the SLFP
going independent, the
ruling
Sri
Lanka
Podujana Peramuna
(SLPP) decided to back
Siyambalapitiya in their
bid to show that the government majority was
intact. Speaking after
his election as the
Deputy
Speaker,
Siyambalapitiya said he
had expected to be unanimously appointed by
both the government
and the Opposition.
The main Opposition
leader Sajith Premadasa
said they decided to field
their nominee Imtiaz
Bakeer Markar as they

had learnt the ruling
SLPP was to back
Siyambalapitiya at a
possible secret vote.
Premadasa accused
Siyambalapitiya as a
“government stooge.”
The government majority was seen as fragile
since the decision by
some 40 lawmakers from
the ruling coalition declaring independence in
view of the raging public protests calling for
the resignation of the
entire Rajapaksa family.
With more members
from the ruling coalition calling for the resignation of
Prime
Minister
Mahinda
Rajapaksa to make way
for an interim government of all parties,
Rajapaksa stayed put
claiming majority.
The
Deputy
Speaker’s vote appears

agree with what he described as Dutton’s conspiracy theory .
It’s not in this country’s
interest for a political
party to attack the other
major political party on
the basis of appeasing
China particularly when
it’s untrue, O’Connor said.
The Chinese Embassy in
Canberra did not immediately respond to a request
for comment Thursday.
A year after the conservative government was
first elected in 2013,
Chinese President Xi
Jinping visited Australia
and addressed Parliament.
Bilateral relations have
dramatically soured since
then. Chinese government

ministers won’t talk to
their Australian counterparts and China has imposed a series of formal
and informal trade sanctions on Australian exports.
Dutton said Sen Penny
Wong, who would become
Labour’s foreign minister,
would want to wind back
the past nine years of
Australia’s conservative
government actions toward China.
Penny Wong believes
that she can go to Beijing
on a charm offensive and
she could change the direction of China under
President Xi,” Dutton said.
Wong’s office declined to
comment on Thursday.

Barcelona (Spain), May 5 (AP)

unknown sources to tap
the phone in Prime
Minister Pedro S nchez’s
pocket with the Pegasus
spyware.
Although Spain has refused to point a finger at
Morocco, the dates the
phones of S nchez and
Defence
Minister
Margarita Robles were
hacked last year match up
with a diplomatic crisis

to have restrengthened
his position, experts
said. Prime Minister
Mahinda Rajapaksa and
President
Gotabaya
Rajapaksa are coming
under increasing pressure to step down in the
simmering economic
meltdown where people
struggle with all essentials, including having
to put up with power
cuts. The main opposition party, Samagi Jana

Balawegaya
(SJB),
handed over to the
Speaker two motions of
no-confidence against
the SLPP coalition government and embattled
President
Gotabaya
Rajapaksa under Article
42 of the Constitution.
Article 42 stipulates
that the President is responsible to Parliament
for the exercise, performance and discharge
of his functions.

between the two countries.
The intelligence agency,
known by its Spanish
acronym CNI, also is accused of using the
Pegasus programme to
hack the phones of over 60
Catalan separatists.
Amid the back-to-back
scandals involving alleged
espionage, plans for a public ceremony to observe

CNI’s 20th anniversary
were postponed.
Agency director Paz
Esteban L pez is appearing on Thursday before a
select parliamentary committee behind closed
doors, where she will be
able to break the secrecy
code that prohibits members of the government
from revealing the workings of her agency.

ntire India is in the vice-like grip of a record heatwave. April turned
out to be the "cruellest month" as described by TS Eliot. Northwest and central India faced temperatures - the highest in 122 years.
During April 1 to 28, the average monthly maximum temperature over
northwest India was 35.9 °Celsius and the same over central India was
37.78 °C. The early heatwaves that began on March 11 have now impacted 15 states and UTs and are likely to intensify in May, which may face
worse weather conditions, though the India Meteorological Department
(IMD) says that while north and west India will continue to sizzle on expected lines, and must likely brace for more heatwaves, the rest of the
country is unlikely to see the levels of March and April. The proximate
causes for the searing heat are an absence of rain-bearing Western
Disturbances, or tropical storms that bring rain from the Mediterranean
over north India. Cool temperatures in the central Pacific, or a La Niña,
that normally aid rain in India, too have failed to bolster rainfall this year.
This is an unusual occurrence. Despite five Western Disturbances forming in April, none was strong enough to bring significant rain and depress
temperatures. Eminent scientists have explained as to how the accumulation of greenhouse gases in the atmosphere exacerbated temperatures
in the oceans and the land and caused increased glacier melt, heightened
sea level rise and led to changes in the biosphere.
The world would be “fooling itself” if it thought it could contain global
temperature rise to 1.5 °C, as the Paris Agreement aspires. In 2021, the
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change warned that India would be
facing increasing heatwaves and droughts due to the climate crisis.
Another report released in October, said that heatwaves in India are likely to “last 25 times longer by 2036-2065” if carbon emissions remain high.
Prime Minister Narendra Modi has warned that temperatures are rising
rapidly in the country and much earlier than usual. India should thus prepare a 10-year plan to ensure that the poor, who stood to be most affected by climate change, were protected from heatwaves and wildfires.
States must have disaster management plans in place to help them deal
better with heatwaves and their impact on health. Massive urbanisation
creates concrete jungles and shrinks forest cover adding degrees to the
already searing conditions. It is yet another reminder of the expanding
and deepening footprint of the climate crisis. Heatwaves have enormous
impacts on health, agriculture, water availability, and power. Therefore,
the answer to the challenge has to be seen as a larger governance issue,
with the response being multi-disciplinary and inter-ministerial. India has
a heat action plan, and sends out weather alerts and advises people on
dos and don’ts during the heatwave days, but such plans will not be
enough to tackle the heat threat. Instead, India needs to make fundamental changes in policies to adapt to and minimise heat losses.
Heatwave deaths must be treated as disaster that merits compensation
from the government.

Taking all measures to end
destruction a must
W
ith repeated rhetoric of use of nuclear weapons between Russia
and Ukraine, fear has gripped the minds of people around the
globe. Rightly so, as the use of nuclear weapons would lead to unprecedented catastrophe. If the war doesn't stop soon there is likelihood of direct involvement of other countries particularly the US and NATO. In such
situation the use of nuclear weapons will be more imminent. Studies conducted by the International Physicians for the Prevention of Nuclear War
(IPPNW), Nobel Peace Prize winner in 1985 have shown with evidence
that a nuclear exchange between major nuclear powers, would be end of
modern civilization built through thousands of years of human labor. The
nuclear exchange would lead to formation of huge amount of smoke and
suit in the atmosphere. This would in turn obstruct sunlight from reaching the earth surface. It will cause drop in temperature of earth leading
to nuclear winter. As a result there would be crop failure and starvation
of billions of people and livestock. There have been reports of deaths of
several Russian soldiers as well. Several cities of Ukraine have been virtually turned into rubble. Millions have fled Ukraine and are living in
refugee camps in Poland, Romania and other countries. As always happens in the refugee camps these people are facing several hardships,
physical and mental trauma with reports of increasing abuse of women
and children. This is the time for vigorous peace talks, but they seem to
have taken back seat. International efforts to end the war too have
dimmed. Whereas Russia is losing a lot on the economic front as a result
of sanctions, other countries too are bearing the brunt. Russia is the main
source of Gas supply to the European countries. Any cut in the supply will
lead to shortage of gas in the Europe with detrimental effect. The war
can cause serious crisis of food security in the world. According to economist Aunindyo Chakravarty both Russia and Ukraine together are responsible for 1/4th of global export of Wheat, 1/6th of Maize and 3/4th share
in the Sunflower oil. The two together also supply 1/5th of fertilizers to
the world. As a result of war the prices of all these have increased. It was
expected that in the COVID times the world will unite together to formulate future strategies to prevent such diseases and their health and economic impacts. But it was not to happen. Instead the world has been
plunged into arms race and threat of nuclear weapons. Several countries
are already on the line to increase their arms budget as a guarantee to
security.
They are purchasing the weapons in large number. Some countries
are in the weapons manufacturing spree. Indian government has already
decided to become an arms exporter. Boris Johnson the British Prime
Minister who was on a visit to India recently called Indian Prime Minister
Narendra Modi as his ‘special friend’ and assured that UK will provide
India knowhow on manufacturing ‘battle-winning’ fighter aircraft. The
arms race is going to increase causing further misery in the poor countries. Whereas people want immediate cessation of war through resumption of dialogue between the warring parties, it appears the arms manufacturers and sellers around the world will not let the war to end soon.
Instead of taking initiative for necessary steps to end the war, the US and
the NATO are instigating Ukranian Prime Minister Zelensky by clapping
at his speeches sitting in their Parliaments. They are supplying arms to
Ukraine to keep on fighting even at the cost of the lives of hundreds and
thousands of the people. Whereas Vladimir Putin’s action of aggression
cannot be condoned, the role of NATO and the US is highly conspiratorial.
The very existence of NATO is questionable. NATO came into existence
on 4th April 1949 after the Second World War. In fact, the alliance's creation was part of a broader effort to serve three purposes: deterring
Soviet expansionism, forbidding the revival of nationalist militarism in
Europe through a strong North American presence on the continent, and
encouraging European political integration. The major reason was to
counter Soviet Communist block. The Warsaw Pact came into being on
14th May 1955, six years after the formation of NATO with the purpose to
counterbalance the NATO. Since the Warsaw Pact does not exist anymore, there is no justification in continuation of NATO but for serving the
interests of global military industrial complex. Unfortunately after the fall
of Soviet block, instead of dissolving the NATO, number of countries in
the NATO has increased. The war has given excuse to some governments
to join NATO to get security umbrella. Reports that Sweden and Finland
intend to join NATO are a dangerous signal. There is fear that more military blocks will come up in Asia and other continents, further leading to
increase in the arms race. We are already witnessing the groups like
AUKUS and QUAD. However the role of India in not aligning with any side
is appreciable and represents carrying forward the legacy of Non Aligned
Movement (NAM) started by Nehru, Tito and Nasser which is much
needed in the present day world.
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Hacked phones put Spanish intelligence agency under scrutiny
Hacking revelations involving the cell phones of
politicians have put
Spain’s typically circumspect intelligence agency
in an uncomfortable spotlight.
In one case, Spain’s
National
Intelligence
Centre is accused of gross
negligence for allowing
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Debate sparks over China’s interest in Australian election
Canberra, May 5 (AP)

SUMMER DAY IN NEW DELHI
C E N T R A L

Rajapaksa-led government emerge stronger after defeat
of Opposition candidate in Deputy Speaker election

EU governments may be liable
for harmful pollution levels
Brussels, May 5 (AP)
European Union citizens
may be able to claim damages from governments if
their health has been affected by excessive air
pollution, a top court adviser has said.
In
her
opinion,
Advocate General Juliane
Kokott on Wednesday
said that an infringement
of the limit values for the

bogged its troops down
and thwarted its initial
goal of overrunning the
capital.
In an interview with
The Associated Press on
Thursday,
Belarus
President
Alexander
Lukashenko said he hadn’t expected the Russian
offensive to drag on this
way .
Some Russian troops

UK, Japan leaders meet with
security, Russia on agenda

Colombo, May 5 (PTI)

Pope wheelchair

A Ukrainian serviceman walks next to an apartment building destroyed by night shelling in Kramatorsk, Ukraine,
Thursday.

unacceptable to use nuclear weapons, but he
couldn’t say if Russia has
such plans.
In addition to heavy
shelling of the Donbas,
Russian forces also kept
up their bombardment of
railroad stations and
other supply-line targets
across the country part of
an effort to disrupt the
supply of Western arms,
which have been critical
to Ukraine’s defence.
Ukrainian forces on
Thursday said they made
some gains on the border
of the southern regions of
Kherson and Mykolaiv
and repelled 11 Russian
attacks in the Donetsk
and Luhansk regions that
make up the Donbas.
Five people were killed
and at least 25 more
wounded in shelling of
cities in the Donbas over
the past 24 hours,
Ukrainian officials said.
The attacks damaged
houses and a school as
well.

FACE MASKS PRECAUTION

People walk after taking a boat ride in Bhalswa Lake on a hot summer day in New Delhi.

Communalism remains a political weapon
SATYAVAN SAURABH

n everyday parlance, the
'communalism'
Irefers term
to the stereotyping of religious identity. This in itself is
an attitude that sees one's
group as the only legitimate or
worthy group and views other
groups as inferior, illegitimate,
and opposed. Thus communalism is an aggressive political
ideology associated with religion. Communalism is a particularly important issue in
India because it has been a
source of tension and violence.
Communalism refers to a politics that attempts to unite one
community around a religious
identity in hostile opposition to
another community. India has
had a history of communal
riots since pre-independence
times, often as a result of the
divide and rule policy adopted
by the colonial rulers. But colonialism did not invent intercommunity conflicts and certainly cannot be blamed for the
post-independence riots and
killings.
Communalism remains a political weapon in India;
Politicians have played the role
of villains in creating a serious
communal situation in India.
Politics was at the root of
India's painful partition in 1947
in the name of a particular religious 'community'. But even
after paying a heavy price in
the form of Partition, in many
of the riots that followed, we
can find, directly or indirectly,
the involvement of political
parties or their supporters.
Along with this, the policy of

appeasement for vote bank, selection of candidates based on
community, sect, sub-sect, and
caste, and inciting religious
sentiments at the time of elections led to the rise of communalism. To unite the community, communalism suppresses
the differences within the community and emphasizes the essential unity of the community
against other communities.
Today the biggest question is
why did the forces of development not control the communal factors in India? Even
though the socio-economic condition of India has improved
but still there are many challenges before the Indian society, which are becoming a threat
to its diversity. Population,
poverty, illiteracy, and unemployment create many compulsions, especially in front of the
younger generation. Many people of the younger generation
who are unemployed and in a
state of poverty, get involved in
evil
like
communalism.
External elements (including
non-governmental elements)
also have a role to play in making the problem of communalism more serious. Social media
played a vital role in spreading
fake news at break-neck speed,
as copious audio-visual documents of violence, and hate
messages are delivered to the
public
almost
instantly.
However, these graphic depictions of inhumanity have not
led to remorse or change of
mind; Rather, they have deepened partisanship and rigid

stance. Instead of adhering to
media ethics and neutrality,
most media houses show an inclination towards a particular
political ideology, which in
turn widens the social divide.
People are not equipped to
think for themselves and this
leads them to blindly follow
'trends' instead of being able to
separate the good from the bad
themselves. The majority
group often believes that it has
the sole authority in the
progress of the country. This
leads to acts of violence when
small groups oppose majoritarian ideas of
progress.
Conversely, minority groups
often find themselves guilty of
being 'anti-national' whenever
they try to protect their way of
life from violations.
This often creates violence
in society. We have examples of
religious, cultural, regional, or
ethnic conflict that can be
found at almost every stage of
our history. But we must not
forget that we also have a long
tradition of religious pluralism, ranging from peaceful coexistence to genuine intermixing or syncretism. This syncretic legacy is visible in the
devotional songs and poems of
the Bhakti and Sufi movement.
Communal violence strengthens the vote bank of ideologically aligned political parties
and further hinders solidarity
in society. It causes serious
damage to communal harmony in the long run. This also
tarnishes the image of the
country in front of the world as
a
pluralistic
society.
Communal violence undermines constitutional values
like secularism and fraternity.
The police need to be fully
prepared to check communal
violence. Local intelligence
networks can be strengthened
to prevent such incidents.
Peace committees can be
formed in which individuals
from different religious communities can work together to
spread goodwill and fellow feel-

ing and to remove the feelings
of fear and hatred in the riotaffected areas. This will be effective not only in de-escalating
the communal tension but also
in preventing the spread of
riots. There is a need to start
the process of de-communicating people at all levels through
education. Values-based education can create compassion
and empathy which can reduce
the chances of any kind of
communal polarization effect
on the people.
The pluralism and unity
seen in India's struggle for independence can be emphasized. Leaders having communal thoughts and ideologies
pressurize the government to
act in a manner that is always
against the principle of secularism. This is where intellectuals and voluntary organizations can be most effective.
There is a need to strengthen
the cyber security framework.
Social media platforms should
be asked to regulate hateful
content and create awareness
about rumors and any kind of
content that incites communal
tension.
Maintaining communal harmony and respecting pluralism
is a challenge in a diverse
country like India. However, it
is important to address the collective conscience of the people of the country to uphold
constitutional values like fraternity and secularism. While
on the one hand, it can take
into account the insecurities of
the people, on the other hand, it
can contribute significantly to
the process of nation-building.
A strong nation, made up of
contributions from communities working together for its
prosperity, can further contribute to the maintenance of
global peace and harmony.
Writer is Research Scholar,
Poet, Independent
Journalist, and Columnist,
All India Radio and TV
Panelist.

Supreme court 's decision
will have far reaching impacts
on the various employees and
the case is being discussed
here. The case is related to excess payment made to employees can't be recovered after retirement on ground of error
and the court said restraing
back recovery of excess payment is granted by courts not
because of any right in the employees but in equity in the exercise of judicial discretion to
relieve the employees from the
hardship that will be caused to
him. "If the excess amount
was not paid on account of
any misrepresentation or
fraud of the employee or if
such excess payment was
made by the employer by applying a wrong principle for
calculating the pay/allowance
or based on a particular interpretation of rule/order which
is subsequently found to be erroneous, such excess payment
of emoluments or allowances
are not recoverable. Referring
to its earlier decisions, the top
court said a government servant, particularly one in the
lower rungs of service, would
spend whatever emoluments
he receives for the upkeep of
his family. "If he receives an
excess payment for a long period, he would spend it, genuinely believing that he is entitled
to it. As any subsequent action
to recover the excess payment
will cause undue hardship to
him, relief is granted on that
behalf The apex court noted
that in this case, it is not contended that on account of the
misrepresentation or fraud
played by the appellant, the excess amounts have been paid.
"The appellant retired on
March 31, 1999. In fact, the case
of the respondents is that excess payment was made due to
a mistake in interpreting
Kerala Service Rules which
was subsequently pointed out
by the Accountant General,"
the bench said while adding
that the attempt to recover the
said increments after the passage of ten years of his retirement is unjustified Such type
of decision by the judiciary
should be appreciated by all
which is meant for the benefit
of a common man.
Yash Pal Ralhan, Jalandhar

Heat wave
A catastrophic heat wave
has hit several parts of the
country, affecting millions of
people's lives and businesses.
April is expected to become
the hottest month on record.
The extreme heat wave that
has been searing areas of
India for weeks is showing no
signs
of
letting
up.
Temperatures soared across
broad swathes of the country
due to a scorching heat wave,
with mercury levels reaching
44 to 47 degrees Celsius.
Forecasts suggest that the situation will worsen in the next
few days. The extreme heat
has sparked a power outage,
putting coal supplies under
significant strain. It has also
harmed wheat harvests in the
United States, which might
have a global impact.
Chandan Kumar Nath, via mail

WHAT THEY TWEET!
Suresh Raina
@ImRaina
Can’t believe we have
reached #20Million, it is
so overwhelming to see
all the love you all have
been showering on me. I
want to thank each one
of you for your continuous support.

Arindam Bagchi@MEAIndia
A meeting between two friends.
An opportunity to translate the
renewed mandate of President
@EmmanuelMacron into a
renewed momentum for the
India-France Strategic partnership.

Meenakashi Lekhi@M_Lekhi
Delighted to interact with Chilean business delegation. Thank Mr. Richard
Von Appen, Prez of @SofofaChile for
organising the meeting. Discussed our
growing bilateral cooperation in trade
& commerce, investment opportunities
for ???? companies & advantage of
doing business with.

Rakul Singh
@Rakulpreet
Congratulationsss
@
akshaykumar sir for completing 30 years you are an inspiration in so many ways.Your
passion for work even after so
many years is commendable!
Here is to many more years of
amazing work from you for all
of us I’m so glad to be a small
part of your journey.

Nitin Gadkari@nitin_gadkari
Guided by PM Shri @narendramodi ji's vision to provide enhanced connectivity between the ports and the
domestic production and consumption centres across the country, our government is committed for port
led development through construction of world class road network.

Shashi Tharoor@ShashiTharoor
We need a fact-checking culture on
social media. Would @twitter &
@Facebook consider linking factchecks like this to every appearance
or repetition of the fake news? I
have been a victim myself of so
much disinformation, w/ blatant
photoshops going viral.

Priyanka Chaturvedi@priyankac19
Whether for US or for India.
Women being denied their agency
is not just regressive but also a
denial of their right to decide.
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BRIEF
Resignation

Growth to be in range of 7-8.5%
given global uncertainties: CEA
New Delhi, May 05:

New Delhi: Future
Retail Managing
Director Rakesh
Biyani has stepped
down while officials,
including the company secretary of the
debt-ridden firm, have
tendered resignations.
The Future Group
flagship firm is facing
an insolvency petition
by its lenders before
the National Company
Law Tribunal. There
is an exodus of people
from the board and at
other levels in several
Future group companies after Rs 24,713
crore deal was called
off by Reliance Retail.

Tourist craft village
New Delhi:
Commerce and industry minister Piyush
Goyal has asked officials to identify land
for a ‘tourist craft village’ where artisans
can showcase their
work to the domestic
and international visitors in Haridwar. He
said that this kind of
initiative will extend
the stay of the tourists
and generate a virtuous cycle of economic
activity. Goyal asked
this while chairing a
review meeting with
the district officials at
Haridwar about
Aspirational District
Programme. He also
suggested that an
APEDA-certified lab
should be set up in
Uttarakhand to engender the credibility of
the organic products.

Logistics activities

Chief Economic Adviser
V Anantha Nageswaran
said India’s growth is expected to be in the range of
7-8.5 per cent given the
global uncertainties. The
International Monetary
Fund recently lowered its
growth forecast to 8.2 per
cent which is higher than
7.2 per cent by the Reserve
Bank of India. “The range
of outcomes is fairly wide.
Wider than it could ever be
and that makes decision
making all the more hazardous. Lots of luck is
needed to get it right,” he
said at an event here. As
per the Economic Survey,
India’s economy is expected to grow by 8-8.5 per cent
in the fiscal beginning
April 1. The CEA said he
had a conversation this afternoon with Fitch Ratings
which has projected a
growth rate of 8.5 per cent
for India. Although they
have a negative outlook on

India with BBB minus rating, they do have a forecast
of 8.5 per cent real GDP
growth for 2022-23, he
added.
“So, the reality may in
fact somewhere between
this range of 7-8.5 per cent.
We will take that in the
current circumstances because the uncertainty as to
how long this current conflict in Europe with last
and the impact it would
have not only on the price
of hydrocarbon fuel, but
also on fertiliser prices,
food prices, etc is quite difficult to guess at this

New Delhi, May 05:
German luxury carmaker
Audi on Thursday said it
has commenced bookings
for its flagship sedan, the
new Audi A8 L in India.
With a combination of the
3-litre petrol powertrain,
48V mild-hybrid system
and quattro all-wheel drive,
the new Audi A8 L delivers
exhilarating driving dynamics, the automaker
said in a statement. The
Audi A8 L can be booked
with an initial booking
amount of Rs 10 lakh, it
added. “The Audi A8 L has
a loyal fan base in India

and we are confident that
this beautiful sedan will
continue its strong performance. With the new
Audi A8 L, we are continuing our focus on flagship
cars in our product portfolio, as we continue to witness good demand,” Audi
India Head Balbir Singh
Dhillon noted. The Audi A8
L comes equipped with topnotch luxury, comfort, features and several customisation packages, including
a rear relaxation package
with recliner, foot massager and several other
stand-out features.

Mumbai, May 05:

Inflationary
expectations
Mumbai: Reserve
Bank of India’s surprise move to hike
repo rate reflects that
the central bank is
taking inflation and
inflationary expectations very ‘seriously’,
veteran Banker Uday
Kotak said. He expects
a 100 basis points repo
rate hike in the current fiscal. The RBI on
Wednesday after an
unscheduled MPC
meeting hiked the
benchmark lending
rate by 40 basis points
(bps) to 4.40 per cent to
contain inflation that
has remained stubbornly above the target of 6 per cent for
the last three months.

President Real estate Reliance Industries limited Rajmal Nahar (L) along with Managing Director Kone
Elevator India Amit Gossain during the announcement of passenger elevator, dubbed to be worlds largest,
at Jio World Centre in Mumbai on Thursday.

New Delhi, May 05:

The surprise rate hike
by RBI accompanied with
tightening of the cash reserve ratio illustrates the
flexibility with which the
central bank operates, and
the move will support the
markets, SBI chairman
Dinesh Khara said on
Wednesday. Khara, who
heads the country’s largest
lender which controls over
a fifth of the overall assets,
termed the decision of the
banking regulator as a
“front loaded action”.
Earlier in the day, RBI
Governor Shaktikanta
Das delivered a video message in which he spoke
about the six-member ratesetting panel having met
off-schedule, and announced a 0.40 per cent
hike in the repo rate and
0.50 per cent increase in
the cash reserve ratio.
“The front loaded action

by RBI today to hike
benchmark rates and CRR
is a testimony of the flexibility, while remaining
aware to changing realms
of global upheavals will go
a long way in supporting
the markets,” Khara said
in a statement. Analysts
have reacted to the RBI
move saying more such
hikes are in the offing.
Equity Markets tanked by
over 2 per cent following
the announcement of the
policy by Das.

Chemicals
and
Fertilisers
Minister
Mansukh
Mandaviya
asked the plastic industry
to prepare a growth strategy for the next 25 years
and assured government’s
full support. The minister
was addressing a function
organised by Plastindia
Foundation. The foundation announced that
‘PLASTINDIA 2023’, the
11th edition of international plastics exhibition,
conference and convention, will be held from
February 1 to February 5,
2023, at Pragati Maidan,
New Delhi. Mandaviya
said the exhibition will
provide opportunities for
the exchange of best practices and technologies
among industry players

Multiple ways
available to
establish veracity of
Aadhaar: UIDAI
New Delhi, May 05:
Unique
Identification
Authority
of
India
(UIDAI) on Wednesday
said that veracity or genuineness of Aadhaar’ can
be “easily established”
both in an online and offline mode, and outlined
multiple ways to do so.
UIDAI noted that the
issue of how to verify the
genuineness
of
an
Aadhaar card is often
faced by organisations,
when the biometric ID presented to them as a proof
of identities, and listed out
multiple ways to verify the
credentials.
For online mode, the age
band, gender, state and last
3 digits of mobile of an
Aadhaar holder can be
verified by visiting myaadhaar.uidai.gov.in/verifyAa
dhaar by feeding the
Aadhaar number, an official release said.

and help in the growth of
the sector. The minister
said the Modi government
is pro-poor, pro-farmer
and industry-friendly.
Mandaviya stressed that
the country should be selfreliant and at least all critical products should be
manufactured in the country only. He further said
the domestic industry

should be competitive in
the international market.
Mandaviya said the government will frame a long
term policy and undertake
reforms to attract investment in the sector.
He also asked the plastic
industry to focus on research and development
and develop technologies
to curb pollution.
Mandaviya said singleuse plastic cannot be
stopped but there is a need
to find solutions. It should
be biodegradable. The
minister assured that the
government will frame
policies after doing consultation with all the stakeholders including the industry. He exhorted the industry to prepare a
raodmap and a growth
strategy for the next 25
years.

Automobile
dealers’
body FADA said the increase in repo rate will
“apply certain amount of
brakes” on the industry’s
growth, especially the twowheeler segment which is
already reeling under a severe slowdown. Home, auto
and other loan EMIs are
likely to go up after the
Reserve Bank of India
(RBI) hiked its key interest
rate by 40 bps in an unexpected move on Wednesday
to tame the rising inflation
that has remained stubbornly above target in the
recent months. The increase in repo rate - the
rate at which RBI lends to
commercial banks - to 4.40
per cent from a record low
of 4 per cent is the first
since August 2018. It is also
the first instance of the

monetary policy committee (MPC) to hold an unscheduled meeting for raising interest rates. The RBI
also hiked the cash reserve
ratio (CRR) by 50 basis
points (bps) to 4.5 per cent,
which will now require
banks to park more money
with the central bank and
leave them with less to loan
to the consumers. “The
RBI’s move of increasing
repo rate by 40 bps has
clearly taken everyone off
guard. This move will curb
excess liquidity in the system and will make auto
loans
expensive,”
Federation of Automobile
Dealers
Associations
(FADA) President Vinkesh
Gulati said in a statement.
The passenger vehicle segment may be able to absorb
this shock due to long waiting periods.

Mumbai, May 05:

the brand“Ikin Hair
R e m o v e r
Cream”.IviaBeautePvt.
Ltd., a venture from the
house of BHIMSAINI, a pioneer in the Kajal
Industry & a leading manufacturer & distributor of
Natural
Skincare,
Healthcare & Eyecare
products since 1950 catering to Indian as well as
global market. Mr. Achal

Arya,
Director,
IviaBeautePvt. Ltd shares,
“Taking care of our skin is
a daily ritual and it needs
to be pampered with the
goodness of nature and
that’s what the essence of
this campaign is with the
face of our brand, Mouni
Roy. Astaberry products
are enriched with the
goodness of Ayurveda, the
age-old Indian science

on Wednesday, released
the first look of her upcoming revenge drama
'The Road'. Directed by
Arun Vaseegaran, the
film will also feature
actor Shabeer, who delivered a brilliant performance as 'Dancing'
Rose in the critically
acclaimed hit 'Sarpatta
Parambarai'.
Apart
from
Trisha
and
Shabeer, 'The Road' will
also have actors Miya
George,
Vivek
Prasanna, MS Bhaskar
and Vela Ramamoorthy
in important roles. The
film's first look poster
has
the
tagline
'Revenge in 462 kms'.
Sources close to the
unit of the film say the
story is based on a reallife incident and that it
revolves
around
Trisha's character in
the film. Shooting
for the film is on
in
Madurai.
Cinematography for the
film is by Venkatesh KG
while music is by Sam
C S. Art direction is by
Shiva Yadav while
Nagooran is the editor
of the film.

Mansi, S
Tanvi and
Manuj to
don cop
avatar in
‘Crime
Patrol 2.0’

ony
Entertainment
Television’s Crime Patrol 2.0
has kept the audience at the edge
of their seats with its gripping
crime stories narrated through
the point of view of the cops. With
a revamped avatar, Crime Patrol
2.0 takes the viewers on pursuits
with the police as they attempt to
solve some of the gruesome real
life crime cases while also delving
into the personal lives of the
police officers. Bringing alive
these gripping real life-based
crime stories is the stellar star
cast comprising of Gireesh
Sahdev, Karan Sharma, Mangesh
Desari, Aadesh Chaudhary and
Sandeep Shridhar Dhabale portraying the role of the brave police
officers. Donning the Khaki and

joining the fearless cop squad
hailing from Bhopal in the show
will be the talented actors Mansi
Kulkarni as PI Radhika Pawar,
Tanvi Kumar as HC Pinky Sitole
and Manuj Walia as PSI Sanjay
Gupta. Expressing her excitement
of being a part of Crime Patrol 2.0,
Marathi actor Mansi Kulkarni
shares, “Crime Patrol has left a

Mumbai,
May
05:
Homegrown auto major
Tata Motors on Thursday
unveiled the electric version of its popular mini
truck, Ace, as it continues
the drive for electrification
of its portfolio. The company has also signed pacts
with leading e-commerce
players such as Amazon,
BigBasket, City Link, DOT,
Flipkart, LetsTransport,
MoEVing and Yelo EV, to
supply the Ace EV and it
has already received orders
for 39,000 units. The company will also look to build
platforms in the e-cargo
segment to build solutions
to serve market requirements. Speaking at the unveiling of the Ace EV here,
Tata Group Chairman N
Chandrasekaran said sustainable mobility is an imperative as well as a trend
that is irreversible and it is

TATA Head of Commercial Vehicle Business Unit Girish
Wagh and Tata Group Chairman Natarajan
Chandrasekaran during the launch of new TATA ACE EV
in Mumbai on Thursday.
a global mega trend. “At the
Tata Group, Tata Motors in
particular, we have embraced this fully and made
a business model that integrates sustainability as one
of the key pillars. Whether
it is in passenger cars, our

commercial vehicles, or in
general Jaguar Land
Rover, we are committed to
making this transition and
are accelerating it everyday,” he said. Stating that
Tata Motors has already
made significant progress

based on active natural ingredients, blended with
modern formulations &
distinct fragrances. The
newly launched Astaberry
Wine Facial Kit and Wine
Face Wash are becoming
popular with millenials
and salon owners alike.
Made from natural ingredients and specially crafted formulations like using
Red Grape extract in this
unique facial kit which
helps to reduce fine surface lines and replenish
depleted moisture and also
improves skin moisturization, firmness, retains
elasticity, everlasting glow,
and fairness. Using subtle
fragrances and crafted
packaging adds to the sensory feel of the products
making the experience
more enjoyable and satisfying”.

New Delhi, May 05: TB
Alliance,a global not-forprofit organization, todayapplauded rapid communication regarding
new guidelines for treating drug-resistant tuberculosis (DR-TB) released
by the World Health
Organization. For the
first time, almost all patients with DR-TB can be
treated in six months
with an all-oral regimen.1Based on new clinical evidence presented
and published over the
past year, the new guidelines allow for the programmatic implementation of treating almost all
forms of DR-TB with ei-

 On Key Changes to
the Treatment
of Drug-Resistant
Tuberculosis

in its electrification journey, Chandrasekaran said,
“We already have launched
several models in the car
segment and are leading
this movement in the passenger cars. “In the commercial vehicles we have
successfully launched electric buses and we are seeing huge acceptance and
pickup in that segment.
Today marks the day
where we are moving into
e-cargo
mobility...”
Stressing that the Ace mini
truck has been a forerunner, a category creator and
“a beacon of hope for
many entrepreneurs and
millions across India”,
Chandrasekaran said, “By
introducing the Ace EV we
are renewing our commitment to bring the benefits
of electrification to all
these entrepreneurs across
the country.”

ther BPaLM (a combination of bedaquiline, pretomanid, linezolid and
moxifloxacin) or BPaL
(bedaquiline, pretomanid
and linezolid). Dr. Mel
Spigelman, President,
and CEO TB Alliance,
which developed pretomanid and first demonstrated the benefits of the
BPaL regimen, said, “The
WHO has just delivered
excellent news for patients. This is a testament
to what can be accom-

plished through longterm, sustained investments in TB research and
development. We now
have a path forward for
handling the vast majority of cases of DR-TB with
only six months of all
oral treatment, with simplified drug regimens
that have manageable
side effects, and with cure
rates on the same order of
magnitude as the treatment for drug-sensitive
TB.”
India has the
world’s highest TB burden, with 2.6 million cases
and close to 450,000 deaths
each year. That’s more
than 1 quarter of the global disease burden.

ctress Keerthy Suresh, who
A
will be seen playing the lead
in the upcoming revenge drama,
'Saani Kaayidham', says she never
imagined herself in such an intense film.
In 'Saani Kaayidham', Keerthy
Suresh will be seen portraying a
character that the audience has
never seen her do before.
Sharing the screen space with
Selvaraghavan, Keerthy will be
seen playing a character called
Pooni, who is trapped in a generational curse that comes true when
injustice is imposed upon her.
Talking about the preparation
that went into the role, Keerthy
said, "My previous characters
were sweet, charming and bubbly,
but Ponni is fresh, raw and
rugged."
This role demanded that she be
lean and mean. "In terms of preparation, I didn't do anything really,"
Keerthy said. "I think the minute I
got into those clothes, put that
makeup on, and went on the set,
stood by the Matador van and
watched Arun and Selva sir, I was
ready."
"I had never imagined myself in
such an intense film, and thus initially the task seemed daunting.
But as the story progressed, it became easy for me to play the character of Ponni, also owing to the
easy atmosphere on sets and the
freedom to improvise and experiment."
Produced under the banner of
Screen
Scene
Media
Entertainment, 'Saani Kaayidham'
will premiere exclusively on
Prime Video on May 6. The film
will also be available as 'Chinni' in
Telugu and 'Saani Kaayidham' in
Malayalam.

legacy behind which has made its
own loyal fan base. Everyone loves
the show because of its relatability and authenticity. I have been
following the show as well and I
am really thrilled to a part of it. PI
Radhika Pawar is an inspiring
character, she is the woman of
today who not only carries the
responsibilities of the family but

Keethy Suresh
on ‘Saani
Kaayidham’:
Never played
such an intense
character

also is dedicated to her duty.
Radhika is fearless and is very
passionate about her job to safeguard the city from crime and
criminals. Amidst all the hustle
behind solving the crime, she also
deals with her personal problems
that will unfold gradually with
every episode. The character
inspires me a lot and I hope it will
create an example for all women
out there watching the show. I
would like to salute all the women
inspectors out there doing such a
marvelous job. Big Thank you to
each one of us.”

Rajneesh & Indu turn
detectives in
'Bauchaar-e-Ishq'

Watch Crime Patrol 2.0 airing
every Monday to Friday at 10 pm
only on Sony Entertainment
Television!

'The Fabulous
House Wives
of Bollywood'
at Phoenix
Palladium

Tata Motors unveils Ace EV:
receives orders for 39,000 units

Astaberry expands its personal care product range TB Alliance applauds WHO’s
Rapid Communication

Gurgaon-based, personal care homegrown manufacturing
company
IviaBeaute Pvt Ltd with
their
flagshipbrands
‘Astaberry’ and ‘Ikin’ recently launched their new
product range of Hair
Removal Creams and
Wine Facial Kits. Inspired
by Ayurveda and formulated with Science, the
move is to create a onestop solution for all personal care needs and also
to expand their ever-growingcruelty free, vegan&
eco-friendly product range
comprising of Hair removal creams, Face Wash,
Sunscreen, Home Facial
Kits, Onion Oil and
Shampoo. Popular actress
and model Mouni Roy has
been signed as the face of

Trisha releases first look of revenge
drama ‘The Road’ on her b’day!
ctress
Trisha
A
Krishnan, who
celebrates her birthday

Audi commences
Repo rate hike to put brakes
Mandaviya asks plastic industry to
bookings for new Audi A8 L prepare growth strategy for next 25 years on auto industry growth: FADA
New Delhi, May 05:
RBI
Governor-headed

Rate actions show RBI’s flexibility,
will help markets: SBI chief
New Delhi: Transport
and highway minister
Nitin Gadkari on
Wednesday chaired a
meeting along with
Delhi Lieutenant
Governor Anil Baijal
to review the proposal
of the National
Highways Logistics
Management Limited
to revamp logistics
and allied activities in
the national capital region. The National
Highways Logistics
Management Limited
(NHLML), a special
purpose vehicle of the
National Highways
Authority of India,
presented a plan to develop a future-ready
Delhi by building efficient logistics systems, creating integrated freight villages
at strategic locations,
Gadkari said in a series of tweets.

point,” he said. There are
spillover effects likely to
come from the monetary
policy tightening by central banks in the advanced
countries as well, he
added. RBI on Wednesday
after an unscheduled MPC
meeting hiked the benchmark lending rate by 40
basis points (bps) to 4.40
per cent to contain inflation that has remained
stubbornly above the target of 6 per cent for the last
three
months.
The
Monetary
Policy
Committee (MPC) headed
by
RBI
Governor
Shaktikanta Das also
raised the amount of deposits banks are required
to maintain a cash reserve
by 50 bps to 4.5 per cent to
suck out Rs 87,000 crore of
liquidity from the banking
system. This is the firstrate hike since August 2018
and the first instance of
the MPC making an unscheduled increase in the
repo rate.

LARGEST PASSENGER ELEVATOR

he gorgeous Bollywood wives from hit reality seT
ries 'The Fabulous House Wives of Bollywood',
Neelam Kothari, Bhavana Pandey and Seema Khan,
dazzled as they paid a visit to their favourite luxury
shopping destination. Exploring the enchanting
Sartorial Spring decor at Phoenix Palladium to celebrate the season and the newly arrived Spring Summer
2022 collection, they indulged their hearts out in a great
deal of retail therapy at the luxury brand stores like
Michael Kors, Sephora India, Emporio Armani and
Collective India followed by delectable treats from
cafebycococart and poultindia.

W

hat happens when an
unwilling
partner
(one of the partners in the
live-in relationship) is compelled to marry her boyfriend
because the families were
adamant? She would be
judged for her choices and
even mocked for her naivety.
But quite certainly, under
no circumstance can it be
imagined that someone will
prank her and her partner by
placing a used condom on
their bed and ruin the wedding
night
altogether.
However, WATCHO is no
stranger to strange plots
with tickling comic timings.
Dish TV’s in-house OTT platform has this time released a
playful
whodunnit
“Bauchaar-e-Ishq”, set in a
span of one night filled with
twists & turns, weird revelations, and hilarious misunderstandings. Rajneesh and
Indu are a young couple in
UP, hailing from neighbour-

ing cities of Kanpur and
Lucknow in Uttar Pradesh.
Their romance started back
in their college days and
withstood all hurdles to make
it to their present-day lives.
When their orthodox families
learned of their live-in relationship, drama ensues and
they are compelled to marry.
Indu was against the wedding since she did not want
to have kids and was condemned by the families for
her choice. She was even
condemned especially for
expressing her thoughts on
sex being an appropriate
deed before marriage.
On her wedding night, she
gets enraged on discovering
a used condom put over their
bed and presumes that it was
done on purpose by their
families. At her will, the couple spends the entire night
probing several suspects,
only to unravel people’s
myopic outlook on sex and

C R O S S WO R D
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Aquarius: Jan 21 – Feb 18

Pisces: Feb 19 – Mar 20

Aries: Mar 21 – Apr 20

Taurus: Apr 21 – May 21

Your physical strength is topnotch, Aquarius.
Now is a terrific time to join a sports team or
start a company soccer program. Others will
respect your leadership abilities. Your glow as a
self-confident, constructive being is radiating
positive energy. This combination of forces is
extremely powerful. You have the opportunity to
be wonderfully productive at this time. Work
and play are likely to present you with exciting
opportunities for advancement.

You may feel indecisive, insecure, and stuck in
the middle of a difficult situation, Pisces. Your
energy could be drawn in one direction while
your self-confidence is pulled in another. This
dilemma has to do with your inability to integrate different aspects of your life that you try to
keep separate. Try to look at things in terms of
the whole. Notice how your actions in one part
of your life have a ripple effect everywhere else.

Communication with others should be very
effective, Aries, and your social calendar will
be full. You’re feeling good about yourself,
thanks to a boost in confidence that reminds
you that you can do anything. You have the
ability to juggle many things at once and the
physical endurance to keep up a quick pace.
Even though you may tend to be rather lazy,
you might get a sudden inspiration to join a
gym or sports team.

Relating to people may be difficult for you,
since you get the feeling that others don’t
see things as deeply or emotionally as you,
Taurus. Perhaps you feel everyone is shallow, making them luckier in one sense yet
deprived in another. Try not to focus on others so much. Just concentrate on you. Don’t
take yourself so seriously. Adopt a more
lighthearted approach to life.

Gemini: May 22 – June 21

Cancer: June 22 – July 22

Leo: July 23 – Aug 23

Virgo: Aug 24 – Sept 22

You have a great deal of physical energy,
Gemini. At times, you may feel as if you have
an endless wellspring of power. You’re at a
climactic point in your yearly cycle, when
things are coming to a dramatic apex.
Difficulties that pertain to this climax are likely to make you act out in an aggressive manner if things don’t go your way. Find a constructive outlet for all this physical energy.

Finding the comfort point may be difficult
for you, Cancer. You might feel as if you
aren’t connecting with your ideals or goals.
Even though you try to put things into
motion, they don’t really pan out the way
you’d like. There’s a difficult energy making you feel like you need to join one camp
or the other to feel accepted. The problem
is that neither side looks appealing. Feel
free to start your own camp.

Your upbeat, lively nature is fueled by the
fast-paced energy at hand. You have a
great deal of physical strength available to
you, Leo, and you can make tremendous
strides in your yearly goals with very minimal effort. Take advantage of this time by
focusing on your own needs. There is a
great deal of support in place that will
help you accomplish whatever your goals
may be. Go for it.

Your indecisiveness may plague you, Virgo.
This is one of those times when you feel as if
one second of hesitation will cost you dearly. Yet you take a while to process and internalize things before you’re ready to act on
them. Others may act and speak before they
think. Don’t get upset at yourself for handling things the way you do. More than anything, it’s your lack of self-confidence that’s
holding you back.

Libra: Sept 23 – Oct 23

Scorpio: Oct 24 – Nov 22

Sagittarius: Nov 23 – Dec 21

Capricorn: Dec 22 – Jan 20

You’re now in a terrific position to make a significant move in your life, Libra. With a great
deal of physical energy coupled with incredibly high self-esteem, you have what it takes
to make a major push toward larger goals.
There’s opportunity coming at you from all
angles, and the energy at hand is fast and
furious. Your strong, courageous nature is
ripe for hopping aboard when that train
comes zooming by.

You might feel as if you can’t access your physical energy now, Scorpio. You may experience
frustration when you try to engage in a sport.
You don’t feel as if things are clicking into place
as easily as they should. This feeling is taking a
toll on your sense of self. Don’t get down on
yourself for feeling this way. Accept the fact
that there are good times and not so good times
for doing certain things.

Your physical vitality should be quite strong,
Sagittarius, and you’re encouraged by greater
self-confidence. At the same time, however,
someone seems to be trying to ruffle your
feathers by being selfish and disrespectful of
your space. This is likely to lead to conflict that
you don’t need. The good news is that it’s likely to open you up to a different perspective,
one that can ultimately be useful in understanding the situation.

Things could be moving more quickly than
makes you comfortable right now, Capricorn.
You may feel as if your own needs and agenda
are getting lost in the fury bubbling around you.
The secret key to add to your toolbox is the ability to go with the flow. It’s crucial to be adaptable and roll with the punches rather than be
victimized by them. Use the lightning-quick
energy at hand to mobilize your efforts.
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46. Irritant
47. Incisor, e.g.
48. Fiery felony
50. Messes up
52. Put in
57. Soft wool
61. Pittsburgh player
62. Commit (a crime)
65. Sand hill
66. Give off
67. Consumer
68. Totals
69. Puts on
70. Metal fasteners
71. Loch ____ monster

DOWN

ACROSS
1. Wrestling pads
5. Burn with hot water
10. Exchange
14. Much (2 wds.)
15. Thick soup
16. Scientist ____ Sagan
17. Completed
18. What a teacher takes
20. From now on
22. Mother ____ (missionary)

23. Untidy conditions
24. Price
26. Brief review
28. Ski resort
33. Small nail
37. Scarce
38. Ridiculous
39. Antique
41. Eternally, in verse
42. Singer ____ Ronstadt
43. Beginning part
44. Close securely

the taboo associated with it,
followed by a significant plot
twist with meaningful messaging.
Through the protagonists,
the writer has asked sincere
and serious questions about
love, marriage, sex, and family. Through the narrative,
the series provides answers
to a few of the difficult emotional tangles that common
people face in their daily
lives.
It is a roller coaster ride of
laughter, emotion, and
drama, and by the end of it,
the viewers get to learn
about their very nature and
immature momentary takes
on sensitive issues.
The show carries some
interesting
dialogue
exchanges amongst family
members adding spice to the
entire plot which is a slice of
life adding humor to the situation making it a fun-filled
ride to watch.

1. Woman’s title
2. Without company
3. Stage awards
4. Pipe parts
5. More thinly scattered
6. Attractive
7. Museum offering
8. Grant’s rival
9. Fender nicks
10. “The Lion King” villain
11. Subside
12. Circle segments
13. Urgent request
19. Minor aspect
21. Above, in poems
24. Occupations
25. Wagner works
27. Julius ____
29. Barbershop sound

30. Window part
31. Completes
32. Not messy
33. Englishman, informally
34. Divorce city
35. Choir singer
36. Earth
40. Stick together
45. Lingers
49. Wind dir.
51. Appraises
53. Family car
54. Avoid capture
55. Tears apart
56. Ringlet
57. Was a copycat
58. Disney clownfish
59. Beam
60. Selects
61. Dance move
63. Dashed
64. ____ standstill (2 wds.)
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Mumbai, May 05 (PTI):
Table-toppers Gujarat
Titans would look to plug
the holes in their top-order
and seal a place in the
play-offs by returning to
winning ways against an
already out-of-contention
Mumbai Indians in an
Indian Premier League
match here on Friday.
GT got a timely wake-up
call in an eight-wicket loss
to Punjab Kings in their
last match, which snapped
their five-game winning
streak. An inconsistent
batting department, especially top-order has been
GT’s thorn in the flesh
throughout the tournament so far and it’s time
the IPL newcomers fix the
issue going into the business end of the league.
Despite the loss, GT are
sitting pretty at the top of
the 10-team standings with
16 points from 10 games
and a win on Friday would
make them the first team

to cement their spot in the
play-offs. Young Shubman
Gill has failed to live up to
expectations at the top,
while
veteran
Wriddhiman Saha, who
was a great replacement
for struggling Matthew
Wade, got a start before fizzling out.
B Sai Sudharsan, who
has been the team’s weak
link so far, was the only

Gayatri Gopichand to miss
Uber Cup due to hip strain

saving grace for GT in
their last match, where
everyone failed, scoring a
50-ball 65.
The likes of skipper
Hardik Pandya, David
Miller, Rahul Tewatia and
Rashid Khan, who had
produced stellar performances and played a key
role in GT’s success so far,
have floundered against
Punjab. In Mohammed

Shami, Lockie Ferguson,
Alzzari
Joseph
and
Rashid, Gujarat have one
of the most lethal attacks
in this year’s IPL.
MI, on the other hand,
are placed last and are already out of the tournament after registering
eight consecutive defeats.
But the Rohit Sharmaled side would heave a sigh
of relief after finally regis-

tering their first win of
the tournament, a fivewicket win over Rajasthan
Royals.
Suryakumar
Yadav has been the star for
MI in the batting department, which lacks cohesive effort.
Rohit
and
Ishan
Kishan’s terrible run at
the top continued, while
Kieron Pollard failed miserably to perform the role
of a finisher till now in the
season. On the bowling
front too, MI looked
nowhere near to his best.
Jasprit Bumrah has
been economical upfront
but has not been among
wickets which has hurt
the team most.
Daniel Sams and Riley
Meredith have been
patchy
and
barring
Bumrah, MI doesn’t have
another quality bowler to
rely upon.
But having returned to
winning ways, MI would
look to play party spoilers
in their remaining games.

New Delhi, May 05 (PTI):
Rising Indian doubles
player Gayatri Gopichand
has pulled out of the upcoming Uber Cup Finals
after being advised rest to
recover from a strain in
hip joints. The development was on Thursday
confirmed to PTI by
Badminton Association of
India (BAI) secretary
Sanjay Mishra.
The tournament is beginning in Bangkok on
Sunday. Gayatri, who
forms the women’s doubles combination with
Treesa Jolly, has been in
good form, of late, producing a series of impressive
performances in international and domestic circuit.
She had skipped the
Asia badminton championships as well due to the
injury and absence has
only compounded the
Indian women team’s
problems as the experienced pair of N Sikki
Reddy
and
Ashwini
Ponnappa has already
withdrawn from the tour-

nament after the former
suffered an abdomen tear.
Simran Singh and
Ritika Thakkar, who had
finished fourth in the
ranking during the selection trials, were included
by the selectors in the 10member squad following
Sikki’s injury.
But no replacement
could be named for
Gayatri since the extent of
her injury came to light
after the deadline for making any change to the
squad was over.
Gayatri and Treesa had
emerged winners at the selection trials to make it to
the Indian squad for the
Commonwealth Games,
Uber Cup and Asian
Games. The duo had
reached the semifinals of
All
England
Championships in March
this year. While Gayatri
missed out, Treesa left for
Bangkok along with the
team on Wednesday.
Besides Treesa, the other
doubles players in the
squad include Tanisha
Crasto, Shruti Mishra,
Simran and Ritika.

The “Si se puede! (Yes
we can!)” chants gradually
faded at the Santiago
Bernabeu as the minutes
passed and Real Madrid
looked beaten.
As the end of regulation
approached, many in the
stands and on the field
were close to giving up as
Manchester City defended
its 1-0 lead. It seemed that
there would be no magical
night at the Bernabeu for
the 13-time European
champions this time.
But Madrid took its
Champions League comebacks to another level on
Wednesday, rallying late
with two goals in two minutes by substitute Rodrygo
to force extra time and defeat Manchester City 3-1 to
reach the final a showdown with Liverpool.

Real Madrid’s French forward Karim Benzema controls
the ball during the UEFA Champions League semi-final
second leg football match between Real Madrid CF and
Manchester City at the Santiago Bernabeu stadium in
Madrid.
Karim Benzema, the hero
of Madrid’s previous
comebacks this season,
converted a penalty kick
in extra time for the decisive goal that allowed

Madrid to advance 6-5 on
aggregate after a 4-3 firstleg semifinal loss in which
it escaped losing by a bigger margin. “I didn’t think
we could do it again be-

Rafael Nadal got off to a
good start in his return
from injury, defeating
Miomir Kecmanovic in
two sets to reach the third
round at the Madrid Open.
Nadal showed few signs
of rustiness in his 6-1 7-6
(4) opening win at home on
Wednesday. He cruised in
the first set and recovered
in the second after twice
losing his serve following
a rain interruption.
The victory lasted nearly two hours, but it was
fast enough to allow Nadal
to watch Real Madrid’s
Champions League match
later Wednesday night in
the Spanish capital.

Tournament organizers
said Nadal asked to play in
the afternoon so his match
would not coincide with
Madrid’s semifinal game
against Manchester City,

which the hosts won 3-1 to
advance to the final. Nadal
is a Madrid fan and on
Saturday gave the ceremonial kickoff
at the
Santiago
Bernab
u
Stadium before the team
clinched the Spanish
league title with a win
against Espanyol.
The
fourth-ranked
Nadal had been out for
nearly 45 days after a rib
stress fracture halted his
great start to the season,
highlighted by winning
his record 21st Grand
Slam title with victory at
the Australian Open.
“Coming from injury I
always need to play many
matches to regain my best
form,” Nadal said.

Concerned that different types of
Murray withdraws before match
bowlers are getting Kohli out: Ian Bishop
against Djokovic in Madrid
New Delhi, May 05 (PTI):
Virat Kohli has not been
able to score fluently in the
IPL this season and it is a
matter of concern that he
is getting out to different
types of bowlers, observed
former West Indies pacer
Ian Bishop.
Kohli has managed just
175 runs with a top score of
58 at a strike rate of just
111.09, which is the third
lowest among batters with
at least 150 runs this season.
On Wednesday, Kohli
was cleaned up by Mooen
Ali after a laboured 30 off
33 balls and Bishop said he
is concerned about Kohli’s
struggles against spin, especially off-spin. “For a

while, for 10 or 15 runs, he
wasn’t even going at a runa-ball, or he was just going
at a run-a-ball,” Bishop
said on ESPNcricinfo’s
‘T20 Time Out’. “He didn’t
get ahead, and there wasn’t much intent. He hit one
(six) over extra-cover off
the seamer, and that was
when he just went ahead

Dhanush
Srikanth
struck gold in the men’s
10m air rifle competition
on day three of the ongoing 24th Deaflympics at
Caxias do Sul, Brazil, ensuring a golden start to
India’s campaign at the
Games.
Shourya Saini put the
icing on India’s cake with
a bronze, finishing behind Korea’s Kim Woo
Rim in the eight-man
final on Wednesday.
Dhanush shot 247.5, a
finals world record score,
to emerge triumphant as
Kim fell short with 246.6,
while Shourya finished
third with 224.3.
Later the Indian badminton team also won
gold beating Japan 3-1 in
the final to make it a double celebrations for the
country. India is currently placed eighth on the
medals table with two
gold and one bronze
medal. Ukraine tops the
standings currently with
19 gold, six silver and 13

cause we were struggling,”
Madrid
goalkeeper
Thibaut Courtois said.
“We had already eliminated some top teams that
spent a lot of money to try
to win a Champions, but
today it was more impressive, happening in the
final minutes.”
Madrid had already
pulled off thrilling comebacks at the Bernabeu
against Paris SaintGermain in the round of
16 and Chelsea in the quarterfinals. “I cannot say we
are used to living this kind
of life, but what happened
tonight happened against
Chelsea and also against
Paris,” Madrid coach
Carlo Ancelotti said.
“If you have to say why,
it is the history of this
club that helps us to keep
going when it seems that
we are gone.”

bronze medals. Dhanush
and Shourya were second
and third respectively in
the
qualifications.
Hailing from Telangana,
Dhanush
trains
at
Gangan Narang’s academy in Hyderabad.
Under the guidance of
the Olympic bronze
medallist
shooter,
Dhanush produced a fine
performance to win his
his career’s biggest prize
at the Games.
Dhanush and Shourya,
who were also helped by
National
Rifle
Association of India
(NRAI) coaches Anuja
Jung and Priti Sharma
for the marquee sporting

event, shot well throughout the day to emerge as
deserving medal winners. Dhanush shot 623.3
in qualification to finish
behind Kim, who shot
625.1 to top the field.
Shourya was third with
622.7
ensuring
two
Indians made it to the
final stage.
In the final too, Kim
began with a bang and
was leading Dhanush till
the 18th shot of the 24shot final. The Indian
found his bearings when
the single shots began
after the 10th shot and
slowly but surely made
up lost ground to march
ahead.

Hansini Mathan
Rajan wins U-13 girls
title in Austria

New Delhi, May 05 (PTI):
Indian paddler Hansini Mathan
Rajan has returned with two
medals, including a gold in the
U-13 girls event, from the
World Table Tennis Youth
Contender tournament held in
Linz, Austria. The tournament
was held from May 1-3. She
won the U-13 championship
defeating Romania’s Andreea
Baisu in a thrilling final. The

final scoreline read 11-3, 7-11,
9 -11 ,11-0 ,11-8 in the Indian’s
favour. She secured bronze in
the U-15 category after stunning Choi Hosea of South
Korea 3-0 in the quarterfinals.
However, Hansini was overpowered by another South
Korean, Yoo Yerin, in the semifinals. Lee Seuengeun won the
U-15 title beating compatriot
Yoo Yerin in five games.

Nadal returns from injury
What let us down
with straight-set win in Madrid was batsmanship: Dhoni

Madrid, May 05 (AP):

to a run-a-ball and then he
came back.
“This is something
we’ve been seeing with
Virat, not just this season.
Even last season, I remember, and even sometimes
internationally, he’ll fly
out - he didn’t fly out
tonight - and then he’ll
slow down again. So, I’m
concerned.”
Overall, Kohli played 16
dot balls against Chennai
Super
Kings
on
Wednesday. “If you’re not
getting ahead of the rate
and going at a run-a-ball,
you need to bat deep into
the innings,” he said.
“And he isn’t going deep
into the innings either. So
those deliveries don’t
come back to you.

Madrid, May 05 (AP):
Andy Murray withdrew from his showdown
against Novak Djokovic
at the Madrid Open on
Thursday because of illness.
The announcement
came not long before
Murray was scheduled to
take the court against
the top-ranked Djokovic
in the third round.
Murray had won his
first two matches in
Madrid,
defeating
Dominic Thiem and
Denis Shapovalov. The
former No 1 hadn’t won
consecutive matches
since January.

There were no further
details on Murray’s illness. Murray, ranked
78th in the world, has
been making his way up
the rankings since having hip surgery in both
2018 and 2019.

CBI probe against Jain closed
New Delhi, May 05 (PTI):

New Delhi, May 05 (PTI):

Madrid rallies past Man City to
reach Champions League final
Madrid, May 05 (AP):

CONVOCATION CEREMONY

Dhanush Srikanth wins gold, Shourya
Saini bags bronze at Deaflympics

Pune, May 05 (PTI):
Chennai Super Kings
skipper Mahendra Singh
Dhoni pulled up his batters for their poor shot selection after suffering a 13run
loss
to
Royal
Challengers Bangalore,
which pushed the defending champions to the
brink of elimination.
Invited to bat, RCB posted 173 for 8 and then returned to restrict CSK to
160 for 8 in their stipulated
20 overs on Wednesday.
“We did well to restrict
them to 170-odd runs. We
had to get off to a good
start, everything was up to
the mark and what let us
down was the batsmanship,” Dhoni said after the
match.
CSK were 54 for no loss
in 6.3 overs but they kept
losing wickets to eventually fall shot of the target. It
was CSK’s seventh loss of
the season.
“When you are chasing
you know what is required
and at times you have to
curb your instinct and see
what really the situation is
demanding rather than
playing your shots,” Dhoni
said.
“The shot selection
could have been better towards the end. We had a
good start and had wickets
in hand, the surface kept
getting better but we lost
wickets at regular intervals. “We can look back at
some of the shots, if we
take care of those things..
chasing is about calculations and batting first is
more about instinct.

President Ram Nath Kovind during the 16th convocation ceremony of Mizoram University, in Aizawl.

NGO seeks transparency law,
regulator for social media
New Delhi, May 05 (PTI):
To curb the flow of misinformation on social media,
a non-governmental organisation on Thursday demanded enactment of
transparency laws and a
regulator
under
Parliamentary oversight
for such online platforms.
Future
of
India
Foundation, in a report titled
'Politics
of
Disinformation', claimed
that social media platforms
adopted design choices,
which instead led to a proliferation and mainstreaming of misinformation
while allowing themselves
to be weaponised by powerful vested interests for polit-

‘Recruitment of
teachers in state-run
schools will start soon’
Kolkata, May 05 (PTI):
West Bengal Central School
Service
Commission
(WBCSSC) on Thursday announced that the process of
recruitment of assistant
teachers and headmasters
in state-run secondary and
higher secondary schools
will start very soon.
Education Minister Bratya
Basu told reporters after a
cabinet meeting that 5,261
vacant SSC posts will be
filled up and the appointments will be made based
on merit and eligibility.
Among the vacant posts
there will be 750 posts for
work education and 850 for
physical education, he said.
These 1,600 new posts have
been created and got the
nod of the state cabinet, the
minister said. In its notice,
the WBCSSC said it will
soon issue an advertisement for recruitment for
the post of Assistant teachers in Secondary and
Higher Secondary schools.

ical and commercial benefits. It claimed that the current system of content moderation was more of a public relations exercise for
platforms and not aimed at
stopping the spread of misinformation. Addressing a
press conference here,
Future of India Foundation
director Ruchi Gupta said
fact-checking approach to
combat misinformation applied only to a tiny subset of
content selected for the purpose, while a vast ocean of
unreviewed content was
spreading unchecked on
the platforms. The report
recommended that content
moderation and its allied
functions such as standard
setting, fact checking and

deplatforming must be embedded in the sovereign bipartisan political process
for democratic legitimacy.
"At the same time, it is important to ensure that a political approach to misinformation does not degrade
into legal sanction for censorship at the behest of the
government," it said. The
report stated that any regulatory body must thus be
grounded in democratic
principles of diversity, dissent, inclusion, transparency and accountability its
own and of the social media
platforms. The NGO suggested that platforms make
chronological feed default,
thereby exposing the user
to only that content which

he has specifically opted to
receive; and to ensure that
all content which is put in
the feed is controlled for
source and quality.
It also recommended periodical review and deplatforming of a set of users
who acquired high organic
reach by propagating "false
and divisive content" or
through other inauthentic
processes.
"Platforms
should establish a principle
of progressively more stringent content guidelines for
users with high organic
reach and select the top
users (either top one per
cent of users in a geography or all users above a certain follower threshold) for
review," it said.

Following a four-yearlong investigation, the CBI
has closed a case against
Delhi PWD Minister
Satyendar Jain and others
related to alleged corruption in the hiring of a creative team for the department, officials said on
Thursday. The agency has
recently filed its closure report before a special court
after failing to gather
enough evidence to prosecute the Aam Admi Party
leader and others in the
case, they said. The CBI refused to provide any comments on the development.
The agency had registered the case on May 28,
2018 on a reference from office of the lieutenant governor of the NCT of Delhi
to investigate the allegations of irregularities in
the award of tender to a
private company for hiring
a creative team for PWD
works. The agency claimed

Jitendra Singh to DoPPW

‘Bring ‘manual for
pensioners’ for further
ease to retired govt
employees’
New Delhi, May 05 (PTI):
Union Minister Jitendra Singh
on Thursday asked the
Department of Pension and
Pensioners' Welfare (DoPPW)
to bring out a comprehensive
"manual for pensioners" to
ensure further ease to retired
government
employees.
Addressing the 7th all India
pension adalat here, he said
that steps like extension of
family pension to differently
abled child of a deceased government employee/pensioner
or giving a major hike in the
family pension emoluments
for divyang children of a deceased
government
servant/pensioner are not
only pension reforms but social reforms having wide implications.

Geneva, May 05 (PTI):
The WHO on Thursday
said that 14.9 million people were killed either by
COVID-19 directly or due
to the pandemic's impact
on health systems and society, with the global
health agency estimating
that India had 4.7 million
fatalities.
In New Delhi, India
strongly objected to the
use of mathematical models by the World Health
Organization (WHO) for
projecting excess mortality estimates linked to the
coronavirus pandemic in
view of the availability of
authentic data, saying validity and robustness of
the models used and
methodology of data collection are questionable.
New estimates from the

WHO show that the full
death toll associated directly or indirectly with
the COVID-19 pandemic,
described as excess mortality , between January 1,
2020 and December 31, 2021
was approximately 14.9
million, range 13.3 million
to 16.6 million.
These sobering data not
only point to the impact of
the pandemic but also to
the need for all countries
to invest in more resilient
health systems that can
sustain essential health
services during crises, including stronger health information systems, said
Dr Tedros Adhanom
Ghebreyesus,
WHO
Director-General.
WHO is committed to
working with all countries
to strengthen their health
information systems to

generate better data for
better decisions and better
outcomes, he said.
Excess mortality includes deaths associated
with COVID-19 directly
(due to the disease) or indirectly (due to the pandemic's impact on health systems and society).
Deaths linked indirectly
to COVID-19 are attributable to other health conditions for which people
were unable to access prevention and treatment because health systems were
overburdened by the pandemic.
The estimated number
of excess deaths can be influenced also by deaths
averted during the pandemic due to lower risks of
certain events, like motorvehicle accidents or occupational injuries.

make the prito have convate company
ducted a yeareligible for parlong prelimiticipating in
nary enquiry,
the tender," a
in which it levCBI spokesperelled serious alson had said
legations
of
after filing the
corruption
FIR on May 29,
against
the
2018. It was
minister.
It
also alleged
went on to file
that the budget
a corruption
Satyendar Jain
requirements
case against
Jain and other PWD offi- were met in an unauthocers on the basis of its find- rised way from some other
ings. However, after four unrelated heads which was
years of probe into the alle- found improper and in viogations, the CBI did not lation of various guidefind enough material to lines and regulations, the
buttress its claims of cor- official had said. Soon after
ruption and prosecute the registration of the FIR, the
minister, resulting in the CBI had raided Jain's residence which triggered a poclosure of the case.
"A preliminary enquiry litical reaction from Aam
was earlier conducted to Aadmi Party supremo
look into the matter. It was Arvind Kejriwal, who had
alleged that the accused tweeted: "What does PM
persons, while working in Modi want?"
Kejriwal's reaction came
the capacity of public servants,
deliberately on a tweet by Jain, who had
changed the terms and con- said, "Cbi raids my house
ditions in the NIT so as to for hiring creative team by

PWD. Professionals were
hired for different projects.
All were forced to leave by
cbi (sic)."
Besides Jain, the CBI
had also booked several
senior PWD officials of
that
time,
including
Sarvagya
Kumar
Srivastava, Engineer in
Chief; Manu Ambitabh,
Principal
Director
(Projects); A K Pait, Deputy
Director (Admn); PC
Chanana,
Project
Manager;
and
other
unidentified officials.
Prior to registration of
the FIR, the CBI had conducted a year-long preliminary enquiry into allegations against the minister
which were flagged by
Delhi vigilance department. The CBI had registered a preliminary enquiry in the matter on
April 5, 2017 and claimed to
have converted it into a
regular case after it allegedly found prima facie
evidence.

‘45 % people who died in 2020
didn’t receive any medical care’
New Delhi, May 05 (PTI):
A whopping 45 per
cent of the total 82
lakh people who died
in India in 2020 did
not get any medical
attention at the time
of death and just 1.3
per cent of the total
registered fatalities during
the year received medical
care from a qualified professional, according to data
prepared by the Registrar
General of India (RGI).
However, the RGI's report 'Vital Statistics of
India based on the Civil
Registration System' for
2020 did not give the number of people who succumbed to COVID-19.
According to the Union

Health Ministry data, in
2020, when COVID-19 was
first reported in the country, 1.48 lakh people lost
their lives due to the pandemic, which is substantially lower than 2021 when
3.32 lakh people died due to
the disease.
"About 1.3 per cent of the
total registered deaths during 2020 have received medical attention from qualified allopathic professionals and practitioners of
other system together and
45 per cent of the deceased
did not receive any medical
attention at the time of
death," the RGI's report
said.
The proportion of people
dying in the absence of
medical attention in 2019

was 34.5 per cent. As many
as 28 per cent of the total
registered deaths have occurred in institutions and
is on a higher side than
that of other places from
where the deceased had received medical attention.
About 16.4 per cent of
the registered deaths were
reported under 'medical attention other than institutions'. The RGI report said
complete information on
medical attention received
by the deceased at the time
of death has been received
from 34 states and UTs.
Two states -- Maharashtra
and Sikkim -- have submitted only partial data and
therefore their numbers
have not been used while
consolidating the data.

DEMOLITION DRIVE

COVID-19 CASUALTIES

‘Global death toll estimated to be
15 mn; India had 4.7 mn deaths’

People shift away their belongings amid a demolition drive by the District Town Planning- Enforcement (DTP-E) at
Saraswati Kunj, in Gurugram, Thursday.

‘Sedition law against conscience of India’ ‘Sharing of biometric information not impermissible’
New Delhi, May 05 (PTI):

Ultimately as a batter or
bowler you are in the middle and you have to decide.”
Winning captain Faf du
Plessis said his team was
in need of this win after
three successive losses.
“We definitely needed
that. We put up a decent
total. We are moving in the
right direction. We have
been very good in the
bowling department,” he
said. “I thought 165 would
be nice to get.The fielding
was amazing. Some great
catching and good bowling
indeed.” He said his team

will have to “keep improving in the batting department.” “We want one of
the top four to bat through.
RCB’s Harshal Patel was
adjudged the Man of the
Match for his three for 35.
“I think in the first over,
the slower balls I tried to
bowl it into the wicket but
it kind of floated on to the
bat. I have been trying to
improve my sequencing,”
he said.
A death over specialist,
Patel said it is important
“to be aware of the conditions and then what the
batter is trying to do.”

Senior Congress leader
M Veerappa Moily on
Thursday said the sedition
law is against the conscience of the Indian nation and it is high time the
Supreme Court considers
"abrogating" it from the
pages of criminal law. His
assertion came on a day the
Supreme Court said it
would hear arguments on
May 10 on the legal question whether the pleas challenging the colonial era
penal law on sedition be referred to a larger bench and
granted time to the Centre
to file its response.
The law of sedition has
again reignited a public debate, including before the
Supreme Court, and the
public is very much focused on the subject, Moily
noted. The Britishers fully

invoked this
saulted by the
section to sigover nments
lence the freein
power,"
dom fighters
Moily
said.
such
as
W h i l e
M a h a t m a
M a h at m a
Gandhi
and
Gandhi called
Balgangadhar
Section 124A
Tilak, the for"the
prince
mer
Union
among the pominister and a
litical sections
senior lawyer
of the IPC deM Veerappa Moily
said.
signed to sup"It has now become rou- press the liberty of the cititine for lawmakers both in zen", Jawaharlal Nehru
the state and at the Centre said that the provision was
to silence the dissenters "obnoxious" and "highly
who are opposed to the objectionable", and "the
view of the established sooner we get rid of it the
governments....ultimately better", Moily pointed out.
"Both of them voiced
the law is misused to kill
the democratic ethos in the conscious consensus of
the freedom fighters and
country," he said.
"Real patriots are put be- patriots. The nation should
hind bars under the provi- have scrapped the law as it
sions of Section 124 A inherited the colonial lega(sedition) and democratic cy of suppressing indeexpression has been as- pendent opinion. Hence

the sedition law is against
the conscience of the
Indian nation," he said.
Moily said the second
Administrative Reforms
Commission in its fifth report on public order considered many provisions
on federal crimes, including sedition, and recommended re-examining the
offences which have interstate or national ramification and include them in a
new law.
"It is high time that the
Supreme Court of India
consider abrogating the
law of sedition from the
pages of criminal law of
the country as the said law
goes against the patriotic
ethos of the country and intends to remove the conscience of ethos of India
and also the Constitution
and freedom fighters of the
country," Moily said.

UIDAI to Delhi HC

Gujaratlook to fix batting woes,
seal IPL play-off berth against MI
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New Delhi, May 05 (PTI):

The UIDAI has opposed before the
Delhi High Court a
petition for identification of an unknown
accused by using the
Aadhaar Data bank
and said that sharing
of biometric information or use of biometric information for
any purpose other than the
generation of the Aadhaar
number and its authentication is impermissible.
In its status report filed
in response to the petition
by the prosecution, the
Unique
Identification
Authority of India (UIDAI)
said that the biometric information is unique to an
individual and is sensitive
information that needs to
be protected to thwart any
possibility of misuse and
the relief sought by the pe-

titioner would be squarely
contrary to Section 29 of
the Aadhaar Act, 2016.
The prosecution sought
directions to UIDAI to
match the fingerprints and
photograph of the unknown accused who allegedly committed the offences of robbery and murder, and provide information concerning their identity. UIDAI said that core
biometric information" has
been defined in the
Aadhaar Act to mean fingerprint, IRIS scan, or
other biological attributes
and there is a clear prohibition against sharing or
using core biometrics for
any reason whatsoever.
As is evident from the
above-mentioned provisions, sharing of biometric
information or use of biometric information for any
purpose other than the generation of the Aadhaar

number and authentication
under the Aadhaar Act is
impermissible. "No core
biometric information collected or created under the
Aadhaar Act, 2016 (as
amended) and Regulations
made thereunder, shall be
shared with anyone for any
reason whatsoever, or used
for any purpose other than
generation of Aadhaar
numbers and authentication under the Aadhaar
Act, 2016 (as amended), the
status report said.
In the status report,
UIDAI asserted that no
Aadhaar data can be
shared by any individual or
entity without the consent
and the reliefs in question
would are not only contrary to the mandate of the
Aadhaar Act but also a
Supreme Court decision
which held that no core biometric can be directed to be
shared with anyone what-

soever or used for any purpose other than that permitted in the Aadhaar Act.
Even otherwise, the status
report said, the UIDAI does
not collect biometric information based on technologies, standards, or procedures suitable for forensic
purposes.
UIDAI said that the photograph, demographic information, and authentication records of an Aadhaar
number holder may be
shared by the authority in
certain cases in accordance with Section 33 of
the Aadhaar Act but in absence of the Aadhaar number, it is technically not feasible to provide the photographs of an unknown accused, as is sought, and
such information cannot
be provided without giving
an opportunity of hearing
to the concerned Aadhaar
number holder.
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